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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
Anyone can hold the helm when the sea is calm. Publilius Syrius 
Societies function well when the moral system that governs conflicts, imbalances, personal 
interests, mutual benetlts of livmg together, and ethical principles is operating well (Rest. 198(3). 
Jurgen Habermas. a contemporar>' philosopher, posmlates that human beings normally function 
well until there is a breakdown of society, and the moral bearings are lost. The resulting conflicts 
within the moral framework cause humans to fumble for guidance regarding what actions to take 
in conflicted ethical situations (Scott. 1998). 
The American society, beset with violence in schools, an emphasis on material acquisition 
and sudden wealth, and changing social values, is breaking down (Bly. 1996). Concerned with 
what is happening. Bly believes: "We have lost the ability to think vertically and that loss has 
been deliberately manipulated by the materialistic society. . .which stimulates greed and 
desirousness" (p. 33). The trend reflects a disruption of civilization. 
.American schools are also changing. From vouchers, to standards, to student test scores 
that determine professional job security, to ethical decision making within a pluralistic society, 
communities and state governments are demanding accountability from educators. A perusal of 
the Phi Delta Kappan over the past 10 years has documented 361 reform efforts, all of them ideas 
designed to improve education (Carpenter. 2000). At the same time, teachers and administrators 
are leaving the profession, disheanened by a lack of public respect, fractious children, and low 
financial reward for their services. Fueled by what Bly (1996) calls the sibling society, defined as 
a culture where adults remain children and children have no desire to become adults. 
. . .children are feeling a deepening rage. . . . What the young need—stability. 
presence, attention, advice, good psychic food, unpolluted stories—is exactly what the 
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sibling societ\' won't give them. As we look at crumbling schools, the failure to 
protect students from guns, the cutting of funds for Head Stan and breakfasts for poor 
children, cutting of music and an lessons, the enormous increases in the numbers of 
children in poverty, the poor prenatal care for some, we have to wonder whether 
there might not be a genuine anger against children in the sibling society. 
(pp. 132-133) 
Reflections 
Throughout the history of educational administration, school leadership has reflected 
American cultural, social, and political values. Beck and Murphy (1994. 1997) highlight critical 
shifts on that educational parchment scroll. School leadership before 1900 was value laden. Then, 
as the 20"' cennjr\' rolled forward, school administrators became business people in the early 
1900s. politicians in the 1940s, and objective, rational leaders who embraced concepts of science 
and data-driven decision making in the 1960s. Now. school administrators are in the middle of 
another shift, one that is fiieled by the inequities of wealth, power, and status in the culture, the 
sibling society (Bly. 1996). and the information revolution (Rogerson & Bynum. 1995). Once 
again educational leaders are shifting to meet the needs of society. This time since the inequities 
in the culture involve moral issues and the familiar moral system is not functioning well with 
those inequities, school administrators have revived an age-old concept, ethical decision making, 
to meet societal needs. 
Beck (1996) capmres the need for ethical decision making and leadership among school 
administrators succinctly: "At least four characteristics of our professional lives compel us to take 
seriously the challenges at hand, to enter into thoughtful and sustained conversations about the 
values we hold and to construct appropriate ways to honor those values" (pp. 8-9). These four 
characteristics are: 
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1) The situations that challenge our moral reasoning are complex. 
2) The stakes are high in siniations that challenge our moral reasoning. (And. there are 
no easy answers in high-stakes, ethical dilemmas.) 
3) The impact of our moral decisions and actions is enormous. 
4) Institutions that traditionally guided our moral reasoning are crumbling, (pp. 9-11) 
Schools are instimtions of academic and moral learning. As the experience of school is 
common to all Americans, there seems little myster\' in the experience. Yet as Starratt (1995) 
pointed out. something more powerful than e.xperience happens to children in school: "Individuals 
learn in schools to be a somebody or a nobody. They learn to be a nobody by experiencing 
ridicule, humiliation, and most of all. indifference" (pp. 23-24). This drama unfolds in every 
school building. ever>' day. through the observations and decisions that children make, and the 
stakes are high. The cumulative effect literally shapes a lifetime. 
Starratt's observation points to the imponance of ethical leadership within schools. To 
maintain the stams quo takes little initiative or leadership as schools have always been places 
where children have struggled for identities that define them as adults. Yet in today's world, 
society is critical of the disregard that children e.xperience in schools. Principals are key figures in 
the quest for change, for administrators represent values while at the same time imposing them 
through their decision making (Greenfield. 1988). 
Deciding upon a course of action and facing ethical dilemmas is a daily occurrence for 
school administrators (Blumberg & Greenfield. 1986; Crowson. 1989). The right course of action 
is frequently not clear in the face of conflicting and competing moral values. Reassurance as to 
the right course of action is oftentimes withheld. Moreover, ethical decisions take time and 
reflection, two commodities that harried school principals frequently do not have. 
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Theories for Ethical Decision Making 
Kohlberg's (1983) theory of moral development illustrated his belief that as individuals age 
and interact with society, their level of moral reasoning grows increasingly complex. Bom 
without ethics or panems for moral behavior, human beings can progress through si.x stages of 
moral reasoning during their lifetime. Each stage, when used as a basis for ethical behavior. 
yields ethical decisions based on vastly different types of moral reasoning. For example, the child 
at stage one. the obedience and punishment stage, obeys rules to avoid punishment while the adult 
at stage six willingly pays taxes, not because he/she fears punishment but because it is the right 
thing to do for society. Age. societal role taking, and education influence an individual's 
movement through each consecutive stage, but. according to Kohlberg. few humans reach levels 
five or six. 
James Rest, a student of Kohlberg. built a professional career testing Kohlberg's theory. 
His Defining Issues Test (DIT) has been used since the 1970s in over 1000 studies and 40 
countries, with about 150 new studies each year (Rest & Narvaez. 1994). Rest found a significant 
relationship of moral judgment to behavior, but the power of the relation was only at a modest 
level. The strength of the association seems to be within a range of 10% to 15% (Thoma. 1994). 
However, of interest now to researchers is the interaction of interpretations and situations that 
produce behavior. Psychological processes other than judgment are involved in making ethical 
decisions. 
While completing a general review of the moralit\' literature. Rest developed the Four-
Component Model of Moral Behavior. The theor\' reflects the views expressed in literature that 
"morality is a multifaceted phenomenon" (Rest & Narvaez. 1994. p. 22). Four psychological 
processes occur when an individual exhibits moral behavior: moral sensitivit\'. moral judgment, 
moral motivation, and moral character. Any deficiency in any one of those components might 
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result in moral failure. A principal, for example, might fail to act ethically because he/she lacked 
moral courage or was motivated to maintain a present lifestyle. 
Standards for Ethical Decision Making 
Historically, practitioners within the field of educational administration have looked to the 
American Association of School Administrators' (AASA) Statement of Ethics for guidance as to 
ethical behavior. The AASA Statement of Ethics was developed in 1962 and then significantly 
condensed in 1981 to its present form. However, within the reform efforts of the past few 
decades, additional principles for ethical behavior have emerged in the form of dispositions within 
the Interstate School Leaders Licensure Consonium (ISLLC) standards (Murphy & Shipman. 
1999). 
Organized by the Council of Chief State School Officers in pannership with the National 
Policy Board for Educational Administration. ISLLC is a consortium of states and associations 
(Murphy & Shipman. 1999). The number of states involved in the writing and adoption of the 
ISLLC standards has been as high as 30. From 1994-1996. this consonium crafted six model 
standards for school leaders with knowledge, dispositions, and performances penaining to each 
standard. Ethics was considered of such importance that one standard. Standard 5. is devoted to 
the ethical component of school leadership: "A school administrator is an educational leader who 
promotes the success of all students by acting with integrity, fairness, and in an ethical manner." 
Under that standard are listed eight dispositions that could be conceived as principles of ethical 
practice in that the consonium urges an administrator to believe in. value, and be committed to 
the ethical principles contained in the eight dispositions. 
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Statement of the Problem 
As the nation's schools continue to be buffeted with reform movements, diminished public 
confidence, pluralism, accountability, and an increased desire for establishment of community" and 
shared decision making, the very foundations of the American educational system are being 
shaken. The ethical school leader is seen as pivotal to guiding schools through this process of 
change while maintaining values that are necessary for cultural stability and purpose. As 
Greenfield (1993) notes, skill in moral reasoning is desirable when confronted with ethical 
dilemmas, which are defined as competing and sometimes conflicting moral values. 
Nested between abstract theory, such as Kohlberg's Theory of Moral Development, and 
principles of ethical practice such as the dispositions in ISLLC Standard 5. is the intermediate 
zone of actual decision making. It is that intermediate zone (Bebeau & Thoma. in press) in which 
Rest's Four Component Model of Moral Behavior can be a helpful framework to measure how 
principals make ethical decisions. The central problem of this investigation is whether school 
administrators make ethical decisions that are moral in nature as defined by three selected 
dispositions under Standard 5 of the ISLLC standards and what psychological processes and 
interactions are used in making those moral decisions. In other words, when confronted with 
ethical dilemmas that call for adherence to a code of ethics, are school leaders sensitive to moral 
issues within the problems they solve, do they judge what is right and wrong, do they prioritize 
competing moral values, and do they have the courage to act on all of the above? 
Ethical exploration is a comple.x endeavor, but schools embody morals, values, and ethics. 
Within a democratic environment, the very purpose of schools, which in essence seems to be to 
prepare children for the adult world, calls for school leaders who demonstrate integrity, articulate 
specific values, and conform to those values in daily life (Sebring & Bryk. 2000). There is an 
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ethical dimension to leadership that when embodied brings forth the ver\' best in culmres. 
organizations, and people. Students deserve nothing less. 
Purpose of the Study 
The central purpose of this snidy was to detennine if a selected group of principals, when 
asked to take action on an ethical dilemma, make ethical decisions through the processes outlined 
in James Rest's Four Component Model of Moral Behavior. MetLife/NASSP State Principals of 
the Year were selected for the study because of their identification through a structured process as 
exemplary leaders. Examination of their ethical actions and justifications of those actions 
determined if they make ethical decisions through the processes outlined in James Rest's Four 
Component Model of Moral Behavior. The literamre suppons ethical decision making as a 
component of exemplary leadership. 
Research Questions 
More specifically, this saidy is designed to answer the following research questions: 
1. Are there significant differences based on gender, years of experience, ethics training, 
and building enrollment in ethical action responses of MetLife/NASSP State Principals 
of the Year to ethical scenarios? 
2. How do each of the four components of Rest's Four Component Model contribute to 
the ethical decision making of MetLife/NASSP State Principals of the Year? 
3. Are there significant differences in ethical decision-making processes (i.e. justifications! 
of MetLife/NASSP State Principals of the Year in regard to gender? 
4. Are there significant differences in ethical decision-making processes (i.e. justifications) 
of MetLife/NASSp State Principals of the Year in regard to administrative experience? 
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5. Are there significant differences in ethical decision-making processes of MetLife/ 
NASSP State Principals of the Year who have studied ethics, either in a specific course 
or within various courses of their graduate administration program of study? 
6. Are there significant differences in ethical decision-making processes of 
MetLife/NASSP State Principals of the Year in regard to building enrollment? 
7. Do MetLife/NASSP State Principals of the Year place a high degree of personal 
emphasis on ethics and the four components of Rest's Four Component Theorv' in their 
professional life? Why or why not? 
8. Did their reputation for ethical behavior, in their opinion, play a significant pan in their 
selection as State Principal of the Year? Why or why not? 
Selected individuals who exhibited a high level of congruence with actions and a high or 
low level of congruence with the justifications were interviewed by telephone for the qualitative 
portion of this study. The purpose of the qualitative portion of this smdy was to enrich and 
expand on the quantitative data and to explore components that were not easily addressed by the 
pen and paper instrument. For example, awareness of the courage component as a contribution to 
moral behavior, in this case ethical decision making, may be understood in the abstract, but to get 
to the depth of emotion, resiliency, and character upon which that component depends may best 
be explored through conversation and dialogue. 
Rationale for the Study 
Administrators are confronted with ethical decisions on a daily basis. More often than not. 
those decisions revolve around ethical dilemmas, as the choice is not between a wrong and a right 
but between two competing right answers. That process of choosing between alternatives is a 
process of valuing. As such, it would seem reasonable that school administrators should be 
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competent in skills of ethical reasoning (Greenfield. 1993) as well as knowledgeable of the 
processes through which they make ethical decisions (Rest. 1986'). 
School administrators seem to be unaware of the ethical dimensions of their work (Beck & 
Murphy. 1994. 1997; Strike, Haller. & Soltis. 1988). Many educational administration 
preparation programs since the 1960s have not emphasized ethics (Murphy & Forsyth. 1999); the 
separation between church and state discourages thoughts about ethics in school, and entrenched 
within school managers is reliance upon decisions made with scientific precision based on data. 
Compounding this reality is that within the job environment itself there is little time for reflection 
or recognition of values, morals, and ethics. The tension is always present between democracy 
and control, and in schools that tension is reflected most clearly in the ethical decisions made by 
the building administrator. 
This smdy is necessary to establish a foundation of understanding concerning ethical 
decision making among respondents and the processes of justifications through which they filter 
those ethical decisions. Since these individuals had been selected through some established 
process, it would be of interest to see if their responses to ethical narratives displayed a consistent 
ethical stance. Increased awareness is needed regarding the ethical dimension of school 
leadership, for it impacts how schools are perceived and how people live within them. 
While it has always been true that an individual's decisions can change a life or destroy a 
personal world, in today's society that awareness has assumed global proportions and reluctant 
reliance upon others' values. School administrators are key players in the cultivation of vinue 
ethics, a conscious decision of how humans want to live. Ravwid and Oshiyama (2000) describe it 
thus: 
A goodly pan of what we are trying to do in education, after all. is to sell youngsters 
the adult world—to initiate them into its perspectives and cultivate appreciation for 
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what it values. But. we've been trying to do so on an absolute minimum of personal 
contact, (pp. 448-449) 
As the honored and respected leaders in their profession, these MetLife/NASSP State Principals 
of the Year arguably have an added responsibility to their profession and to themselves. They 
represent what our adult world values, and their visibility heightens the ethical dimension of their 
leadership. 
Assumptions of the Study 
The following assumptions were made in the investigation; 
1. This study is based on the assumption that subjects will be candid in their response to 
the survey instrument and interviews and that their perceptions and beliefs, as a sample, 
albeit not one randomly chosen, adequately represent actual beliefs of State Principals 
of the Year in the United States. 
2. The study assumes that there is no reason to not be honest and truthful since 
respondents will not be identified by name. Unless they raised questions about the study 
or failed to answer the queries, they most likely understood what was being asked of 
them. Because of this understanding it is assumed that the respondents' replies would 
closely parallel those in an actual scenario given no new contexmal variance. In this 
way. the researcher assumed that the persons would do what they said they would do 
unless there was a compelling contextual variable which would change their mind. 
3. The study assumes that through these generic narratives, respondents' responses will 
reveal their ethical decision-making processes and that those processes will be similar to 
processes employed in acnial ethical decision-making situations. 
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Delimitations 
The parameters of this investigation are as follows: 
1. Principals who were chosen as MetLife/NASSP State Principals of the Year for 1998 
and 1999 were studied. This group e.xhibits a distoned range of insensitivity in that 
whoever is not in this group is going to be trailing behind as these principals represent 
e.xemplary leadership in the field. 
2. Each ethical narrative within the scenarios is constructed to represent a disposition in 
ISLLC Standard 5. Three of the eight dispositions are used for this study. The 
dispositions represented are as follows: 
The administrator believes in. values, and is committed to; 
• [Narrative 1] the ideal of the common good 
• [Narrative 2] accepting the consequences for upholding one's principles and 
actions 
• [Narrative 3] subordinating one's own interest to the good of the school 
community (Council of Chief State School Officers. 1996). 
3. The study was conducted at the end of the 1999-2000 school year. 
Definitions of Terms 
For the purposes of this smdy. the following terms are defined: 
Ethics: Ethics is a reflection, usually by an individual, upon morality. Morality is the moral 
beliefs and principles through which a society guides itself and through which it identifies 
what is right and what is wrong. "There is a vigorous philosophical tradition in ethics, 
going back several thousand years, in culmres West and East, primeval, classical, and 
modern. Ethics is essentially about right and wrong, good and evil, asking what human 
actions produce the right and the good" (Rolston. 1999. p. 215). 
Four Component Model of Moral Behavior: A non-linear model of four components which James 
Rest believes must be activated for moral behavior to occur. The four components are 
moral sensitivity, moral judgment, moral motivation, and moral character/courage (Rest. 
1986). 
Function of Morality: "The function of morality is to provide basic guidelines for determining 
how conflicts in human interests are to be settled and for optimizing mutual benefit of 
people living together in groups" (Rest. 1986. p. I). 
Kohlberg's Theory of Moral Development: Kohlberg determined that it is the individual, not 
society, who decides what is right or wrong. "His theor\' makes two very bold claims: (a) 
that the basic problem-solving strategies used by people the world over can be boiled down 
to just a few—six; (b) that the six problem-solving strategies—his six stages—comprise a 
developmental sequence such that all people stan out using Stage I reasons, then move to 
Stage 2. then Stage 3. and so on" (Rest & Narvaez. 1994. p. 4). 
MetLife/NASSP State Principal of the Year: Principals who have been acknowledged by their 
peers for outstanding leadership. While all states do not follow the same exact procedure, 
for the most part principals who wish to be considered for the award fill out an application 
through the National Association of Secondary School Principals (N.^SSP). Each state 
association then forms a committee to review applications and selects one principal to 
represent the state as State Principal of the Year. 
Moral Sensitivity: "Moral sensitivit\' is the awareness of how our actions affect other people (Rest 
& Narvaez. 1994. p. 23). 
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Moral Judgment: Moral judgment "judges which line of action is more morally justifiable (which 
alternative is just, or right) (Rest & Narvaez. 1994. p. 24). 
Moral Motivation: Moral motivation "has to do with the imponance given to moral values in 
competition with other values" (Rest & Narvaez. 1994. p. 24). 
Moral Character: "This component involves ego strength, perseverance, backbone, toughness, 
strength of conviction, and courage" (Rest & Narvaez. 1994. p. 24). 
Organization of the Remainder of the Study 
The remainder of this study is organized as follows: Chapter 2 reviews selected literature 
encompassing the moral dimensions of leadership, theories of moral reasoning, the need for 
ethical decision making, and ethical growth. It gives special attention to ethical decision making 
and the processes that are used in making ethical decisions. Chapter 3 describes the research 
design and methodology used for the study and provides a description of the sample population 
used for the study. Chapter 4 presents, analyzes, and interprets the data collected during the 
study. Chapter 5 summarizes and details the conclusions and inferences drawn from the study and 
provides recommendations for funher research. 
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
The leader is the one who can best perceive and best resolve value conflicts. 
If there are no value conflicts then there is no need for leadership. 
(Hodgkinson, 1991, p. 11) 
Introduction 
Leadership and ethics walk hand and hand. Through the reading lenses of business, 
psychology, philosophy, and educational administration, ethics is the theme around which quality 
leadership is developed. Although ethics has sometimes been a silent panner or has lost the 
spotlight of research to competing ideas and theories that enhance management, inevitably 
examination always renims to ethics when leadership is studied. Ethics, morality, and values are 
the bedrock from which leadership derives strength, purpose, and focus. 
The purpose of this literature review is to acquaint the reader with relevant research about 
ethics and leadership, to provide a foundation of understanding, and to e.xplain the background 
and elements of theories of moral behavior. However, to capture the complexity of ethical 
leadership in schools can only be momentary because of its continuing, constant refinement 
through societal needs. In addition, leadership and ethics are nebulous concepts that are defined in 
numerous ways throughout the literanire. For this smdy. ethics is operationally defined as a 
reflection upon a societ\'"s moral principles while leadership is defined through attributes such as 
vision, being an instructional leader, an effective manager, a collaborator, and a change agent. 
Historical Perspective and an Emerging Trend 
Changing social values can be seen on the parchment scroll of educational history. 
Throughout this past cenniry, school administration in die United States has been a profession of 
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mutable identit\'. School administrators have been flagbearers for ethical direction, businessmen, 
scientists, and change agents. Now, the call is for ethical leaders. 
Before 1900. school administration was a profession of high value focus. To be a school 
leader was a calling in that, as a person would be called to the ministry, so were individuals 
called to become school administrators. America was a country chosen by God to fulfill a great 
destiny, and schools and school leaders were responsible for helping the country to achieve its 
destiny (Beck & Murphy. 1997). 
The industrial revolution brought changes that society enthusiastically embraced. Business 
and industry took the spotlight from destiny, and school administrators once again reflected 
society's needs (Beck & Murphy. 1994). They became businesspeople. That significant shift in 
the role of the administrator "replaced the moral and educational compass by which school 
leaders navigated with a ledger book" (p. 20). 
From 1946-1985. the role of school leader as politician began to emerge. During this same 
general time period. Americans also embraced science which emphasized value-free inquiry' and 
proof. Once again school leadership reacted quickly to societal forces and began to reconstruct 
itself. "A science of school administration began to take form" (Beck & Murphy. 1994. p. 21) 
within preparation programs, and the emphasis on values began to wane. 
The concept of scientific decision making dominated preparation programs for almost 30 
years, overthrowing the past wisdom of experience, observation, and reflection that was carried 
over from the era before 1900.The scientific concept of value-free decisions brought objectivity 
and scientific power to the field. As a result, only the beliefs of science could yield reliable 
insights. As preparation programs focused on science and theory, the study of ethics, morality, 
values, self-exploration, and reflection lost the spotlight (Greenfield. 1988). 
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Now, ethics is once again back in the limelight. This renewed interest in ethics began in 
1974 when Thomas Greenfield "launched a major assault on many of the philosophical and 
methodological assumptions that dominated traditional theory- and research in educational 
administration" (Evers & Lakomski, 1991. p. 76). That assault took administrative science to task 
for focusing on characteristics rather than the character of administrators, thus short-changing the 
profession and the professional. School administrators operate within human complexity and 
conflict, but scientific management, emphasizing harmony, optimism, and rationality, did not 
reflect that world. Human nature. Greenfield (1988) asserted, is full of perple.xity. conflict, self-
interested action, and the "debasement of value through compromise" (p. 152). 
Beck and Murphy (1994) found the renewed interest in ethics to be driven by current 
societal inequities and a concern for values in society. Public education has now focused on the 
moral growth, as well as the academic growth, of students. This "ethics agenda. . .[is] a 
condemnation of the way the inequities of wealth, power. a.nd status play out in schools" (p. 27). 
Another current factor of renewed interest in ethics is the emergence of the information 
revolution. Rogerson and Bynum (1995) state this revolution is fundamentally social and ethical 
because of human thirst for knowledge, a desire to be the dominant species on the globe and in 
the universe, and dependence on information to satisfy those needs. The authors predict that the 
revolution will impact or change everything humans value. Society has already embraced 
cyberspace, the new ethical frontier (Kidder. 1992: Rogerson & Bynum. 1995). The field of 
school administration, if it follows patterns of the past, will quickly reflect these emerging societal 
values. 
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Foundation of Philosophy that Underlies Ethics 
Brief explanations of philosophical themes, beliefs, and thoughts are presented as 
foundational concepts to this discussion. Volumes have been written about ethics, for it is a 
philosophical concept that spans cenmries, occupations, and domains. Ethics has occupied center 
stage in the thoughts of philosophers such as Kant. Aristotle, and Hume (Beauchamp. 1982). and 
psychologists such as Kohlberg and Rest (Frost. Michael. &. Guarino. 1997). In addition, the 
thoughts of a modern day philosopher. Jurgen Habermas. and his theor\' of discourse ethics have 
influenced contemporary thinkers (Noblit & Dempsey, 1996). For the purposes of this study it is 
important to note that the eight dispositions under Standard 5 of the ISLLC standards encompass 
utilitarian views, deontological philosophy, the concept of rights, and virtue ethics. 
Utilitarianism is a normative approach to ethics that defines actions as morally right or 
wrong in relation to the total amount of good or evil produced by the act. The principle is the 
greatest possible good for the greatest number with little regard for how those results are achieved 
(Taylor. 1989). For example, maximum benefits that are achieved through lies or coercion would 
fit the utilitarian approach in that the greatest good for the greatest number would be served. How 
that benefit is accomplished or the intentions of the act are of little consequence. School policies 
are good examples of utilitarian philosophy in that the policy is written for maximum benefit 
without direction as to how it will be accomplished. 
J. S. Mills is a well-known utilitarian (Taylor. 1989) whose thoughts centered on happiness 
as being of intrinsic value to human beings. Although the pursuit of happiness is a Constimtional 
right for Americans, few would understand the philosophical argument that Mills put fonh. This 
surface acceptance of important, complex philosophical thought illustrates how philosophy is 
absorbed and reflected back by a society. This shallow understanding, however. limits moral 
reasoning in ethical dilemmas. 
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John Rawl's ideal of the common good is based on the writings of Plato and Aristotle 
(Beauchamp. 1982). Rawls defmes the common good as cenain general conditions that are 
equally beneficial for everyone. In other words, our social systems, institutions, and envirotiments 
should work in a manner that benefits all. This is different from the utilitarian concept of the 
greatest good for the greatest number. Conflicts with pluralism and individual rights come into 
play in a democratic society. 
Utilitarians like Mills and Rawls differ in their philosophical perspective from deontologists. 
For deontologists, actions are morally wrong because the action involves a serious moral 
violation, not necessarily an evil consequence. Duty and relationships are important to 
deontologists. Immanuel Kant, a German philosopher, is perhaps the most well known. Kant 
insists that all persons must act "not only in accordance with dut}' but for the sake of dut\'" 
(Beauchamp. 1982. p. 117). For example, consider the teacher of creative writing who despises 
his students because they do not write well, yet who treats them fairly and with respect because 
he fears the university will not grant him tenure if he does otherwise. According to Kant, such a 
person acts morally but deserves no moral credit. 
•Another fiindamental thought from Kant is that people should never be a means but rather 
an end (Beauchamp, 1982). The opposite thought, of course, is that people are a means to an end. 
The .American concept of inalienable rights is based on Kant's moral principle that people are an 
end. The Bill of Rights is an example of rights enjoyed by the American public. Relying on a 
rights philosophy would emphasize the individual even at the expense of the community. 
Challenging the utilitarian and deontological views of morality is virtue ethics, which shifts 
the focus of ethical behavior from extrinsic motivation to intrinsic motivation: 
For all their differences, utilitarians and deontologists conceive moral philosophy and 
the demands of morality similarly: Ethics provides general guides to action in the 
form of principles and rules. Yet correct choices made from a proper sense of duty do 
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not necessarily signify that a person is virtuous, for dutiful people sometimes despise 
and only grudgingly fulfill their moral obligation. It is this problem that invites closer 
attention to virtue and character. (Beauchamp, 1982. p. 149) 
Plato and Aristotle saw this character approach to morality as virtue ethics, an assessment of 
cenain traits that form one's character such as patience, tolerance, or trustwonhiness. Moral 
virme is defined as "a fixed disposition, habit, or trait to do what is morally commendable" 
(Beauchamp. 1982, p. 150). Socrates. Jesus Christ, and Buddha are representative of the ideal in 
virtue ethics. 
Aristotle's writings also form the basis for the ethic of justice. The basic moral principle of 
justice is that the equal should be treated equally and the unequal treated unequally. The concept 
of providing special education services for students with disabilities is an example of the ethic of 
justice in school systems. Because of their academic differences or behavioral differences, 
disabled students are afforded more individual attention within classrooms or through pull-out 
programs. 
Evidence that ethics might be genetic is sparse in the literature, but Lapsley (1992) 
discusses age-old wisdom. Rolston (1999) universals. and Jackall (1988) emotional aridity when 
ethical behavior is denied. Their thoughts hint of an underlying yearning for an ethical component 
of human nature. The literature does not support such an idea, with the exception of empathy. 
That virme appears to be hardwired into the genetic code (Rest & Narvaez. 1994). 
Rolston's (1999) exploration of possible genetic influence on altruistic behavior is an 
example of the intricacies of such ethical rationalization and exploration within philosophy. For 
example, the Good Samaritan may not have been altruistic after all but rather influenced by his 
genes to act in such a manner to enhance his genetic reproduction, a very selfish act (Rolston. 
1999). These mental gymnastics regarding ethics are indicative of what L. W. Beck (1970) calls 
the "intellecmal venture" of philosophy. . .if it attempts to modify human beings at all, it does 
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so by tr\'ing to modify ways of thinking about moral questions rather than by trying to tell what 
the right answers to the questions are" (p. 44). For an applied science such as educational 
administration, such mental gymnastics are helpful in understanding the differences between 
management and leadership but do little for promotion or application of ethical leadership. 
Management Versus Leadership 
A defining difference between concepts of management and leadership can be found in the 
responses of people. Leadership inspires. Management maintains the stanis quo. Leadership 
serves. Management demands. Leadership is a visionary activity, almost spirimal in nature, that 
promotes meaningful relationships (Bhindi & Duignan. 1997'). Management seems dull in 
comparison. 
Within a business society, leadership concepts re-emerged in the 198Gs. Changes in 
economic conditions delivered the first blow to management, and businesses began responding 
differently to customers in an effort to survive. The recognition emerged that organizations were 
not machines that could be managed but rather networks of people whose capital was underused. 
Leadership concepts came fonh in the literamre as management techniques struggled to share that 
venue. The new language is one of politics (Handy. 1996). Employees talk about options not 
plans, the possible not the perfect, and involvement not obedience. 
Just as business has called for enhanced leadership attributes (DeCrane. 1996; Handy. 
1996; Melendez. 1996) and a "strong sense of leadership, ethics, and responsibility" (Piper. 
Gentile. & Parks. 1993. p. I), so also are schools demanding leadership skills and ethical decision 
making from school administrators (Block. 1996; Foster. 1984a. 1984b. 1988). Beset with 
problems of violence, declining societal values (Bly. 1996). and challenges of pluralism 
(Griffiths. Stout. & Forsyth. 1988; Power & Lapsley. 1992). educational systems have looked to 
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school administrators for leadership and vision in the face of increasing demands from a society 
that expects accountabilit>' and reform (Carpenter, 2000). Research indicates that school leaders 
make a difference (Bhindi & Duignan. 1997; Sebring & Bryk. 2000). 
The difference in school leadership and school management can be clarified through the 
goals of each. A school leader is concerned with growth while a school manager is concerned 
with maintenance. A school leader challenges people and has vision while a school manager keeps 
people happy and has lists, schedules, and budgets (Starratt, 1995). A school leader's concept of 
possibilities reveals a concealed flaw in management's day to day realit\'. Schools cannot continue 
to be pudales maintained by management and survive. School leadership is needed to reform 
schools into rivers of possibility which accommodate tributary contributions of growth, 
opportunity, and renewal. 
School leadership sorts through both perspectives of science and of values. Sergiovanni 
(1996) argued "a theory for the schoolhouse" (p. 33) should be idea-based, emphasize moral 
cotmections. evoke sacred images, and compel employees, parents, and students to be self-
managing. When facing a problem a supervisor's "approach, behavior, or style is largely affected 
by each of the following internalized forces: value system. . ., confidence in his subordinates. . 
leadership inclinations. . .and feelings of security in an uncenain situation" (Sergiovanni & 
Starratt. 1979. p. 109). While management strives to be value free, "authentic leadership is 
intrinsically ethical" (Bhindi & Duignan. 1997. p. 130). 
Importance of Ethical Decision Making 
Interested in how bureaucracy shapes moral consciousness. Jackall (1988) went into 
business organizations to study that phenomenon. He stayed to study the rules for survival and 
success. Adherence to the bureaucratic ethic assured success in that "managerial effectiveness and 
others' perceptions of one's leadership depend on the willingness to battle for the prestige that 
comes from dominance and to make whatever moral accommodations such struggles demand" 
(Jackall. 1988. p. 196). That victory- comes at a cost. Those who abandon the ethic of care suffer 
emotional aridity. The real meaning of work "becomes keeping an eye on the main chance" 
(Jackall. 1988. p. 202). and morality becomes a quest for one's own survival and advantage. 
A Wall Street Journal article ("Ethics Programs." 2000) illustrated the human capacity to 
compromise values. KPMG LLP surveyed more than 2300 employees and found that workers are 
observing but not reporting unethical conduct in the workplace despite the existence of many 
corporate-ethics training programs. More than 75% of employees had observed unethical 
behavior within the past 12 months which they blamed on cynicism, low morale, and 
indifference. However, the employees did not report the misconduct because they were not 
encouraged to do so. Sixty-one percent believed that management would not administer impartial 
discipline. 
Within school buildings, school administrators also battle for survival and success. They 
struggle against the debasement of value through compromise which, according to Jackall (1988). 
seems so necessary for success. To deal only with facts eliminates "human passion, weakness, 
strength, conviction, hope. will. pity, frailty, altruism, courage, vice, and virtue. . .as [people] 
make choices and strive to transform their values into realities" (Greenfield. 1988. p. 137). The 
central realities of school administration are values in human action (Greenfield. 1988). 
The temptation is strong to dismiss the survey results compiled by KPGM LLP as 
commonplace and indicative of the decay of society. Since Machiavelli wrote Tlie Prince in 1513 
(Adams. 1992). lack of ethical behavior has been viewed as inherent in organizations. However. 
Rolston (1999) adds a provocative incentive for renewed consideration of ethics as more 
important than ever before in today's world: 
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More than any people before as a result of our technological prowess through science 
and industr\'. we humans today have the capacity to do good and evil, to make war or 
to feed others, to act injustice and in love. Nor is it only the human fate that lies in 
our hands. We are altering the natural historj- of the planet, threatening alike the 
fumre of life, the fauna and the flora, and human life. With such increasing 
knowledge and power comes increasing duty. Science demands conscience. 
Philosophers must join with scientists, theologians, political scientists, literary 
analysts, and others, to evaluate the origins and principles of ethics, (p. 213) 
Principles of Ethical Practice 
With the adoption of the Interstate School Leaders Licensure Consortium (ISLLC) standards 
by 30 states across the United States (Murphy & Shipman. 1999). the reform/revolution of school 
management into that of school leadership becomes the business of government. Of interest is that 
ethics is deemed important enough to stand alone in Standard Five, which states: "A school 
administrator is an educational leader who promotes the success of all students by acting with 
integrity, fairness, and in an ethical manner " (Council of Chief State School Offices. 1996). 
Included under that standard are the following eight dispositions: 
The administrator believes in. values, and is committed to: 
1. the ideal of the common good 
2. the principles in the Bill of Rights 
3. the right of every snident to a free, quality education 
4. bringing ethical principles to the decision-making process 
5. subordinating one's own interest to the good of the school community 
6. accepting the consequences for upholding one's principles and actions 
7. using the influence of one's office constructively and productively in the ser\'ice of all 
students and their families 
8. development of a carine communitv. (Council of Chief State School Offices. 1996. 
p. 20) 
These dispositions lend themselves to consideration as principles of ethical practice or as a 
code of ethics, since they are brief lists of specific prescriptions with little rationale or e.xplanation 
from moral theory (Bebeau & Thoma. in press). Of interest, however, is that ISLLC assessment 
instruments assess only the knowledge and skills that the ISLLC standards state are crucial to 
quality leadership. The dispositions are not measured. Original authors of the standards debated 
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this issue, and the consensus was that the dispositions were crucial to leadership and should be left 
within the ISLLC standards even though, in their opinion, they could not be tested (Murphy. 
1999). However, it should be noted that simply professing that ethical dispositions are imponant 
does little to ascenain if such dispositions are inherent in the ethical school leader. 
A comparison of these dispositions and the American Association of School Administrators" 
(AASA) Statement of Ethics for School Administrators illustrates some commonalties (see Table 
1). These include well-being of students, ethical principles in decision making, support of human 
rights as in the Bill of Rights, and the influence of the office for the good of students and 
community to name a few. 
Table 1. AASA Statement of Ethics 
The educational administrator: 
1) Makes the well being of students the fundamental value in all decision making and actions. 
2) Fulfills professional responsibilities with honesty and integrity. 
3) Supports the principle of due process and protects the civil and human rights of all 
individuals. 
4) Obeys local, state, and national laws and does not knowingly join or support organizations 
that advocate, directly or indirectly, the overthrow of the government. 
5) Implements the governing board of education's policies and administrative rules and 
regulations. 
6) Pursues appropriate measures to correct those laws, policies, and regulations that are not 
consistent with sound educational goals. 
7) Avoids using positions for personal gain through political, social, religious, economic, or 
other influences. 
8) Accepts academic degrees or professional certification only from duly accredited 
institutions. 
9) Maintains the standards and seeks to improve the effectiveness of the profession through 
research and continuing professional development. 
10) Honors all contracts until fulfillment, release, or dissolution mumally agreed upon by all 
parties to the contract. (AASA, 1981) 
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In addition, six school organizations have adopted this Statement of Ethics as well. Those six are 
the National Association of Secondary' School Principals. National Association of Elementarv-
School Principals. American Association of School Administrators. .Association of School 
Business Officials. American Association of School Personnel Administrators, and National 
Council of Administrative Women in Education. 
A code of ethics, however, does not ensure that administrators make ethical choices. In 
1968. Dexheimer surveyed school superintendents with scenarios and responses calling for 
administrative action in borderline ethical situations. These ethical situations were composed to 
reflect the AASA's Code of Ethics. Dexheimer found that superintendents more frequently 
selected unethical choices than ethical ones. Out of a total possible score of 3630 ethical 
responses, superintendents chose 1725 ethical responses for an overall score of 47.3%. When 
Fenstermaker (1994) replicated De.xheimer's study 26 years later, he found that little had 
changed. Superintendents more frequently selected unethical choices in response to those 
borderline ethical situations. Out of a possible total of 2790 ethical responses, respondents 
recorded 1341 ethical replies for a total score of 48.1 %. Of interest is that superintendents with 
higher district enrollments chose more ethical responses than did their counterparts with lower 
district enrollments. 
Conflicting dispositions 
Critical examination of the dispositions under ISLLC Standard 5 revealed several 
conflicting philosophical theories. The principles in the Bill of Rights and the right of every 
student to a free, quality education are two of the eight dispositions. Administrators who are 
philosophically aware understand thai the ideal of the common good, another disposition, is 
directly in conflict with dispositions urging consideration of individual rights. The remaining five 
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dispositions, moreover, speak to the character of an administrator, his or her virtue, which 
challenges the utilitarian viewpoint of rights and the ideal of the common good. Critical 
e.xamination finds these virme dispositions appeal to a common community- convention of 
character that is often localized. For e.xample. in a pluralistic societ>\ integrity in one community 
may be viewed as smbbomness in another neighboring community. 
These value conflicts create ethical dilemmas. The definition of an ethical dilemma has 
three components: it concerns a fair or just action, cannot be settled by the facts, and has 
conflicting moral sentiments (Strike. Haller. & Soltis. 1988). 
The exclusion of the dispositions from ISLLC testing, plus the preponderance of unethical 
choices of superintendents in Dexheimer's and Fenstermaker's studies, leads one to question 
whether ethical codes are intended for practice or if they are simply developed for public 
reassurance. Yet. school administrators have power and influence over others. They are in the 
"business of creating persons" (Strike et al.. 1988. p. 84). Such responsibility implies a duty to be 
proficient in ethical reasoning and to adhere to ethical codes. 
Leadership Ethics 
Within the realm of school leadership, reformers point to public education as building moral 
character and educators as moral agents (Beck & Murphy. 1994). Funher assertions for 
promotion of ethics rally around two principles: the purpose of schooling (Greenfield. 1993; 
Lapsley. 1992; Sergiovaimi. 1996; Starratt. 1991) and the assenion that principals make ethical 
decisions daily (Immegart & Burroughs. 1970; Kormert & Augenstein. 1995; Sola. 1984). As 
each of these two principles imbues scientific reasoning with a conscience (Rolston. 1999) and 
blurs the standard of value-free schools, conflict is inherent and inevitable. 
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The current emphasis on meeting the needs of individual students, meeting the needs of 
families, and building communities encompasses different combinations of leadership ethics. 
Starratt (1991) explains how ethics of justice, care, and critique are of equal importance in 
guiding schools to success. Relying on the work of Gilligan. who challenged Kohlberg's theory-. 
Beck (1991) urges that the ethic of caring is of utmost importance. Willower (1997). on the other 
hand, examines the pitfalls of those ethics of critique and care and relies on valuation, praxis, and 
reflective practice. 
Ethics of critique, justice, and care 
Building an ethical school is the touchstone around which Starratt (1991) focuses three 
ethics: the ethic of care, the ethic of critique, and the ethic of justice. While he does not offer an 
ethical theory. Starratt believes that with these three tools administrators can create an 
environment in which education "can take place ethically" (p. 187). .-^s administrators face ethical 
situations and challenges daily, they have a moral responsibility to be proactive in their creation 
of an ethical environment. Such a moral force of leadership "comes from a lifetime's search for 
meaning and purpose in human existence" (Beck & Murphy. 1994. p. 102). 
The ethic of critique 
The ethic of critique challenges the way things are and forces administrators to shift 
perspective and view what is taken for granted as reflected arrangements of power, privilege, 
special interests, and influence (Starratt. 1991). Citing numerous reformers such as Beyer. 
Goodlad. Apple, and Bates. Starratt accepts that schools and school systems are basically 
ineffective. Only when administrators think critically about what schools are and what schools do 
can they change them for the better. "The point the critical ethician stresses is that no social 
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arrangement is neutral. It is usually strucmred to benefit some segments of society at the expense 
of others" (Starrati. 1991. p. 189). As schools are established to serve a high moral purpose, that 
of preparing the young to take their place in the communit\'. restructuring schools is a moral 
challenge as well as a technical and professional one. 
The ethic of justice 
Since the ethic of critique encourages critical awareness but does not offer solutions. 
Starratt (1991) turns to the ethic of justice to fiilfill that responsibility. Humans govern themselves 
according to some form of justice. An example of extrinsic government is the complex web of 
laws and discipline voluntarily imposed by a society upon itself to preserve order. An intrinsic 
e.xample is the individual restraint imposed by the individual upon himself/herself to preserve 
order. 
Where and how that discipline comes about is explored through two schools of thought, one 
proposing that society is the reality while the other places the individual as the reality. Within 
psychology. Kohlberg turned the "socialization view upside down. Instead of starting with the 
assumption that society determines what is morally right and wrong. Kohlberg said it is the 
individual who determines right and wrong" (Rest. 1994. p. 2). However. Kohlberg also believed 
that individuals make choices and ethical decisions in a community setting (Starratt. 1991). Within 
schools, "individual choices are made with some awareness of what the community's choices are 
(school policies), and school community choices are made with some awareness of the kinds of 
individual choices that are being made" (Starratt. 1991. p. 193). To e.xplain the ethic of justice in 
philosophical terms, a decision based on diis ethic must serve both the common good and the 
rights of the individual. 
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The ethic of care 
To counteract that philosophical conflict, Starratt (199U proposes an ethic of care that 
focuses on relationships and honors the dignity of people. This completes the circle in that for a 
person to become whole, one must be in relationship with others. This ethic focuses on the human 
component of schools and the relationships that make the organization what it is. Humans. Starratt 
believes, are not fated for a life of tragedy. The ethic of care can change lives if humans expend 
the energy and risk the vulnerability that care requires. 
Of interest is emergence of the ethic of care from a critical stance taken by Carol Gilligan. 
Kohlberg's theory of moral development drew the attention of Gilligan. who upon examining 
Kohlberg's research methods accused Kohlberg of male bias (Rest. 1986). Her 1982 text. In a 
Dijferent Voice, challenged the Kohlbergian view that the person of highest moral development 
looks to universal ethical principles that are justice oriented in namre. Such an orientation is the 
way males develop, she wrote, not females, and Kohlberg's measures shonchanged women 
because women are assessed through a male-defined system, in other words, justice ethics rather 
than care ethics. Gilligan postulated that since men define themselves as individuals while women 
define themselves through connectedness and relationships, such development gave rise to two 
different moral orientations, that of justice and that of care. 
Other feminist ethicists such as Noddings (1992) promote the ethic of care as a perspective 
from which schools can achieve change. If the perspective were one of care, educational purpose 
would shift to relational and personal development. Teaching and learning. Noddings argued, 
would become much more individualized. For Noddings. curriculum should be organized around 
themes of care, acknowledgment of multiple capacities, and interests of smdents rather than that 
one ideal should be recognized. Instead of testing for specifics, schools should be testing for what 
the smdent has learned with the emphasis remaining on people and their relationships. 
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Beck (1992) drew upon many of Nodding's ideas to discuss how the ethic of care should be 
used to train administrators in preparation programs, thus affecting practice. Fundamental to her 
explanation is the belief that schools e.xist for people. Their growth, their health, and their social 
networks define the fundamental purpose of a school and that caring perspective should guide 
school administrators in their daily interactions with the people they serve. 
A critique of the ethic of critique and the ethic of care 
However, the ethics of critique and care are not without pitfalls. As an applied study, 
educational administration is highly comple.x. E.xploration of values has always been important to 
the field even when other applications were emphasized, but there are pitfalls associated with the 
recent acceptance of ethics of critique and care (Willower. 1997). 
The ethic of critique in educational administration reflects the neo-Marxian and subjectivist 
views which assumed "an ethic of emancipation in which the oppressed would come into its own. 
overcoming a system devoted to the privileged" (Willower. 1997. p. 439). When Thomas 
Greenfield launched his attack on educational administration in 1974 (Evers & Lakomski. 1991). 
he embraced this denunciation but offered little of his own moral philosophy to replace what had 
been denounced. 
Willower (1997) challenged this weak point, arguing that "value theor\' should emphasize 
valuation, the process used to make ethical decisions" (p. 439) not just expose an ideological or 
political viewpoint. Inquiry and ethics are closely related. Valuation, which is at the hean of 
relevant ediics. uses methods of inquiry. Critical theor>'. according to Willower (1997). ignores 
valuation in favor of an ideological agenda: 
In administration, as in life, valuation comes into play when one is faced with moral 
choices in concrete situations, making selections from among specific competing 
goods or the lesser of evils. Using other language: moral principles, or desirable 
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futures, or cherished values can and do clash. Proper valuation requires the reflective 
elaboration of alternative choices, along with their likely consequences. In scanning 
for consequences relevant concepts and theories from the social sciences and 
education can be of real help. In real situations, panicular choices seen as desirable 
can have negative consequences for cenain individuals, as it is imponant to try and 
foresee and mitigate the negative consequences of a larger moral choice. Indeed, 
consequence analysis should help determine the larger choice in the first place. 
(p. 439) 
Tile ethic of care, which eniphabizcb motives and intentions, suffers fruai the same 
weakness as the ethic of critique in that it ignores consequences, results, and valuation (Willower. 
1997). For those who strive to make "wise moral choices" (p. 440). the ethic of care is irrelevant 
since it offers values without valuation. Research is needed in valuation to find out how people 
confront moral problems and how they might confront them using reflective valuation processes. 
Rest (1986) has several additional problems with the ethic of care. Among them are lack of 
a definition for a care orientation, no defining differences that separate the ethic of care from a 
justice orientation, and misrepresentation of the ethic of justice. Justice, he argues, works to 
arrange cooperative networks and systems that mutually benefit each other. Nor is it a philosophy 
of male ideology and chauvinism, a framework through which Gilligan (1982) compared the ethic 
of care with the ethic of justice. 
Recognizing that feminist thought has been instrumental in advocating the ethic of care. 
Willower (1997) pointed out the obvious which he alluded has been lost in the feminist rhetoric: 
"Most educators are genuinely motivated by good intentions but still have difficulty in attaining 
desirable outcomes" (p. 441). He gave an example of the school administrator who cared deeply 
but whose efforts to help students ended in frustration and defeat. The ethic of care represents an 
especially deep pitfall simply because in school administration such an ethic is so plausible. In 
contrast. Willower remmed to valuation which makes use of inquiry as a more solid path to 
follow, and offered companions to that approach, those of praxis and philosophical retlexiveness. 
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Praxis was defined by tiie early Greek philosophers to mean "thoughtful practice" 
(Willower. 1997. p. 443). Such practice is "informed, deliberate, and purposeful" (p. 443). It is 
the antithesis of the quick fix or the solution. Philosophical reflexiveness is a "self-aware, self-
critical attitude. . .with some affinity with the Delphic "know thyself" (p. 448). Such an 
individual is aware of flaws and e.xplores the limits and weaknesses of his/her views. Philosophy. 
Willower concluded, does not do well with perfection or certainty. At best, it simply puzzles 
things through and comes up with better insights. 
Ethical Growth in School Leaders 
Congruent with this call for ethical decision making are strident voices shouting for 
administrative preparation courses to be revamped to meet the emerging, if not present-day. needs 
of schools as well as to lead the needed reform within those preparation programs. Shakeshaft 
(1999) frankly discusses the thoughts of a tired reformer, while Murphy and Forsyth (1999) toll 
the warning bell for the demise of educational administration as a viable educational program. 
Foster (1988) urges separation from the business world and recognition of school administration 
as an entity to itself. 
The Department of Administration and Policy Studies at Hofstra University began to 
revamp its preparation program for school administrators in the fall of 1988 (Shakeshaft. 1999). 
One key mission was to train administrators to exhibit moral leadership and be activist reformers. 
When asked to write a chapter for the text Educational Administration: A Decade of Reform 
reflecting on the previous decade at Hofstra. Professor Shakeshaft. one of the leading reformers, 
came to the conclusion that "I should have spent my time on some other endeavor" (p. 238). 
In initiating change and doing what was best for snidents. Shakeshaft lost contact with herself. 
The old system supported what she liked, closure and solitary work, and prohibited what she 
hated, meetings and intimate contact. The new system lessened the former and eiihanced the 
latter. 
While Shakeshaft (1999) freely admits that the new direction and emphasis is better for 
Hofstra students and molds administrators who are analytic, have clarified values, and think about 
shaping futures, the department has lost a tenured position because of the new program, and 
Shakeshaft herself has lost self-confidence and sense of purpose. Despite this, Shakeshaft remains 
committed to the mission and the direction: "I'd like our program to get to another place, but I 
would like it to get there without me having to travel the road" (p. 249). 
Urging school administration to look within schools for purpose and not business is not a 
popular trend in educational administration programs, but Foster (1988) contends that school 
administration must find its purpose within the purpose of schools. While that is easy to do in 
business—a better product, producing a profit, more efficiency—a discussion of what schools 
should be about yields conflicting purposes, complexity, and an historical roadmap that clearly 
delineates changing perceptions. 
Traditionally, two positions have dominated educational purpose—that of the 
instrumentalist, who sees schools as instruments of preparation, and that of the developmentalist. 
who sees schools as concerned with the individual and liberating the individual from ignorance 
(Foster. 1998). Under the former style of thought, administrators are trained to be managers and 
the school is like a machine that they must keep running smoothly with a drop of oil here or 
there. Under the developmentalist perspective, administrators would be trained to use reflective 
inquiry, democratic participation, and the empowerment of the organizational members. 
One way to sidestep this complexity is to approach educational administration from an 
entirely different viewpoint, the moral viewpoint. Foster (1988) recommends "reformulation of 
administration as a moral science with an interest in critical literacy" (p. 76). He offers a number 
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of suggestions for training educational administrators, among them increased moral education and 
exposure to the history, law. and politics of democracy, so that they might better understand the 
constitutional demands of a free nation. Also of imponance is revamping the role of the principal 
from one of school manager to that of school leader. Of fiirther interest is his belief of what will 
not work—longer training periods involving the same old concepts plus more stringent state 
requirements. 
Can ethics be taught? 
Another issue that educational programs are facing is whether or not ethics can be taught in 
college classrooms as well as in public and private school classrooms. The dilemma for 
educational preparation programs has far-reaching implications because "our search for great 
bosses is not that we like being watched and directed, it is that we believe that clear authority 
relationships are the antidote to crisis and ultimately the answer to chaos" (Block. 1996. p. 9). 
E.xploration of stewardship is Block's solution to leadership quandaries. Issues of respect 
and trust (Hudson. 1999; Lawrence-Lightfoot. 1999: Walker. 1999) also light the way. Despite 
the intangible nanire of these concepts, they are crucial to outstanding leadership. Most 
importantly, and a recurring theme throughout the literature, is the admonishment, plea, or 
demand, depending on the tone of the text, that ethical leaders should know themselves and have 
"a willingness to understand the values of others as emanating from their stories and e.xperiences" 
(Beck & Murphy. 1997. p. 192). Strike et al. (1988) are clear that the purpose of their te.xt is to 
teach moral concepts and moral reasoning in preparation programs of educational leadership. 
Evidence exists that public and private K-12 classrooms have a moral curriculum although in 
most instances such a curriculum is not officially recognized (Jackson. Boostrom. & 
Hansen. 1993; Noblit & Dempsey. 1996; Sabring & Bryk. 2000). Bebeau. Rest, and Narvaez 
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(1999) draw upon the lessons learned from Head Start, one of which was that rhetoric should not 
guide reform, for ultimately rhetoric fails. Such a realization, however, illustrates the need for 
solid research based on empirical findings. 
Within educational administration programs, four patterns have emerged that are reshaping 
those programs (Beck & Murphy. 1997). The reform stems from the recognition that decisions 
are often not scientific, objective or value-free, that problems and challenges are not simple, and 
that for too long preparation programs have fostered characteristics and paid little attention to 
character. Most important is the growing recognition that the cultivation of ethical leadership 
requires more than just academics. Ethical decision making is situated in personal and 
professional values, beliefs, and experiences, and the ability to think and morally reason through 
those ethical dilemmas where the right answer may not exist. 
Adding to the resulting confusion is a lack of consistent definition for four important terms: 
ethics, values, vinue. and morals. These terms seem to be used interchangeably in the literature 
yet at the same time are used to designate totally different concepts within that same literanire or 
are not defined at all. A relationship exists "between the importance of a social issue and 
conixision in language in public discourse about that issue. And unforwnately. it's a direct 
relationship: the more important the issue, the more confusion in how people talk to each other 
about it" (Boyd. 1992. p. 141). 
Bull and McCarthy (1995) push the ethics envelope funher with their paradigm shift for 
ethical application. Substantiated by reflections from Van Geel (1995) and Strike (1995). these 
authors argue for ethics and law to be considered as nondefinitive instead of as boundaries. In 
regard to their work for the University Council for Educational Administration (UCEA) 
Knowledge Base Project. 
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We reject the notion that there will ever be (or should be) a definitive body of 
knowledge that captures everything school leaders need to know in these domains. 
One cannot gain legal and ethical perspectives by memorizing laws or a set of 
principles on how to be an ethical person. (Bull & McCarthy. 1995. p. 628) 
When examined from a historical perspective or through the belief that schools reflect/enhance 
society or from a leadership instead of management perspective, this stance is a coherent one. To 
tie knowledge to absolutes m the arena of ethics creates a puddie of perfection which cannot 
withstand droughts brought about by change. In a pluralistic society such as the United States. 
change is the only constant. 
Ethical awareness 
This public value versus private value issue with regard to whose values shape what has 
created a quagmire of conflicting thought within the literature. Do schools shape society or does 
society shape schools or is the ebb and flow between them so complex that there is no pervasive 
current? 
ExemplifS'ing this struggle. Foster (1988) discusses Dewey's belief that democracy is as 
fundamental to schools as is control and the subsequent moral conflict inherent within those two 
conflicting values. Administrators, he believes, are burdened with a "contradictor\' mission; to 
preserve tradition and to be agents of change. They must ensure that schooling preserves and 
communicates the values of society, while at the same time they must see that schools are on the 
forefront of educational, social, and technological change" (p. 68). 
L. W. Beck (1970) assens. "Codes of ethics for a profession such as educational 
administration are no substimtes for honesty, decency, courtesy, competence, common sense, and 
good taste" (p. 56). This awareness is different from whether or not ethics should be taught, or 
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can be taught, or debates about the best process through which to teach ethics. The question now 
becomes, how moral behavior comes about in the face of changing societal values. 
.A.wareness seems to be key for ethical growth. A discussion of authentic leadership 
provides a second viewpoint: 
While excluding the Hitlers of this world from the authentic category', our concept of 
authentic leadership is not about samts. or pious, selt-nghteous leaders. It is about 
everyday full-blooded creatures who are politically and spiritually aware, credible, 
earthly, practical and. who despite their human frailties, strive to be ethical, caring, 
and conscience driven. They don't always get it right but they trj' to live their values 
to the best of their ability. They make mistakes but they learn from them. As stated 
elsewhere in this paper, these are often the people with spiritual scars and calluses on 
their characters from taking that last stride and stepping over the edge. They are 
usually those people who have plumbed the dark depths of the lake that is within and 
have released the energy, the fire that smolders within the self. (Bhindi & Duignan. 
1997. pp. 123-124) 
This concept of failure as desirable for ethical growth illustrates keenly how private values 
and public values can conflict. Urging the individual to use failures as stepping stones to success 
(Maxwell. 2000) flies in the face of current newspaper headlines documenting the demise of 
coaches, chief executive officers, and superintendents who were forced to step down from 
positions of power because of a mistake. To fijrther confuse the issue, the press has defined 
ethical behavior as a negative, a misconduct (Piper et al.. 1993). Such a definition taps into a 
natural human reluctance not to be thought of badly by others. 
Discussion of Abraham Zaleznik's controversial position in Piper et al. (1993) continues 
this line of thought that leaders are introspective and have suffered. This dimension of ethical 
leadership is what Strike et al. (1988). English and Steffy' (1997). and Noblit and Dempsey (1996) 
seek to reveal, among other insights of course, through the study of case studies, film, and 
narratives in educational administration courses. Responses to ethical dilemmas, those narratives 
which contain competing values, reveal "those who have plumbed the dark depths of the lake 
within." 
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Guidance for Formulating Ethical Decisions 
Formulas for ethical decision making are as varied as the insights on whether ethics is 
taught, acquired, reflective of society, or inherent within the human genome. From Kohlbergian 
levels to Rest's assenion of a four-pan process, how leaders make decisions and within what 
context (Jackall. 1988; Smith. 1988) blends with a discussion of ethical awareness (Beck & 
Murphy. 1994; Scott. 1998) and the naive realism of Ross and Ward (1996). Naive realism is a 
concept from social psychology which suggests that when people respond differently to situations, 
the reason for that response may not indicate a difference in values but rather a difference in 
perception, assumptions, or understanding of the siwation. 
Blanchard and Peale (1988) offer a practical three-question ethical decision-making guide. 
Their "ethics check" questions for decision making include: Is it legal? Is it balanced? How will it 
make me feel about myself.' (p. 27). Those questions and the carefully considered answers to 
them can guide leaders to consistent ethical behavior. 
In addition. Scott (1998) offers another model for making ethical choices as well as 
resolving ethical dilemmas. Reflecting on Habermasian thought that humans do not think about 
ethics until there is a social breakdown. Scott did not think about ethical issues until she 
encountered a personal ethical crisis and was uncenain as to what to do. A key to resolving that 
uncertainty, she feels, is awareness of different ethical approaches. The six most common are as 
follows: 
1) looking to moral principles—deciding what's right and wrong, by drawing on traditional 
morality, which provides a code of general principles and rules for action; 
2) applying moral strategies—deciding what's good and bad or when the end justifies the 
means, through using a pragmatic or utilitarian approach; 
3) evaluating the situation—deciding what's fitting or not fitting by following the 
appropriate rules, or using situational ethics to fit the particular circumstances; 
4) following one's inmition—looking to one's inner voice, inner eye. inner knowing, or gut 
level instincts by using an intuitive approach; 
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5) following the pleasure or power principle—choosing what has the most personal benefit 
by responding to the self-interest; 
6) seeking the greater good—choosing what will help the most people through being 
concerned about others, (p. B?) 
Two additional approaches are being an irmovator and creating new rules, as well as using a 
rational analysis to decide the best decision under the circumstances. 
Naive realism has implications tor ethical decision making because it offers insight into how 
humans interpret events, draw conclusions, and form opinions. Of particular importance for 
ethical leaders are those barriers which prevent agreement. Recognition that such barriers may 
not be value-based but rather perceptual differences that are attributed by the observer can help a 
leader resolve conflicts and better understand his/her own perceptions. 
At the hean of naive realism are three tenets. First, each individual believes he/she sees 
things as they really are. Second, others who are rational will share his/her reactions, behaviors, 
and opinions. Finally, those individuals who do not have the same view may not do so because (a) 
they have different information; (b) they are lazy, irrational, or unwilling to proceed from 
objectivity to a reasonable conclusion; or (c) the individual or group is biased by some distorting 
persona! influence (Ross & Ward, 1996). It is the third component that allows "unwarranted 
inferences about each other's values, beliefs, compassion, wisdom, or sincerit\'" (p. 113). 
Kohlberg's Theor>' 
Lawrence Kohlberg's Theory of Moral Reasoning has dominated moral psychology for 
decades (Kohlberg. Levine. & Hewer. 1983). Searching for a theory that would account for 
different t\'pes of moral reasoning. "Kohlberg was concerned with how one might ground moral 
judging upon foundational moral principles that transcend conventional opinion and value 
pluralism" (Power & Lapsley. 1992. p. 171). Kohlberg's approach was different for the times. 
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Instead of saying that society determines what is morally right and wrong, he felt it was the 
individual who determines right or wrong (Rest & Narvaez. 1994). 
Simply put. Kohlberg's theor\' states that as humans mature, they move sequentially 
through six stages of moral reasoning. From Stage 1. punishment and obedience. Kohlberg 
maintained that humans move through four succeeding levels and ultimately are capable of 
reaching Stage 6. universal ethical principle orientation (Kohlberg. Levine. & Hewer. 1983). Few 
reach that last high plateau. The six stages represent movement from "lower levels of moral 
decision, where moral decisions are entangled with other value judgments. . .to higher levels that 
separate moral values. . .from other sons and that utilize universal principles that apply to anyone 
in any situation" (Thomas. 1996. p. 466). Additionally. Kohlberg saw these moral growth stages 
as influenced by age and education. His complete theory can be found in Appendix D. but Rest 
and Narvaez's interpretation of the six stages in the concept of cooperation found in Table 2 is 
easily understood for this study. 
Table 2. Kohlberg's six stages in the concept of cooperation 
Stage 1 The morality of obedience: Do what you're told. 
Stage 2 The morality of instrumental egoism and simple exchange: Let's make a deal. 
Stage 3 The morality of interpersonal concordance: Be considerate, nice, and kind: You'll 
make friends. 
Stage 4 The morality of law and duty to the social order: Everyone in society is obligated to 
and protected by the law. 
Stage 5 The morality of consensus-building procedures: You are obligated by the 
arrangements that are agreed to by due process procedures. 
Stage 6 The morality of nonarbitrary social cooperation: Morality is defined by how rational 
and impanial people would ideally organize cooperation. 
(Rest & Narvaez, 1994. p. 5) 
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Kohlberg's work was ver\' popular in the 1960s and 1970s and remains credible today. The 
source of Kohlberg's moral development stages was his 1958 soidy in which he administered 
stories of moral dilemmas to 72 teen-aged boys, and formulated the stages from examination of 
responses to moral dilemma siniations. Evidence from his longimdinal smdy of 84 boys over a 
period of 20 years was used to revise the stages. When he died in 1983. he was still working on a 
definition for Stage 6. One current argument for a Stage 6 definition is that in his zeal to settle a 
philosophical debate. Kohlberg characterized utilitarian philosophy for Stage 5 and deontological 
philosophy as Stage 6 (Rest, 1994). 
A scathing review in 1974 by Kurtines and Greif (cited in Rest. 1986) challenged 
Kohlberg's theory. The controversy centered on the assessment measure, specifically the nine 
moral dilemmas Kohlberg used in interviews, and reliability and validity issues concerning the 
delivery and interpretation of those interviews. During that same time period. James Rest, a 
student of Lawrence Kohlberg and a staunch supporter of his work, developed the Defining Issues 
Test (DIT) that measured levels of moral judgment based on Kohlberg's si.x levels through a 
multiple choice format. Thus, the DIT was and is a quantitative measurement. 
Perhaps the best-known challenge of Kohlberg's theory came from Gilligan (1982). who 
postulated that Kohlberg's studies were biased in favor of males. Rest (1986) states that it is a 
"myth that males score higher on Kohlberg's test than females" (p. 112). He cites studies done by 
Walker < 1985). Snarey. Reimer. and Kohlberg (1985). Gibbs and Widamon (1982). among 
others, in support of his contention. In addition. Thoma (1986) analyzed a sample of 56 DIT 
smdies with over 6000 subjects to estimate sex differences. He found a very slight gender 
difference (d = .21) on the DIT in that females consistently scored higher than males. An 
explanation of the d statistic is: 
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The d statistic represents the difference between mean DIT scores for females and 
males divided by the within-group standard deviation. This ratio e.xpresses the 
difference between means in a standard score form (therefore. d = .5 would indicate 
that two means differed by half a standard deviation). Cohen (1969) suggests that 
sizes of .2. .5, and .8 be considered small, medium, and large effects, respectively. 
(Rest, 1986. p. 112) 
The DIT has been used in research smdies since the 1970s, and today its validity and 
reliabilitv' are established. Over 1UU(J studies have used the test, and subjects number in the 
hundreds of thousands (Rest & Narvaez. 1994). The published literamre is e.xtensive. The DIT 
has established that an individual's age and formal education affect moral judgment as based on 
Kohlbergian levels. Research indicates "that age/education is over 250 times more powerful than 
gender in accounting for DIT score variance" (Rest. 1986. p. 113). 
For years Rest's work centered on Kohlberg's theory. As his research e.xpanded and he 
began an extensive literamre search for a project. Rest began to understand that "moral judgment 
is not the only process in the psychology of morality" (Rest. 1986. p. 20) nor does moral 
judgment predict moral behavior. His development of the Four Component Model of Moral 
Behavior had one ultimate goal, "to understand and predict actual moral behavior and decision 
making" (p. 21). To put it simply, his Four Component Model offered an explanation of why 
despite codes of ethics, good people sometimes make bad decisions. 
James Rest's Four Component Model of Moral Behavior 
Rest's Four Component Model offered much promise for moral research because it 
combined common themes in the literamre. such as awareness, judgment, and courage. Elements 
of Rest's Four Component Model are as follows: 
Component 1: The person must have been able to make some son of interpretation to 
the particular simation in terms of what actions were possible, who (including oneself) 
would be affected by each course of action, and how the interested parties would 
regard such effect on their welfare. 
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Component 2: The person must have been able to make a judgment about which 
course of action was morally right (or fair or just or morally good), thus labeling one 
possible line of action as what a person ought (morally ought) to do in that situation. 
Component 3: The person must give priority' to moral values above other personal 
values such that a decision is made to intend to do what is morally right. 
Component 4: The person must have sufficient perseverance, ego strength, and 
implementation skills to be able to follow through on his/her intention to behave 
morally, to withstand fatigue and flagging will, and to overcome obstacles. (Rest. 
1986. pp. 3-4) 
Within the literature, component 1 is referred to as moral sensitivity, component 2 as moral 
judgment, component 3 as moral motivation, and component 4 as moral courage. Rest visualized 
their relationship to one another as both independent and dependent. It is important to note tliat 
these components are processes and not general traits of people. Neither are they particularly 
linear as to sequence. "The four processes are presented in a logical sequence, as an analytical 
framework for depicting what must go on for moral behavior to occur" (Rest. 1986. p. 5). 
Among studies depicting interaction among components was the research of Darley and 
Batson (1973). who investigated Good Samaritan behavior, the ethical act of helping people in 
distress. Seminarians walking between two buildings (analogous to the road from Jerusalem to 
Jericho) to give a prepared short talk on the Good Samaritan parable encountered a student 
slumped over on the roadside, coughing and groaning in distress. Constraints of time had a 
significant effect on the seminarians' helping behavior: "Indeed, on several occasions, a seminary-
student going to give his talk on the parable of the Good Samaritan literally stepped over the 
victim as he hurried on his way!" (p. 107). Concentration in one component, motivation to do 
well on the speech, contributed to diminished attention to anodier component, sensitivity to 
others' needs. 
Bebeau (1994), a student of Rest's who is now director of education at the Center for Study 
of Ethical Development which James Rest created and directed during his tenure at the University 
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of Minnesota, wrote scenarios of ethical dilemmas which she used to measure the components of 
Rest's theory. That work is ongoing within the dental program at the University of Minnesota, but 
it can serve as a guide for measurement of the processes in regard to other professions. 
Investigating ethical sensitivity began 15 years ago with development of the Dental Sensitivity 
Test (DEST) which placed students in real-life simations where they witnessed an interaction on 
video or audiotape. For testing moral judgment. Bebeau used the DIT and a classroom 
assessment. For moral motivation and moral character, short essays were used within the dental 
curriculum at the University of Minnesota to measure growth in those concepts. Objective tests 
are in the process of development. 
In his smdy of business ethics. Hunter (1997) found that business personnel could identifv* 
ethical issues when they were asked to do so in a case study. Investigating ethical sensitivity, one 
of Rest's four components. Hunter asked for volunteers to identify ethical issues, half of them 
illustrating the ethic of care and half the ethic of justice. In the study 715^ of the participants 
identified five or more of the seven ethical issues while 19% identified four or less. 
Evidence e.xists that moral sensitivity can be reliably assessed and can be enhanced through 
instruction (Bebeau. 1994). Moral motivation, on the other hand, seems tied to self-concepts such 
as a professional identity "that includes the moral elements that distinguish a profession from an 
occupation or trade" (p. 133). Confusion regarding conceptions of professional identity and 
numerous models of professionalism guiding a professional's ethical decisions indicate a 
discrepancy between intent and outcome. Specific instruction in role concept is needed, for 
"acquisition of a clear sense of professional dignity cannot be left to the 'hidden curriculum'" 
(p. 135). Bebeau's findings support Rest's contention that moral failings can result from 
deficiencies in any one of the components. 
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While the Four Component Model suggested additional processes rather than moral 
judgment in making action choices, it is "too early to evaluate the success of these research 
programs" (Thoma, 1994. p. 203). He suggests that the theory serves now to focus research into 
two different directions: assessment of the components and their contribution to moral reasoning 
and identification of the internal workings of each component. 
This smdy attempts assessment of the first direction in that respondents were asked to make 
a decision and then indicate the moral reasoning behind that decision. While much has been 
written about ethics, little research has been conducted. This lack of research in ethical practices 
of professions, especially that of educational administration, has been a concern (Beck & Murphy, 
1994; Witmer. 1989). 
Summary 
The review of literature and related research concentrated on ethics with an emphasis on 
ethical decision making within school leadership. The historical perspective revealed how 
educational administration has changed throughout the century. An examination of management 
versus leadership, codes of ethics, and ethical theor}' enhanced understanding of the concepts of 
ethics in leadership and ethical growth in leaders. Various strategies of ethical decision making 
were examined. Finally, Kohlberg's theory of moral judgment provided background for James 
Rest's Four Component Model of Moral Behavior, the theory through which ethical decisions 
were examined in this smdy. 
As the literature indicates, articles and books have been published which are almost 
missionary in their zeal to resurrect ethics as essential to leadership. Well-constructed arguments 
urge ethics to the forefront of educational administration preparation programs. Ethics is central 
to education, and the stakes are high. The authors write with fervor and passion, but the fact 
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remains that more research is needed in the field of educational administration to smdy ethical 
decision making among school administrators and the processes through which they make those 
ethical decisions. Awareness of the ethical namre of leadership and consequent application of 
moral reasoning to decision making can change our educational system. A clear sense of purpose 
must guide progress, both within the school building and within the school leader. Table 3 
displays a summary of the research literature. 
Table 
Year 
1970 
1970 
1973 
1979 
1982 
1982 
1982 
1984 
1984 
1984 
1986 
1988 
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A summary of the research literature for ethics, ethical decision making, and school 
leadership 
Researcher Findings 
L. W. Beck Explained philosophy, what it does, and how codes of 
ethics do not prevent wrongdoing. 
Immegart & 
Burroughs Examined codes of ethics, adherence to codes of ethics, 
and relevance of ethics for administrators. 
Darlev & Batson Studied interaction between components of ethical 
sensitivirv and motivation. 
Sergiovanni & 
Starratt 
Beauchamp 
Gillisan 
Foster 
Foster 
Foster 
Sola 
Examined supervision from a human resource 
perspective. Urged an educational vision that was 
personal but also within educational tradition. 
Discussion of ethical theory and moral philosophy. 
Critiqued Kohlberg's theory as being male oriented, 
and offered the ethic of care as the female counterpart. 
Examined the use of critical theory by school 
administrators to improve schools. 
Argued against the positive scientific view of 
administration. Urged that administration be considered 
as a social entity reflective of culture. 
Analyzed the scientific principles of administration 
within the context of pubic suppon and confidence in 
educational systems. Explored Habermas" theor\'. 
Explored philosophical-theoretical use of ethics in 
decision making. Application of ethics through case 
snidies. 
Rest Studied research on the Defining Issues Test. 
Introduced the Four Component Model of Moral 
Behavior. 
Blanchard & Peale Smdied ethical decision making and actions that were 
consistent with beliefs. 
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Table 3. Continued 
Year Researcher Findings 
1988 Foster Analyzed educational administration. Urged 
rededication to constitutional principles and basic 
human values. 
1988 Greenfield Critiqued the scientific approach to educational 
administration. 
1988 Griffiths. Stout, 
& Forsvth Recommendations of the National Commission on 
Excellence in Educational Administration. Background 
of the commission's work. 
1988 Jackall Studied corporate managers and occupational ethics 
within corporations. Examined the work world and the 
costs of success. 
1988 
1988 
1989 
1989 
Smith 
Strike. Haller. 
& Soltis 
Nucci 
Tavlor 
1991 Beck 
Studied effective management techniques. Personal 
experience and checklists. 
Built cases through which students studied ethical 
reasoning and ethical concepts. 
Examined moral development from the perspective of 
character development. 
E.xploration of facets of the modern identity including 
history, analysis, and moral descriptions. Explored 
what it means to be a human being including the 
unawareness of what shapes moral belief. 
Studied the ethic of care. 
1991 Evers & Lakomski Snidied ethics as a global theory for educational 
administration. 
1991 Starratt Explained the ethics of justice, care, and critique as 
effective leadership tools within schools. 
1992 Beck Studied the ethic of care as a change agent in 
educational preparation programs. 
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Table 3. Continued 
Year Researcher Findings 
1992 
1992 
1992 
1992 
Bovd 
Laps ley 
Noddings 
Power & Laps ley 
Explored what is necessary for moral education in a 
pluralistic society. 
Studied Kohlberg's theory framed from the viewpoint 
of a pluralistic society. 
Smdied the ethic of care as a change agent in schools. 
Exploration of pluralism, pluralistic conflicts within a 
democratic society, and the challenge to moral 
educators. 
1993 W. D. Greenfield Argued for inclusion of moral reasoning in preparation 
programs. 
1993 Jackson. Boostrom. 
& Hansen Studied the moral complexity of the school room. 
Examined how that influenced how students see 
themselves and each other. Revealed teachers and 
administrators unaware of the moral potency of their 
actions. 
1993 Piper. Gentile. 
& Parks Studied the teaching of ethics at the Harvard Business 
School. Documented five vears of research. 
1994 
1994 
1994 
1994 
Bebeau 
Beck & Murphy 
Fenstermaker 
Konnert & 
& Augenstein 
Saidied the Four Component Model in regard to dental 
students and professionals. Summarized data as to 
program effectiveness. 
Investigation of the themes and assumptions 
surrounding ethical teaching in educational 
administration preparation programs. 
Replicated a study done by Dexheimer. Found that 
superintendents more frequently selected unethical 
choices. 
Studied school superintendents and reflective practice. 
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Table 3. Continued 
Year Researcher Findings 
1994 Rest Reviewed Kohlberg's theory, research surrounding the 
theory, and the Four Component Model. 
1994 Rest & N'arvaez Studied components of the Four Component Model m 
various professions. Research indicated moral reasoning 
is a process. 
1994 Thoma Snjdied the DIT research and the Four Component 
Model on moral action research. 
1995 
1995 
1995 
1995 
1996 
1996 
1996 
Bull & McCarthy 
Rogerson & Bynum 
Starratt 
Van Geel 
Block 
Bly 
DeCrane 
Argued that ethics and law are not boundaries. 
Studied the emergence of the information revolution. 
Studied the principalship and offered a theor\- of 
leadership. Examined the moral leadership of school 
reform. 
E.xpanded upon Bull and McCarthy anicle. 
E.xplored leadership from the perspective of 
stewardship, defined as the "choice to preside over the 
orderly distribution of power" (p. .xx). 
Critique of the current American society. 
Smdied the constitutional model of leadership which 
consists of four qualities: character, vision, behavior, 
and confidence. 
1996 
1996 
1996 
Handy 
Melendez 
Noblit & Dempsey 
Discussed emerging concepts of leadership in terms of 
language and attributes. 
Explored the qualities of leadership. 
Argument for recognition that schools should reclaim 
the moral life. Schools should become participants in 
rather than recipients of the culture and moral life. 
Argued reform as another word for recycled ideas. 
Table 3. Continued 
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Year Researcher Findings 
1996 
1996 
1996 
1997 
1997 
1997 
1997 
1997 
1997 
1998 
1999 
1999 
1999 
1999 
Ross & Ward 
Sergiovanni 
Thomas 
Beck & Murphy 
Bhindi & Duignan 
English & Steffy 
Frost. Michael. 
& Guarino 
Sebring & Bryk 
Willower 
Scott 
Bebeau. Rest. 
& Narvaez 
Hudson 
Lawrence-Liahtfoot 
Murphy & Forsyth 
Studied social perspectives and subjective 
understanding. Defined naive realism. 
Posited a new theory of educational leadership based on 
what is unique and special to schools. 
Studied various theories of child development. 
Overview of ethics teaching and exploration of current 
educational administration preparation programs. 
Proposed a framework for authentic leadership. 
E.xamined the use of films to teach leadership. 
Snidied moral reasoning's impact on behavior. 
Snidied Chicago school reform through observation of 
elementary principals. Selected strategies for effective 
leadership. 
Critiqued the ethics of care and critique as effective 
tools. Urged valuation and praxis. 
Studied ethical approaches and ethical decision making. 
Studied why we need new ethical approaches. 
Proposed an action plan for moral education based on 
Rest's Four Component Model. 
Personal reflection on trust building between an 
administrator, staff, and colleagues. 
Studied respect through examination of varied 
relationships. 
Snidied the past decade in educational administration 
from the perspective of reform. 
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Table 3. Continued 
Year Researcher Findings 
1999 
lyyy 
Murphy & Shipman 
Rolston 
Described ISLLC standards, the reform movement, and 
how the standards strengthened educational leadership. 
Studied altruism from an evolutionary perspective and 
as an ethical heritage. Looked for origins. Intellectual 
gymnastics. 
1999 
1999 
2000 
2000 
Shakeshaft 
Walker 
Carpenter 
Bebeau & Thoma 
Evaluated Hofstra University's effons to redesign the 
educational administrative program. 
E.xplored the issue of trust from socio-cultural. 
organizational, and interpersonal perspectives. 
Studied the number of reform effons over the past 
decade by analyzing 10 years of The Kappan. 
Provided an overview of Rest's Four Component 
Model and assessed moral educational programs based 
on that model. 
2000 Ma.xwell Studied failure and how to benefit from failure. 
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CHAPTER 3. METHODOLOGY 
This chapter includes descriptions of the research methodology, null hvpotheses. statistical 
analysis used for measurement, research design, pilot study, instrumentation, instrument validit\' 
and reliability, human subjects' release, data collection and recording, data processing and 
analysis, and a summary'. 
A mixed methodological approach was utilized for this smdy as the information which was 
collected included both qualitative and quantitative data. The quantitative ponion was a survey 
instrument which respondents completed. The qualitative ponion consisted of telephone 
interviews of no more than 30 minutes in length, which served to elaborate upon the results of the 
quantitative instrument and to further define and to interpret the four components in Rest's Four 
Component Model of Moral Behavior. 
The initial phase of this study involved the development of three narratives, each presenting 
an ethical dilemma centered on one specific disposition from ISLLC Standard 5. A selection of 
four action choices feasible to each narrative followed the narrative. Eight justifications for the 
specific action choice were selected by the respondent as to their importance in the selection of 
the action choice. The narratives, action choices, and justifications were developed through an 
examination of existing surveys, a review of the literature, personal administrative experience, 
involvement of the program of studies committee members and other Iowa State University 
professors, and peer administrative e.xperience. 
Further development and rewriting of the narratives, action choices, and justifications 
consumed several months. The items went through many revisions until the phrasing was 
acceptable. Considerations included the delicate balance of conflicting values within the 
narratives, clarity of information in the narratives, suitability of the narratives for the population. 
feasibility of action choices, and whether or not there should be a throw-away action choice for 
each narrative. Considerations for the justifications included content, readability, and consistency 
in wording among ail three narratives. Narratives I. 2. and 3 each listed the same justifications in 
the identical order. Consistency was maintained with minimal word changes which were 
necessary to reflect the specific contextual ethical dilemma contained within each scenario. 
The final phase of the study included mailing the survey and analyzing the data. The survey 
instrument was printed and mailed to respondents with a cover letter explaining the purpose of the 
process. Mailing labels were obtained through NASSP. and the instrument was sent directly to the 
subjects. The respondents rated each action choice on a Liken-type scale, selected one action 
choice, and then rated justifications for that action choice on a four-point Likert-type scale. (See 
Appendix A for the instrument.) The Research Institute for Studies in Education at Iowa State 
University assisted in processing the data which was then analyzed. The qualitative data were 
perused for emerging themes. 
Research Questions 
The following eight questions provided guidance for this study: 
1. Are there significant differences based upon gender, years of experience, ethics 
training, and building enrollment in ethical action responses of MetLife/NASSP State 
Principals of the Year to ethical scenarios? 
2. How do each of the four components of Rest's Four Component Model contribute to 
the ethical decision making of MetLife/NASSP State Principals of the Year? 
3. Are there significant differences in ethical decision-making processes (i.e.. 
justifications) of MetLife/NASSP State Principals of the Year in regard to gender? 
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4. Are there significant differences in ethical decision-making processes (i.e.. 
justifications) of MetLife/NASSP State Principals of the Year in regard to 
administrative experience? 
5. Are there significant differences in ethical decision-making processes of 
MetLife/NASSP State Principals of the Year who have studied ethics, either in a 
specific course or within various courses of their graduate administration program of 
study? 
6. Are there significant differences in ethical decision-making processes of 
MetLife/NASSP State Principals of the Year in regard to building enrollment? 
7. Do MetLife/NASSP State Principals of the Year place a high degree of personal 
emphasis on ethics and the four components of Rest's Four Component Theory in their 
professional life? Why or why not? 
8. Did their reputation for ethical behavior, in their opinion, play a significant pan in their 
selection as State Principal of the Year? Why or why not? 
Hypotheses 
The following null hypotheses were developed for the first six questions. The remaining 
two questions were answered through the qualitative interx'iews. and thus there are no statistical 
hypotheses for questions seven and eight. 
1. There are no significant differences based on gender, education in ethics, experience, 
and building enrollment in action choices of MetLife/NASSP State Principals of the 
Year. 
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2. There are no significant differences in action choices of MetLife/NASSP State 
Principals of the Year in regard to the justifications used to arrive at those ethical 
decisions. 
3. There are no significant differences in ethical decision-making processes (i.e.. 
justifications) of MetLife/NASSP State Principals of the Year in regard to gender. 
4. There are no significant differences in ethical decision-making processes of 
MetLife/NASSP State Principals of the Year in regard to e.xperience. 
5. There are no significant differences in ethical decision-making processes (i.e.. 
justifications) of MetLife/NASSP State Principals of the Year who have taken a college 
ethics course or ethics components within their graduate administrative program. 
6. There are no significant differences in ethical decision-making processes of 
MetLife/NASSP State Principals of the Year in regard to building enrollment. 
Statistical Procedures 
For Hypothesis I. a chi-square test was used to compare the selected demographic to 
correct action choices for Narratives 1. 2. and 3. For Hypothesis 2. logistic regression was used 
to compare the action choice with the four component processes (i.e.. justifications) used in 
making that action choice. For the remaining hypotheses (3 through 6). a one-way analysis of 
variance (ANOVA) was used to compare the selected demographic to the overall score. 
Sample Population 
The sample for this study consisted of all MetLife/NASSP State Principals of the Year for 
the past two years. 1998 and 1999. These principals, who were secondary and middle level 
administrators, were selected for the study because of their identification through a structured 
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process as exemplary leaders. A total of 104 principals comprised the sample, which included 29 
females and 75 males. Eighteen were middle school principals and 86 were high school 
principals. 
For the qualitative portion of this study, respondents who had the correct action choice for 
all three narratives were ranked in order of the number of correct justifications. Telephone 
interviews were conducted with five respondents whose responses indicated a high level of correct 
justifications and five respondents whose responses indicated a low level of correct justifications. 
A total of 10 subjects were interviewed. The responses provided additional information and 
explanation of the four components of Rest's theory and provided rich data regarding ethical 
decision making and the ethical component of the principalship. The telephone script can be found 
in Appendix C. 
Development of the Instrument 
An extensive review of the research base revealed no applicable instruments in educational 
administration which would test ethical decision making among secondary principals using Rest's 
Four Component Model of Moral Behavior. Therefore, it was necessary to develop an instrument 
for the purposes of this study. Muriel Bebeau's research efforts at the University of Minnesota 
School of Dentistry provided a template for design (Bebeau. 1999). However, her research 
approach differs substantially from the forced-choice and forced-justification format in this study. 
The instrument allowed MetLife/NASSP State Principals of the Year for 1998 and 1999 
(respondents) to provide information as to ethical decision making and the processes through 
which they make those ethical decisions. An action choice was defined as a selection from the 
four decision choices offered in the instrument. The eight statements which followed the action 
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choice were justifications for that action choice which respondents ranked as to the degree of 
importance for their action choice. 
Survey development began in December 1999. and the survey was ready for distribution in 
June 2000. Copies of the survey instrument appear in Appendi.\ A. The cover letter that 
accompanied the instrument appears in Appendix B. 
Created Instrument 
A goal of the study was to ascenain if the respondents made ethical decisions when 
confronted with ethical dilemmas and to ascenain what justifications they used in making those 
decisions. The instrument consisted of three narratives which represented three ethical dilemmas. 
in that each narrative contained conflicting and competing values. Each narrative was keyed to a 
specific disposition under Standard 5 of the ISLLC standards. Only three of the eight dispositions 
were tested. Those three included the following: 
Narrative 1; "The administrator believes in. values, and is committed to the ideal of the 
common good." 
Narrative 2; "The administrator believes in. values, and is committed to accepting the 
consequences for upholding one's principles and actions." 
Narrative 3: "The administrator believes in. values, and is committed to subordinating 
one's own interest to the good of the school community." 
Four action choices followed the narrative, but only one of those four choices accurately 
reflected the disposition being tested. The four action choices were to be rated as highly 
questionable, questionable, defensible, or highly defensible to prompt respondents to consider 
each answer from that perspective. Principals were then asked to choose the one action choice 
they would pick if faced with that dilemma. From that action choice, justifications or reasons for 
that action choice were to be ranked as of no importance, linle importance, some importance, and 
great importance in making that decision by the respondent. The final instrument was created 
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using Sun'ey Pro software with the assistance of personnel from the Research Institute for Studies 
in Education at Iowa State University'. This software created an instrument that was professional 
in appearance as to formatting and spacing. (See Appendi.\ A.) 
The narratives in the survey instrument reflected common siniations encountered by 
secondary' and middle level principals, including smdent discipline, teacher evaluation, and a 
coaching recommendation. Each narrative was discussed with practicing principals, professors, 
and peers, edited to accommodate suggestions, and fine-tuned to reflect the ethical dilemmas as 
concisely and clearly as possible, as well as to provide necessary contextual information needed to 
make a decision without leading the respondent to a specific decision. 
Of necessity, since the dispositions were vague in that no specifics or examples are given as 
to the nuances of each, some working definitions were used to frame the narratives. These 
definitions were obtained through the literature review for this course, in consultation with others 
during the process of revisions, from experiences within school settings, and through courses 
within the Ph.D. program at Iowa State University. The operationalized definitions are: 
1. The disposition that the "administrator believes in. values and is committed to the ideal 
of the common good" was operationalized to mean that all involved would benefit from 
the decision made. If possible the solution would be a win-win situation. 
2. The disposition that the "administrator believes in. values and is committed to accepting 
the consequences of upholding one's principles and actions" was operationalized to 
mean the administrator should adhere to his/her principles and actions even at personal 
cost if he/she believes those actions to be good for the student or district. 
3. The disposition that the "administrator believes in. values, and is committed to 
subordinating one's own interest to the good of the school community" was 
operationalized to mean that decisions made by the administrator should be for the 
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benefit of the school communit\' and not for the benefit or convenience of the 
administrator. 
The answers listed under each narrative were four viable decision choices that have been or 
could be made by practicing principals. Those four action choices were selected from personal 
e.xperience. conversations with practicing principals, suggestions received from the field test, and 
from validation of the instrument. The answers were edited and fine-tuned through discussion and 
revisiotis to represent decisions that principals could realistically choose. There were no throw-
away answers. Only one action choice, however, was the morally right choice as aligned with a 
specific disposition in Standard 5 of the ISLLC standards. 
The justifications were written to represent the four components of Rest's (1986) theorv': 
moral awareness, moral judgment, moral motivation, and moral courage. Because of space and 
time constraints, the justifications were written in a forced-choice, forced-response format. Two 
justifications represented each component, for a total of eight justifications that were keyed to 
each action choice from each narrative. As with the narratives, these justifications were also 
created for this particular study from personal experience, conversations with practicing 
principals, suggestions received from the field test, suggestions from professors, the Defining 
Issues Test (Rest. 1986). and from justifications used in Bebeau's (1994) case studies regarding 
Rest's Four Component Model of Moral Behavior. Bebeau's research generated justifications 
from dental students and practicing dentists regarding ethical dilemmas in dentistry. 
Respondents were asked to rate each justification as to its importance in reaching the chosen 
action choice. Each justification utilized a four-point Liken scale that is as follows: 4=Great 
importance. 3 = Some importance. 2 = Little importance, and I=No importance. By using a four-
point scale, a midpoint was avoided. 
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Validation of the instrument 
A knowledgeable panel of Iowa State University professors who are familiar with the 
ISLLC standards validated the action choices that were representative of the dispositions 
illustrated in the narratives. In addition, the instrument was pilot tested with graduate smdents in 
the EdAd 615B Seminar in Research, and those responses were descriptively analyzed. Face 
validity of the instrument was decided in this fashion. Since the justifications which centered 
around the founh component of courage were subject to intense discussion and revision, upon the 
recommendation of Fenwick English and Mack Shelley, professors at Iowa State University, a 
decision was made to measure courage through two justifications that simply switched valence. 
External validity, defined as the degree of generalization of these findings to other 
populations, however, cannot be assured for these data. The findings of these interviews cannot 
be generalized to other principals. Reliability for the qualitative ponion of this smdy was 
somewhat assured in that the same questions were asked of each respondent interviewed and in as 
much of the same maimer as possible. From that viewpoint, this data collection procedure could 
be repeated with similar results. 
Human subjects release 
The final form of the questionnaire was mailed to respondents after Human Subjects 
Committee approval was obtained. The Iowa State University Committee on the Use of Human 
Subjects in Research insists that researchers make sure that the rights and welfare of the human 
subjects are adequately protected, that risks are outweighed by the potential benefits and expected 
value of the knowledge sought, that confidentialit\' of data is assured, and that informed consent is 
obtained by the proper procedures. That department required submission of a telephone script, 
which was not included with the initial submission of material. Both the original submission and 
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the telephone script were approved. Consent to panicipate was in the form of modified consent 
assumed by those voluntarily completing and returning the instrument. 
Instrument Distribution and Data Collection 
The packets were prepared and mailed to respondents. The cover letter and stamped 
instrument were placed into a mailing envelope, which was affi.xed with a mailing address. Each 
instrument was numerically coded to match each mailing address so that instruments that were not 
remmed could be identified and a second mailing could be sent to only those respondents who did 
not respond to the first mailing. All surveys were remmed to the Department of Educational 
Leadership and Policy Studies. N243 Lagomarcino Hall. College of Education. Iowa State 
University. 
The instrument was first mailed on May 29. 2000. to the 104 respondents. The instrument 
was to be returned by June 14. 2000. Forty-eight sun'eys were renamed for a return rate of 
46.1 From the second mailing on June 26"'. seven surveys were returned by July 17. 2000. for 
a total return of 55 instruments, a rate of 53.8%. Seven additional surveys were returned before 
July 23. one of which was a returned unopened packet with a return to sender notice. During the 
week of July 23. 2000. a telephone call was placed to each of the principals who had not 
responded asking that they respond if possible. The telephone calls resulted in two additional 
responses for a total of 63 usable instruments. Table 4 illustrates the number of middle school 
principals and secondary principals who responded by gender. 
Each instrument was perused for missing data. Changes to the instrument were made in 
only two areas, that of gender and correct action choice, and such changes were made in a 
consistent manner. If the data for gender could be deduced from a first name, diat correct box 
was filled in. If the first name could be construed as either a male or female name, the box was 
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Table 4. Building level by gender 
Gender Middle level Secondary level Total 
Male 6 42 48 
Female 2 13 15 
Total 8 55 63 
left empty. If the correct action choice was left blank but the action choice bo.xes above were 
filled in. the box for the correct action choice was filled in from that choice marked as highly 
defensible. If two or more of those boxes were marked highly defensible, the correct action 
choice box was left empty and the data entered as missing. 
Regarding the justifications, instruments that were improperly completed for this ponion of 
the narrative response or that were not completed at all were entered as missing data. However, 
all comments regarding the justifications were reponed whether or not this portion of the 
narrative response was completed. All comments from respondents regarding the instrument, 
narratives, action choices, or justifications were typed and are included in Appendix E. 
Grammatical errors were corrected. 
Telephone conversations for the qualitative interviews were taped. Respondents were aware 
that the conversation was being tape-recorded, and they were assured of confidentiality. The 
conversations were transcribed as a selective verbatim transcript for economy of space. 
Significant pauses or non-verbal responses were noted if such responses imbued the text with 
meaning. 
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Analysis of the Data 
The Research Institute for Studies in Education at Iowa State Universit>- assisted in 
processing the data through The Statistical Package of Social Sciences (SPSS) software package. 
Version 10 of SPSS was used for analysis of the quantitative data. Basic descriptive statistics were 
computed for items of the instrument. Chi-square tests were conducted to determine the strength 
of relationships, logistic regression was used to determine a relationship between the justifications 
and action choices, and one-way analysis of variance tests were used to measure the relationship 
of the justifications with gender, years of experience, ethical training, and building enrollment. 
Responses to the telephone survey were analyzed for themes and components of moral sensitivity, 
moral judgment, moral motivation, and moral courage, the four components of Rest's theory. 
The qualitative data analysis followed several steps. Each conversation was recorded. The 
tape of each interview was transcribed, and a written record prepared using a word processing 
program. Each tape was played at least three times, during the recording, once during 
transcription, and once during a review of that transcription. This activity provided a transcript 
and opportunities to listen for key words and to identify themes. 
Each transcript was reviewed several times in an effort to identify common themes. The 
components of Rest's Four Component Model were highlighted with different colors. .Anecdotes 
that illustrated several of those components emerged. Key words that were common to a majority 
of inter\'iews were highlighted as well to illustrate emerging themes other than the four 
components. Differences in syntax, word choice, and overall content were noted among each 
respondent's answers and among the two groups of respondents, those with a high number of 
justifications and those with a low number of justifications. Slight but imponant differences in 
perspective emerged between those two groups of respondents. 
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CHAPTER 4. FINDINGS 
Introduction 
The purpose of this study was to determine if ethical decisions for each narrative were made 
through a moral reasoning process as outlined in Rest's Four Component Model of Moral 
Behavior. A secondary' purpose of the study was to determine if the demographic variables of 
gender, e.xperience. ethics training, and building enrollment had any relationship with the 
decisions that were being made or the justifications for those decisions. This chapter presents the 
findings of the investigation by organizing the data into three sections: I) General Characteristics 
of the Sample. 2) Statistical Treatment of Data, and 3) Qualitative Treatment. 
General Characteristics of the Sample 
Selected personal and professional information was requested of each respondent on the 
narrative instrument. Data were collected on the following demographic variables: (a) gender, 
(b) years of administrative e.xperience. (c) ethical training, and (d) building enrollment. These 
demographic data are displayed in Table 5. which displays the frequency and percent of these 
variables. 
Gender—Of the 63 respondents. 48 (76.2%) were male and 15 (23.8^) were female. See 
Table 5. 
Years of Experience—Years of administrative e.xperience were categorized into six groups: 
1) 1-5 years. 2) 6-10 years. 3) 11-15 years. 4) 16-20 years. 5) 21-25 years, and 6) more than 
25 years. The category with the least respondents was the 1-5 years of experience, and the 
category with most of the respondents was the 11-15 years of e.xperience. Two (2) respondents 
did not repon this information. See Table 5. 
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Table 5. Frequency, percent, and valid percent of respondents by gender, years of e.xperience. 
ethics training, and categorized enrollment 
Cateeorv Frequency Percent Valid percent 
Gender 
Male 
Female 
Total 
48 
15 
63 
76.2 
23.8 
100.0 
76.2 
23.8 
100.0 
Years of experience 
I-5 years 
6-10 years 
II-15 years 
16-20 years 
21-25 years 
More than 25 
Total 
(Missing) 
1 
3 
17 
16 
12 
12 
6 1  
t 
1.6 
4.8 
27.0 
25.4 
19.0 
19.0 
96.8 
1.6 
4.9 
27.9 
26.2 
19.7 
19.7 
100.0 
Ethics training 
No 
Yes 
Total 
(Missing) 
38 
23 
6 1  
1 
60.3 
36.5 
96.8 
62.3 
37.7 
lOO.O 
Categorized enrollment 
Small 
Medium 
Large 
Total 
(Missine) 
18 
">T 
19 
59 
4 
28.6 
34.9 
30.2 
93.7 
6.4 
30.5 
37.3 
32.2 
100.0 
Ethics Training—E.xamination of Table 5 indicated 38 (62.35^) of the 61 respondents who 
supplied this information did not have an ethics course or exploration of ethics within their 
administrative preparation program. However. 23 (37.7%) of the respondents did have an ethics 
course or exploration of ethics within their administrative preparation program. Two (2) 
respondents did not respond to this question. 
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Categorized Enrollment—Building enrollment was classified into three categories: small, 
medium, and large. The small category was composed of building enrollments from 1-900 
students. The middle category' was composed of building enrollments from 920-1300. The large 
category was composed of building enrollments from 1400-2900. 
Of the 59 respondents who completed this ponion of the instrument. 18 (SO.d'^) of the 
respondents fell into the small building enrollment category-. 22 (37.35?) fell into the medium 
building enrollment categor\'. and 19 (32.2%) fell into the large building enrollment category. 
Four (4) respondents did not provide building enrollment data. The respondents are evenly split, 
with approximately one-third of them comprising each of the three building enrollment categories. 
Table 5 displays the frequency and percent of small, medium, and large categories for building 
enrollment. Table F. 1 in Appendix F displays the actual building enrollments for all respondents. 
Identifying ethical decisions and the process through which those decisions were made was 
the focus of this snidy. Respondents read three narratives and selected an action choice which 
represented how they would respond to each scenario. Respondents then selected justifications for 
that action choice as to their importance in making that decision. Justifications were rated as 
1 =No imponance. 2 = Litile importance. 3=Some imponance. and 4=Great imponance. 
Each narrative encapsulated an ethical dilemma centered upon one of three dispositions 
listed under Standard 5 of the ISLLC standards. Those dispositions tested were: "The 
administrator believes in. values, and is committed to the ideal of the common good. . . .to 
accepting the consequences for upholding one's principles and actions. . . .[and] to subordinating 
one's own interest to the good of the school communit}'" (Council of Chief State School Officers. 
1996). For Narrative I. which depicted the disposition of the common good. 65.15^ of 
respondents selected the correct action choice (B). "suspend and consult with the superintendent 
regarding the possibility of alternative schooling. " For Narrative 2. which centered on accepting 
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consequences. 73% of respondents selected the correct action choice (B). "reconTmend the coach 
for rehire." For Narrative 3, which depicted subordinating one's own interest. 93.7% of the 
respondents selected the correct action choice (C), "initiate professional growth planning for Mr. 
Higgins to improve his classroom management." 
Justifications selected for those action choices had the following averages. The mean of 
correct justifications for Narrative 1 action choice was 1.89 with a standard deviation of 1.26. 
The mean of correct justifications for Narrative 2 action choice was 2.73 with a standard 
deviation of 1.54. The mean of correct justifications for Narrative 3 action choice was 4.68 with a 
standard deviation of 3.11. Figures 1-3 indicate the frequencies of correct justifications for each 
narrative. 
30 
20 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Figure I. Number of correct justifications for Narrative I 
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Figure 2. Number of correct justifications for Narrative 
Figure 3. Number of correct justifications for Narrative 3 
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Statistical Treatment of Data 
Hypothesis I: There are no significant differences based on gender, education in ethics, 
experience, and building enrollment in action choices of MetLife/NASSP State 
Principals of the Year. 
The purpose of the first hypothesis was to determine if any of the demographic 
characteristics were associated with the selection of an action choice for Narratives 1. 2. and 3. A 
chi-square test was used to examine the relationships, if any. among the independent variables of 
gender, education in ethics, experience, and building enrollment with the dependent variables of 
Narrative 1 correct or incorrect action choice. Narrative 2 correct or incorrect action choice, and 
Narrative 3 correct or incorrect action choice. Assumptions for a chi-square test include the 
rejection of the null hypothesis if p< .05. P value describes the weight of evidence that the data 
provide about the null hypothesis. The smaller the p value, the stronger the evidence against the 
null hypothesis (.Agresti & Finley. 1997). Fisher's exact test p values were also supplied for 2x2 
cells that did not meet the expected frequencies. An Eta test was conducted for years of 
experience as over 50of those cells that did not meet the cell count assumption necessary- for a 
chi-square. 
Gender—Descriptively. 80% of women and 60% of men chose correct action choices for 
Narrative I. Within Narratives 2 and 3. men and women were within one percentage point of 
each other in choosing correct action choices. Testing revealed the following results: Narrative I 
— x"(l. N=63)= 1.929. ;? = .165: Narrative 2 —x* (1. N=63) = .001. p = .975. and Narrative 3 — 
x^( I. N =63) = .003. p = .954. Fisher's Exact Test confirmed the chi-square test results with 
pi.05 for all three narratives. 
Table 6 displays the descriptive statistics for the dependent variables of Narrative I. 2. and 
3 action choices and the independent variable of gender. Table 7 indicates the chi-square results 
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Table 6. Frequency and percent within narratives' incorrect and correct action choices by gender 
Gender 
Incorrect or correct action choices Male Female Total 
Narrative 1 
Incorrect count 19 J 22 
% within narrative 86.4 13.6 lUU.U 
7c within gender 39.6 20.0 34.9 
Correct count 29 12 41 
% within narrative 70.7 29.3 100.0 
7c within gender 60.4 80.0 65.1 
Total count 48 15 63 
7c within narrative 76.2 23.8 100.0 
7c within gender 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Narrative 2 
Incorrect count 13 4 17 
7c within narrative 76.5 23.5 100.0 
7c within gender 27.1 26.7 27.0 
Correct count 35 11 46 
7c within narrative 76.1 23.9 100.0 
7c within gender 72.9 73.3 73.0 
Total count 48 15 63 
7c within narrative 76.2 23.8 100.0 
7c within gender 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Narrative 3 
Incorrect count 3 1 4 
7c within narrative 75.0 25.0 100.0 
7c within gender 6.3 6.7 73.0 
Correct count 45 14 46 
% within narrative 76.3 23.7 100.0 
7c within gender 93.8 93.3 73.0 
Total count 48 15 63 
7c within narrative 76.2 23.8 100.0 
7c within gender 100.0 100.0 100.0 
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Table 7. Pearson chi-square value, degree of freedom, significance for action choices. Fisher's 
Exact Test for Narratives 1. 2. and 3 by gender 
Value df Significance 
Narrative I 
Pearson chi-square 1.929 1 .165 
Fisher s E.xact Test .222 
Narrative 2 
Pearson chi-square .001 1 .975 
Fisher's E.xact Test 1.000 
Narrative 3 
Pearson chi-square .003 1 .954 
Fisher's Exact Test 1.000 
and Fisher's Exact Test results for gender. No statistically significant differences were found 
between males and females. 
Years of experience—Respondents with more years of e.xperience selected more correct 
action choices than did respondents with less years of e.xperience. Table 8 displays the frequency 
and percent of that data. An Eta test is a measure of association that ranges from 0 to I with 0 
indicating no association between the row and column variables and values close to I indicating a 
high degree of association. For Narrative I the Eta test had a value of .251. with .\-(5. N=61 ) = 
3.842. p> .05. For Narrative 2 the Eta test had a value of . 190. with .x*(5. N=61 ) = 2.202. 
p >  . 0 5 .  F o r  N a r r a t i v e  3  t h e  E t a  t e s t  h a d  a  v a l u e  o f  . 5 9 0 .  w i t h  . x - ( 5 .  N = 6 1 ) = 2 1 . 2 7 0 .  p  =  . Q Q [ .  
There were no significant differences in action choice and years of experience in Narratives 1 and 
2. but statistical significance was evident in Narrative 3. Table 9 depicts the results of the Eta 
tests. 
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Table 8. Frequency and percent within narratives' incorrect and correct action choices by years 
of experience 
Years of experience 
Incorrect or correct 
action choices 1-5 6-10 11-15 16-20 21-25 
More 
than 25 Total 
Narrative 1 
Incorrect count 1 6 5 4 5 21 
% within narrative 4.8 28.6 23.8 19.0 23.9 100.0 
% within years lOO.O 35.3 31.3 41.7 34.4 
Correct count J 11 11 8 7 40 
% within narrative 7.5 27.5 27.5 20.0 17.5 100.0 
% within years 100.0 64.7 68.8 66.7 58.3 65.6 
Total count I 3 17 16 12 12 61 
% within narrative 1.6 4.9 27.9 26.2 19.7 19.7 100.0 
% within years 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 lOO.O 
Narrative 2 
Incorrect count 1 6 J 1 J 15 
within narrative 6.7 40.0 20.0 13.3 20.0 100.0 
'ic within years 33.3 35.3 18.8 16.7 25.0 21.6 
Correct count 1 11 13 10 9 46 
'7c within narrative  ^ •> 4.3 23.9 28.3 21.7 19.3 100,0 
Tc within years 100.0 66.7 64.7 81.3 83.3 75.0 75.4 
Total count 1 J 17 16 12 12 61 
within narrative 1.6 4.0 27.0 26.2 19.7 10.7 100.0 
7c within years 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Narrative 3 
Incorrect count I 1 1 3 
7c within narrative 33.3 33.3 100.0 
7c within years 100.0 5.9 8.3 4.9 
Correct count J 16 16 12 11 58 
7c within narrative 5.2 27.6 27.6 20.7 19.0 lOG.O 
7c within years 100.0 94.1 100.0 100.0 91.7 95.1 
Total count 1 J 17 16 12 12 61 
7c within narrative 1.6 4.9 27.9 26.2 19.7 19.7 100.0 
7c within years 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
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Table 9. Eta value and significance for Narratives I. 2. and 3 by years of experience 
Nominal by interval Value Significance 
Narrative i. correct or incorrect .251 .572 
Narrative 2. correct or incorrect .190 .821 
Narrative 3. correct or incorrect .590 .001 
Ethics training—Descriptively, respondents (62.3^) who have not had an ethics course or 
ethical training within their program of study chose more correct ethical actions than those 
respondents 01.17c) who had ethics training. For Narratives 1. 2. and 3. test results were 
respectively. x*( 1. N =61) = .362. /? = .547. x"( I. N=61 ) = . 162. p = .6Sl. and x" (1. N =61) = 
1.127. p = .288. Table 10 lists frequency, percent, and chi-square test results for Narratives 1. 2. 
and 3 correct or incorrect action choices and ethics training. No significant differences were 
found. Table 11 describes the test results. 
Building enrollment—There is little difference descriptively between respondents when 
categorized by small, medium, or large building enrollments. Chi-square test results for 
Narratives 1. 2. and 3 are: x"(2. N=59) = .705. p = .703. .x* (2. N = 59)=4.818. p = .090, and .v 
(2. N = 59)= 1.758. /? = .415. Table 12 lists the frequency, percent of action choices for Narratives 
I. 2. and 3 and building enrollment. There were no significant differences in action choices by 
building enrollment (see Table 13). 
Statistical differences were not evidenced regarding all three narratives for gender, ethical 
training, and building enrollment, and for Narratives 1 and 2 with years of experience; therefore, 
the null h\'pothesis was not rejected. The null hypothesis was rejected for years of experience in 
regard to Narrative 3 correct and incorrect action choices. 
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Table 10. Frequency and percent within narratives" incorrect and correct action choices by ethics 
training 
Ethics training 
Incorrect or correct action choices No Yes Total 
Narrative I 
Incorrect count 
7c within narrative 
% within ethics training 
Correct count 
% within narrative 
7c within ethics training 
Total count 
7c within narrative 
7c within ethics training 
11 
57.1 
31.6 
26 
65.0 
68.4 
38 
62.3 
100.0 
y 
42.9 
39.1 
14 
35.0 
60.9 
23 
37.7 
100.0 
_ 1 
100.0 
34.4 
40 
lOO.O 
65.6 
6 1  
100.0 
100.0 
Narrative 2 
Incorrect count 
7c within narrative 
7c within ethics training 
Correct count 
7c within narrative 
7c within ethics training 
Total count 
7c within narrative 
7c within ethics training 
10 
66.7 
26.3 
28 
60.9 
73.7 
38 
62.3 
100.0 
3 
33.3 
21.7 
18 
39.1 
78.3 
23 
37.7 
100.0 
15 
100.0 
24.6 
46 
100.0 
75.4 
6 1  
100.0 
100.0 
Narrative 3 
Incorrect count 
7c within narrative 
7: within ethics training 
Correct count 
7c within narrative 
7c within ethics training 
Total count 
7c within narrative 
7c within ethics training 
1 
33.3 
2.6 
37 
63.8 
97.4 
38 
62.3 
lOO.O 
66.7 
8.7 
21 
36.2 
91.3 
23 
37.7 
100.0 
J 
100.0 
4.9 
58 
100.0 
95.1 
6 1  
100.0 
100.0 
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Table 11. Pearson chi-square value, degree of freedom, significance, and Fisher's Exact Test for 
Narratives I. 2. and 3 incorrect and correct action choices by ethics training 
Exact 
Value df Significance significance 
Narrative 1 
Pearson chi-square 
Fisher's Exact Test 
Narrative 2 
Pearson chi-square 
Fisher's Exact Test 
Narrative 3 
Pearson chi-square 
Fisher's Exact Test 
.362 I 
.162 1 
.547 
.687 
.587 
.767 
1.127 1 .288 
.551 
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Table 12. Frequency and percent within Narratives 1, 2. and 3 for incorrect and correct action 
choices by building enrollments 
Building enrollments 
Incorrect or correct action choices Small Medium Large Total 
Narrative 1 
Incorrect count 7 ft 7 20 
% within narrative 35.0 30.0 35.0 lOO.O 
% within enrollment 38.9 27.3 36.8 33.9 
Correct count 11 16 12 39 
% within narrative 28.2 41.0 30.8 100.0 
% within enrollment 61.1 72.7 63.2 66.1 
Total count 18 n 19 59 
7c within narrative 30.5 37.3 32.2 100.0 
7c within enrollment 100.0 100.0 100.0 lOO.O 
arrative 2 
Incorrect count 5 8 15 
7c within narrative 13.3 33.3 53.3 100.0 
7c within enrollment 11.1 -IT 7 42.1 25.4 
Correct count 16 17 11 44 
within narrative 36.4 38.6 25.0 100.0 
% within enrollment 88.9 77.3 57.9 74.6 
Total count 18 22 19 59 
7c within narrative 30.5 37.3 32.2 100.0 
7c within enrollment 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
arrative 3 
Incorrect count 1 T J 
within narrative 33.3 66.7 100.0 
% within enrollment 5.6 9.1 5.1 
Correct count 17 20 19 56 
^ within narrative 30.4 35.7 33.9 lOO.O 
% within enrollment 94.4 90.9 100.0 94.9 
Total count 18 "n 19 59 
7c within narrative 30.5 37.3 32.2 100.0 
7c within enrollment lOO.O 100.0 100.0 lOO.O 
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Table 13. Pearson chi-square value, degrees of freedom, and significance for incorrect and 
correct action choices for all three narratives by building enrollments 
Value df Significance 
Narrative 1 .705 2 .703 
Narrative 2 4.818 2 .090 
Narrative 3 1.758 2 .415 
Hypothesis 2: There are no significant differences in action choices of MetLife/NASSP State 
Principals of the Year in regard to the justifications used to arrive at those 
ethical decisions. 
The purpose of the second hypothesis was to determine if the selection of justifications in 
Narrative 1. Narrative 2. and Narrative 3 were useful in predicting the three action choices. 
Omnibus tests for model coefficients were a chi-square (6. N =63) with a value =9.045. /? =. 171 
for Narrative I. Omnibus tests for model coefficients were a chi-square (7. N=63) with a value 
=9.541. p = .216 for Narrative 2. Omnibus tests for model coefficients were a chi-square (5. N = 
63) with a value =1.404. p = .92{ for Narrative 3. 
A logistic regression test was conducted for Narratives I. 2. and 3 justifications and action 
choices. Because this was an observational study, association would not indicate a cause and 
effect relationship between the justifications and the dichotomous variable, correct or incorrect 
action choice. Table 14 depicts the probability of action choices as related to correct justifications. 
No statistical differences were found in action choices based on justifications. The null hypothesis 
was not rejected. 
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Table 14. Summary of logistic regression analysis for variables of number of correct 
justifications predicting action choices for Narratives I. 2, and 3 
B S.E. Wald df Significance Exp(B) 
Narrative I (Number 
correct in parentheses) 
Correct justifications 4.181 6 .652 
Correct I (I) 9.119 50.437 .U23 I .880 9124.808 
Correct 1 (2) 9.524 60.434 .025 I .875 13687.212 
Correct I (3) 8.097 60.433 .018 I .893 3284.931 
Correctl (4) 8.790 60.434 .021 I .884 6569.862 
Correct] (5) 16.405 85.463 .037 1 .848 13321939.088 
Correctl (6) 16.405 74.013 ,049 I .825 13321939.088 
Constant -8.202 60.431 .018 1 .892 .000 
farrative 2 
Correct justifications 2.896 7 .894 
Correct2 (I) 8.510 99.638 .007 I .932 4962.119 
Correci2 (2) 10.050 99.633 .010 1 .920 23156.556 
Correct2 (3) 10.669 99.633 .011 1 .915 43005.033 
Correct2 (4) 9.896 99.632 .010 I .921 19848.477 
Correct2 (5) 10.455 99.634 .011 1 .916 34734.835 
Correct2 (6) 18.405 111.390 .027 1 .869 98490509.027 
Correct2 (7) 18.405 122.022 .023 I .880 98490509.027 
Constant -9.203 99.631 .009 1 .926 .000 
larrative 3 
Correct justifications .799 5 .977 
Correct3 (I) .000 90.950 .000 I 1.000 1.000 
Corrects (2) -7.411 57.532 .017 I .898 .001 
Corrects (3) -6.370 57.531 .012 1 .912 .002 
Corrects (4) -6.207 57.531 .012 1 .914 .002 
Corrects (5) -6.805 57.531 .014 1 .906 .001 
Constant 9.203 57.522 .026 I .873 9924.238 
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Hypothesis 3: There are no significant differences in ethical decision-making processes (i.e., 
justifications) of MetLife/NASSP State Principals of the Year in regard to 
gender. 
The puqDose of the third hypothesis was to determine if gender affected the selection of 
correct justifications for Narratives I. 2, and 3. Descriptive statistics revealed that men chose 
more correct justifications in Narratives I and 2 (mean= 1.96. mean=2.88. respectively) than did 
women (mean = i.67. mean=2.27). but women chose more correct justifications (mean=4.73) in 
Narrative 3 than did men (mean=4.67). Table 15 depicts those descriptive statistics. 
A one-way ANOVA test, which compares the mean responses of several groups with 
variability between and within groups (Agresti & Finlay. 1986). was performed. The mean 
responses of men and women for Narrative 3 were higher (mean=4.68) than those mean 
responses for Narratives I and 2 (mean=1.89. mean = 2.73). However, no significant statistical 
differences were found among men and women regarding justifications. The null hypothesis is not 
rejected. Table 16 details the one-way ANOVA test results. 
Hypothesis 4: There are no significant differences in ethical decision-making processes of 
MetLife/NASSP State Principals of the Year in regard to years of experience. 
Descriptive statistics revealed the majority of respondents had more than 11 years of 
administrative experience. Of the 61 respondents. 57 had 11 years or more. Twelve had over 25 
years of e.xperience. Only one respondent had 1-5 years of experience, and three respondents had 
6-10 years. 
The correct number of total justifications chosen for each narrative varied from narrative to 
narrative. For Narrative 1. 70.5% of those 61 respondents had either zero. one. or two correct 
justifications for that narrative. For Narrative 2. 47.5% of respondents selected one or tv/o 
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Table 15. Frequency, mean, standard deviation, standard error, confidence intervals, and the 
minimum and maximum number of correct justifications per narrative by gender 
95% confidence 
interx^al for mean 
Std. Lower Upper 
Gender N Mean S.D. error bound bound Min. Ma.\. 
Narrative 1 Male 48 1.96 1.22 .18 1.60 2.31 0 5 
Female 15 1.67 1.40 .36 .89 2.44 0 6 
Total 63 1.89 1.26 .16 1.57 2.21 0 6 
Narrative 2 Male 48 2.88 1.61 .23 2.41 3.34 0 8 
Female 15 2.27 1.22 .32 1.59 2.94 0 4 
Total 63 2.73 1.54 .19 2.34 3.12 0 8 
Narrative 3 Male 48 4.67 1.26 .18 4.30 5.03 7 
Female 15 4.73 .70 .18 4.34 5.12 4 6 
Total 63 4.68 1.15 .14 4.39 4.97 
Table 16. One-way ANOVA of number of correct justifications per narrative by gender 
Source 
of variation df SS MS 
F F 
ratio prob. Significance 
Narrative I Between groups I .972 .972 
Within groups 61 97.250 1.594 
Total ' 62 98.222 
.610 .438 No 
Narrative 2 Between groups I 4.229 4.229 
Within groups 61 142.183 2.331 
Total 62 146.413 
1.810 .183 No 
Narrative 3 Between groups I 5.079E-02 
Within groups 61 81.600 
Total ^ 62 81.651 
5.079E-02 .038 
1.338 
.846 No 
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correct justifications. For Narrative 3. 1.67c respondents selected zero. one. or two correct 
justifications. 
Table 17 details descriptive statistics. Mean differences for respondents among the three 
narratives indicate Narrative 3 had more correct justifications than Narratives 1 or 2 regardless of 
years of experience. With the exception of the one respondent in the 1-5 years of experience 
category, respondents within the 6-10 years of administrative e.xperience selected the highest 
number of correct justifications per narrative with a mean of 2.33 for Narrative 1. 3.33 for 
Narrative 2. and 5.67 for Narrative 3. 
A one-way ANOVA test was performed. Results for the ANOVA tests are tabulated m 
Table 18. No significant differences were found, and the null hypothesis was not rejected. 
Hypothesis 5: There are no significant differences in ethical decision-making processes (i.e., 
justifications) of MetLife/NASSP State Principals of the Year who have taken a 
college ethics course or ethics components within their graduate administrative 
program. 
The purpose of the fifth hypothesis was to determine if ethics training, either a class or 
within a program of snidy. was imponant in the selection of correct justifications for Narratives 
1. 2. and 3. Descriptive cell statistics for Narrative 1 revealed that the 38 respondents who did 
not have ethical training selected more correct justifications (mean=2.03) than did the 23 
respondents who hd ethical training (mean= 1.65). The respondent who selected the highest 
number of correct justifications in Narrative I (six) did have ethics training. 
Narrative 2 descriptive statistics revealed a mean of 2.71 for those who did not have ethics 
training and a mean of 2.74 for those who did. However, the respondent who selected the highest 
number of correct justifications, eight, for Narrative 2 did not have ethics training. 
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Table 17. Frequency, mean, standard deviation, standard error, confidence intervals, and the 
minimum and maximum number of correct justifications per narrative by years of 
experience 
95% confidence 
interval for mean 
Years of Std. Lower Upper 
experience N Mean S.D. error bound bound Min. Max. 
Narrative 11-5 1 3.00 
6-10 3 2.33 
11-15 17 1.47 
16-20 16 2.19 
21-25 12 2.00 
More than 25 12 1.75 
Total 61 1.89 
Narrative 2 1-5 1 6.00 
6-10 3 3.33 
11-15 17 2.41 
16-20 16 2.63 
21-25 12 2.50 
More than 25 12 3.08 
Total 61 2.72 
Narratives 1-5 1 6.00 
6-10 3 5.67 
11-15 17 4.65 
16-20 16 4.63 
21-25 12 4.58 
More than 25 12 4.83 
Total 61 4.74 
3 
1.15 .67 - .5 5.20 3 
.94 .23 .9 1.96 J 
1.60 .40 1.3 3.04 6 
1.04 .30 1.3 2.66 4 
1.48 .43 .8 2.69 5 
CO
 
.16 1.5 2.21 6 
6 
1.53 .88 -.4 7.13 5 
1.84 .45 1.4 3.36 8 
1.31 .33 1.9 3.32 4 
1.57 .45 1.5 3.50 6 
1.31 .38 •) -t 3.92 5 
1.56 .20 2.3 3.12 8 
6 
.58 . j j  4.2 7.10 6 
.93 .23 4.1 5.13 7 
1.31 .33 3.9 5.32 7 
1.08 .31 3.8 5.27 6 
1.19 .34 4.0 5.59 7 
l . l l  .14 4.4 5.02 7 
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Table 18. One-way ANOVA of number of correct justifications per narrative by years of 
e.xperience 
Source 
of variation df SS MS 
F 
ratio 
F 
prob. Significance 
Narrative 1 Between groups 5 6.607 1.321 .794 .559 No 
Within groups 55 91.589 1.665 
Total 60 98.197 
Narrative 2 Between groups 5 15.811 3.162 1.333 .264 No 
Within groups 55 130.451 2.372 
Total 60 146.262 
Narrative 3 Between groups 5 4.921 .984 .786 .564 No 
Within groups 55 68.882 1.252 
Total 60 73.803 
Within Narrative 3, the total number of correct justifications selected increased, but 
respondents with no ethical training selected more correct justifications (mean=4.82) than did 
those with ethical training (mean=4.6I). The respondents who selected seven correct 
justifications did not have ethics training. Table 19 lists the descriptive data. 
.A one-way .^NOVA test was performed on the dependent variables of correct justifications 
for Narratives I. 2, and 3. and the independent variable of ethics training. Results are tabulated in 
Table 20. No statistical significance was found. The null hypothesis was not rejected. 
Hypothesis 6: There are no significant differences in ethical decision-making processes of 
MetLife/NASSP State Principals of the Year in regard to building enrollment. 
The purpose of the sLxth hypothesis was to determine if building enrollment was important 
in the selection of correct justifications for Narratives I. 2. and 3 action choices. Descriptively. 
the categorized groups of small, medium, and large showed no large discrepancies. Respondents 
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Table 19. Frequency, mean, standard deviation, standard error, confidence intervals, and the 
minimum and maximum number of correct justifications per narrative by ethics 
training 
957c confidence 
interval for mean 
Ethics Std. Lower Upper 
training N Mean S.D. error bound bound Min. Ma.\. 
Narrative 1 No 38 2.03 1.20 .19 1.63 2.42 0 5 
Yes 23 1.65 1.40 .29 1.05 2.26 0 6 
Total 61 1.89 1.28 .16 1.56 2.21 0 6 
Narrative 2 No 38 2.71 1.54 .25 2.20 3.22 0 8 
Yes 23 2.74 1.63 .34 2.03 3.44 0 6 
Total 61 2.72 1.56 .20 2.32 3.12 0 8 
Narrative 3 No 38 4.82 1.14 .18 4.44 5.19 -> 7 
Yes 23 4.61 1.08 22 4.14 5.07 6 
Total 61 4.74 l . l l  .14 4.45 5.02 -> 7 
Table 20. One-way ANOVA of number of correct justifications per narrative by ethics training 
Source 
of variation df SS 
F F 
MS ratio prob. Significance 
Narrative I Between groups I 2.006 
Within groups 59 96.191 
Total ^ 60 98.197 
2.006 
1.630 
1.230 .272 No 
Narrative 2 Between groups 1 1.172E-02 
Within groups 59 146.251 
Total ^ 60 146.262 
1.172E-02 .005 
2.479 
.945 No 
Narratives Between groups 1 .614 .614 
Within groups 59 73.189 1.240 
Total ^ 60 73.803 
.495 .484 No 
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from the largest categor\' selected the highest number of correct justifications in Narratives I and 
2. six and eight, respectively. 
Combining all categories, respondents selected zero to six correct justifications on Narrative 
I. Within Narrative 2. respondents chose zero to eight correct justifications. Within Narrative 3. 
respondents selected two to seven correct justifications. For Narratives I and 3. respondents in 
the large categor\' of building enrollment had the highest means. 2.26 and 4.95. respectively. For 
Narrative 2. respondents in the small category had the highest mean. 2.83. Table 21 illustrates the 
descriptive data. 
A one-way ANOV.A. test was performed on the dependent variables of correct justifications 
for Narratives 1. 2. and 3. and the independent variable of building enrollments. Results are 
tabulated in Table 22. No significance was found. The null hypothesis was not rejected. 
Introduction to the Qualitative Analysis 
The research questions that guided the qualitative portion of this study were as follows: 
1. Do MetLife/NASSP State Principals of the Year place a high degree of personal 
emphasis on ethics and the four components of Rest's Four Component Theory in their 
professional life? Why or why not? 
2. Did their reputation for ethical behavior, in their opinion, play a significant part in their 
selection as State Principal of the Year? Why or why not? 
The candidates for this portion were respondents who had selected correct action choices 
for all three narratives. Respondents were ranked in order, from the highest number of correct 
justifications for all narratives to the lowest number of correct justifications for all narratives. 
For the group with the highest number of correct justifications, five respondents were 
interviewed. From that ranking, a male and a female with the highest number of total correct 
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Table 21. Frequency, mean, standard deviation, standard error, confidence intervals, and the 
minimum and maximum number of correct justifications per narrative by building 
enrollment 
95% confidence 
interval for mean 
Building Std. Lower Upper 
enrollment N Mean S.D. error bound bound Vlin. Ma,x. 
Narrative 1 Small 18 1.56 1.20 .28 .96 2.15 0 4 
Medium 1.86 1.17 .25 1.35 2.38 0 5 
Large 19 2.26 1.48 .34 1.55 2.98 0 6 
Total 59 1.90 1.30 .17 1.56 2.24 0 6 
Narrative 2 Small 18 2.83 1.47 .35 2.10 3.56 0 6 
Medium 22 2.55 1.30 .28 1.97 3.12 0 6 
Large 19 2.74 2.00 .46 1.77 3.70 0 8 
Total 59 2.69 1.58 .21 2.28 3.11 0 8 
Narrative 3 Small 18 4.56 1.04 .25 4.04 5.07 3 6 
Medium Tt 4.64 1.05 .22 4.17 5.10 J 7 
Large 19 4.95 1.27 .29 4.34 5.56 7 
Total 59 4.71 1.11 .15 4.42 5.00 T 7 
Table 22. One-way ANOVA of number of correct justifications per narrative by building 
enrollments 
Source 
of variation df SS MS 
F 
ratio 
F 
prob. Significance 
Narrative 1 Between groups 2 4.670 2.335 1.410 .253 No 
Within groups 56 92.720 1.656 
Total 58 97.390 
Narrative 2 Between groups 2 .870 .435 .170 .844 No 
Within groups 56 143.639 2.565 
Total 58 144.508 
Narrative 3 Between groups 2 1.619 .809 .643 .529 No 
Within groups 56 70.483 1.259 
Total 58 72.102 
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justifications (16 and 11. respectively) were selected. Three individuals who had the highest 
number of correct justifications for Narratives I. 2. and 3 were also chosen. 
Likewise, five principals with a low number of correct justifications were inter\'iewed. 
From that ranking, a male and a female respondent with the lowest number of total correct 
justifications (seven) were selected. Three individuals with the lowest number of correct 
justifications for each narrative were also chosen. All respondents were assured that their 
comments would be kept confidential. 
A total of 10 respondents, eight men and two women, were interviewed with a uniform 
telephone script that was used for each. The telephone script consisted of 10 questions and can be 
found in its entirety in Appendix C. Interviews were 10 to 30 minutes in length, and the 
principals were cordial and fonhcoming in their comments. Four themes permeated all 
conversations, small but important differences emerged between the groups, and the agreement as 
to the ethical dimension of school leadership was unanimous. As one principal commented: 
This is not a sterile academic environment: it is a living human environment-
students. parents, teachers. Whenever you are dealing with people, with goals. 
dreams, vision, promises, and everything else, there are always ethical dimensions. 
Emerging Themes 
Rest's Four Component Model of Moral Behavior is a theory of what processes determine 
moral behavior (Rest. 1994). Specifically. Rest hoped it would answer the question of why good 
people make bad decisions. According to the theory, ethical decision making is processed through 
four components of moral sensitivity, moral judgment, moral motivation, and moral courage. If 
there is a failure to act morally. Rest theorized that perhaps the reason lies in the above 
psychological processes. To illustrate that concept from a school administrator's point of view, 
consider one principal's description of how easy it would be to give in to a parent's demands: 
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A parent really and truly wants, demands something, and you know for the sake of 
the district, it is not the right decision. It would be much easier to say to the parent. 
"Yes. I am going to capimlate to you. Yeah, that's the way I am going to go." But 
sometimes, you have to say "No!" One, it is not right for your child, and no it is not 
right for the district, and take a real hard stand. Not to be mean, but you know it is 
the right thing to do for the child and die district. Sometimes, if you just say. "Oh my 
god. if I had just said. Yeah. Fine. Do it." and let the kid suffer but "oh well it is the 
parent's decision." But. you know in your heart, that is the wrong way to go. 
VVithm this capsulation of his ethical reasoning processes, the respondent evidenced ail four 
components of Rest's theor}'. Awareness of the parent's demands, of the child's suffering if those 
demands were met. and of the consequences of his decisions indicate moral sensitivity. 
Interwoven within that moral sensitivity was a standard of moral judgment regarding "the right 
thing to do for the child and the district." Competing motivations, helping/not helping the child or 
the district, enduring/sidestepping the parent's outrage and backlash of that outrage, or giving 
in/not giving in to the parents' demands vied for imponance. Choosing the moral action 
outweighed appeasing the parent, but awareness of the emotional price and weariness of having to 
pay that price can be heard in the exclamation. "Oh my god." The courage to continue, to uphold 
the judgment, to not wilt under the pres.sure was illustrated in the vacillation of thought and word 
choice. "Capimlation" versus "real hard stand" indicated a weighing of options and a 
consideration of consequences from the two e.xtremes. Demonstrating that courage again and 
again with different faces and different situations added another dimension. This respondent 
considered all the angles, filtered each through Rest's psychological processes, and made the 
moral decision. If he had been weak in any one component or combination of components, he 
would have failed, at least by his standards, to do the right thing. 
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Courage 
One of the themes that emerged from these conversations was the need for courage and the 
demonstration of courage. These principals were ver}' much aware of their visibilit\' and the fact 
that ever\' action, interaction, and decision they made was scrutinized, discussed, and evaluated 
by the smdents. teachers, and community with and for whom they worked. Without hesitation, all 
respondents unequivocally answered "yes" when asked if it took courage to do their job. Usually 
the response was followed with a laugh of surprise at the admission, but the examples they gave 
amply demonstrated the need for that attribute: 
I think, frequently, a high school principal has to stand up to parents who are being 
irrational. 
As the leader, you have to step up and advocate for the minority group even though it 
may not be popular. 
Almost every decision you make has a negative impact on somebody. 
We're supposed to be the people who set an e.xample. and we have to perform our 
duties in a manner that young people would want to look up to us and have respect 
for us. 
You are faced with so many decisions, constant decision making. Without a morality 
base for that, you could make some very adverse decisions. 
We talk about making 5000 decisions in a day in our job. and not all of them are 
going to make everybody happy. 
Two respondents indicated that when they started out as principals they tried to keep 
ever\-body happy, but as the "hair turned gray" they did not do that anymore. Another eloquently 
stated that when the "gravestone finally goes on. I want it to have capped a fruitful life, one in 
which I made a difference." Although none mentioned the word legacy, the thought was 
prominent through disclosures about making the right decision, having vision, and making gut-
wrenching decisions. 
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The common good 
Most of the examples of courage involved dismissal of persoimel and/or the expulsion of a 
student. All were ethical dilemmas in that the principal had to weigh competing moral concerns 
for which there were tough consequences and no right answers. For many, the e.xamples of 
courage were not recent incidents that were fresh in memor\'. They were not personal in namre 
although the emotion they evoked was clearly personal, nor were they decisions that had to be 
made in the midst of crisis management. The incidents that called for the most courage were ones 
involving judgment about equally competing values that brought pain as a consequence to those 
involved. For example, the termination of a 26-year veteran who was four years away from 
retirement was not an easy decision. The principal explained what prompted him to act: "I could 
not sacrifice four more years of kids for this guy's retirement." The recommendation for 
expulsion of a student who would not stop bringing marijuana to school was made with the full 
realization that if the student was not in school, he would be on the streets, and eventually in 
prison. "He was forcing our hand. He couldn't handle success and so he had to find a way to get 
us to force him out. h still bothers me. Those you always remember." 
In ever\" incident of ethical decision making that required courage, the common good 
motivated the principal. That was the prevailing philosophical value which emerged from these 
interviews. Principals discussed the support, help, and counsel they provided, plus the extra hours 
of talking and reflection in helping the individual come to a realization of what needed to be 
corrected. Still others went above and beyond the call of duty to extend a helping hand in finding 
the dismissed teacher another job. another career, another life. But. whatever the resolve or the 
rationale, respondents focused on the common good above everything else except perhaps a sense 
of duty to protect the common good. They were not above being sneaky or bending the rules to 
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help out those students they felt had been sacrificed for the sake of others. The caveat, however. 
was always that they did not do such a thing often. As one principal e.xplained. 
1 had a kid e.xpelled for fighting one time. I really. . .1 did not think that we would 
expel him. And this kid was set to graduate. All he needed was English, so I worked 
it out with the English teacher to give him homebound instruction, and we gave him 
his diploma. He didn't get to walk or anything, but the superintendent and the school 
board did not know that I did that. That kid got his diploma. He was a good kid, and 
1 really had a hard time dealing with that. The fairness of it. Wasn't equitable. 
Gut feelings 
Making decisions that affect people's lives is a process that these administrators did not take 
lightly. Most could detail the fact finding, the listening, the detective work, the appreciation of all 
perspectives, or following the handbook. What they could not articulate was how they knew their 
decision was the right one. When queried as to that process, most responded in a similar fashion, 
with the exception of one person: "It is a gut feeling. .\n emotion. I can't e.xplain it." 
The e.xception was the principal who scored highest on the number of correct justifications 
for all narrative choices. He did not measure a single decision as right or wrong, but rather used 
time as the judge as to the rightness or wrongness of a series of decisions. He lived with 
uncenaint}' in the moment but direction and purpose for the future. Organizational growth and 
personal growth measured rightness over time. 
When queried further as to how they defined the term "gut feeling." the principals became 
frustrated with their inability to scientifically or logically e.xplain something that was emotional in 
nature. Several commented that it wasn't proper to use the term "gut feeling" in their profession, 
but that was the only way they could describe their cenainty as to having made the right decision. 
Others seemed apologetic for their reliance on an intrinsic emotion that was inmitive in nature 
when their position dictated logical rationality. All emphasized their impartialit\' in fact finding. 
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listening to differing perspectives, and icnowledge gathering. In the end. however, despite that 
rational impartiality, the respondents knew they had made the right decision based on a gut 
feeling that was intuitive in nature, "a melding." as one principal put it. "of the intellect and the 
heart." 
Difficulty defining etiiics 
Another theme that emerged from the interviews was the difficulty that respondents had 
with defining ethics, despite the imponance they placed upon ethics, values, and integritv". 
Affirmation upon affirmation piled up throughout the interviews as to the imponance of ethics. 
values, and integrity within the principalship. Many felt that they would not have received the 
honor of State Principal of the Year if they had not been thought of as an ethical person. In 
addition, all of them placed a high value on a personal code of ethics. Yet. when asked to define 
ethics, these aniculate. verbal, decisive principals stammered through indecision and confusion. 
I think ethics is (pause) probably (pause) defining basically who you are in the world 
and operating consistently from that basis as best you can until you have new 
information to operate differently. . . . Integrity and values I think are important 
things. 
There are a thousand different answers to that. We just tell our kids. . .just do what is 
right. You know what is right. 
Ethics comes from your values so your values are tenets by which you live, and 1 
think some people can separate to some degree their personal and professional values. 
I think to some extent they are separate but also intertwined as well. That's the core 
set of beliefs that you have and that you operate under. Ethics is the ability to 
understand that you are doing things to. . .(pause). This is not going well. I need to 
work on it a bit. 
Loaded question. No right or shon answers. There is an irmate sense, you have to do 
what is right and right in terms of what is best for kids. ... It is nebulous, but there 
is this innate feeling. You have to do what is right for kids. 
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It is like your core belief system. It is at the core of who you are, and it is ver\' 
personalized. A lot of things go into it. your role models, your spirinialit\'. your 
religion, your belief system. 
Integrity is a bright light in a dark world. 
I think that I define ethics as doing the right thing. Doing things based on what is 
honest, truthful, what is fair. I think that is the best working definition. 
i think it is being (pause) basicaily treating people ipausei be it kids, parents, adults in 
the community (pause) treating people the way you desire to be treated. The Golden 
Rule. 
How would I define them? Oh boy! Ahhhhh. Boy. I look at those as the basic 
background and framework that you work from as a professional. Ummmm. I'm 
struggling for a good definition. Everyone knows what ethics means, but we probably 
all have a different definition. 
Always trying to do the right thing in the right situation with the right application to 
everyone. It is impossible at times, but you have to work toward that. 
Despite the difficulty in defining ethics and values, almost half of the principals said they 
were willing to walk away from the job if they had to compromise their values. Decisions that 
affected teachers" careers, student lives, and school culture are value based in that those decisions 
are made through what is right for kids. As one principal commented, he sets the tone in his 
building by what he allows and encourages to happen, what he ignites, and what he shuts down. 
Those decisions stem from his value system and what is right for kids. 
That phrase, "what is right for kids." and variations of it permeated the inter%'iews. No one. 
however, defined the term "right." The statement was always made with conviction, a sense of 
purpose, and with the tacit understanding that ever\'one would know what "right" meant. 
Interestingly, what was right at one stage of a career was not right in another. As one principal 
said. "My philosophy has changed over the years. I am now opposed to expulsion unless it is for 
weapons." Another used the phrase "do what's right for kids" as an affirmation of 
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accomplishments, an admonishment when parents questioned decisions, and reassurance that the 
vision for the school was in the right direction. These principals have had success with this 
phrase. It reassures the public that in their hean they are doing what is right for kids. Whether the 
phrase was simply rhetoric for some principals could not be determined. 
Differences Between Groups 
Each of the principals interviewed exuded personality. Whether real or imagined, all 
seemed interested in ethics, were sincere and honest in their responses, and were warm and 
generous with their time and effort. After each conversation, the impression was one of delight at 
having spoken with them and of reassurance that such fine, upstanding individuals represented the 
profession of school administration. Their warmth and the vision they shared for school leaders 
came from a sense of pride in the profession. 
At first glance, there seemed little difference between the two groups of principals, those 
having a high number of correct justifications (h#cj) and those having a low number of correct 
justifications (l#cj). Individuals from both groups were articulate, personable, appealing. 
visionary, and seemed within the short conversation to be deserving of the award for State 
Principal of the Year. From the interviews, all were there to help kids, to do what was right for 
kids, and to accomplish growth for kids, even if that meant risk for themselves or their careers. 
Upon a closer examination of the transcripts, however, subtle but significant differences 
became apparent between the groups. Personality differences may account for some of the 
discrepancies. Obviously, while all were polished and exhibited self-confidence, some exuded an 
extra vibrancy, a warmth, a personableness that generated a feeling of well being. For the most 
part, those principals clustered within the l#cj group. 
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The differences that emerged were more noteworthy and more nebulous than personalit>', 
however. Those differences had to do with vision and perspective. The shift between the two 
groups was subtle and is difficult to articulate. Only through e.xamples do the differences emerge. 
When asked to aniculate the hardest decision he ever had to make, the principal with the highest 
number of correct justifications for all narratives said; 
The hardest decision I ever had to make was advocating for the good of public 
education in the midst of budget cuts, and that was one of the most difficult times. It 
was hard to get people to focus on direction because everyone was protecting their 
turf. . . . Even though we were going through a 15% across the board budget cut. I 
needed to advocate for expanding in the midst of cuning. I damn near lost my job 
doing it. (laughs) Ended up expanding the science program and getting it done. It's a 
type of thing you've got to make a choice of what you believe in and be willing to 
walk away from a job if that is necessary. 
Consistent throughout his conversation, as seen in this example, was a focus on the student body. 
not individual students. He spoke of right decisions but in the context of time, not of the moment. 
He spoke of dismissing personnel as being a very difficult decision, but from the perspective of 
stability in the system for the smdents. not whether those teachers were nice nor had a family. 
In contrast the principal with the lowest number of correct justifications for all narratives 
spoke of his hardest decisions in the following manner: 
I suppose staff terminations are some of the hardest. . . . When a man has a wife and 
a couple of kids, you don't just impact his life. ... I have a real, real hard time when 
we get expulsion involved, depending on the situations. Most of that time, those are 
kids who are so filled with anger because they never had anything but problems in 
their lives. They were bom into the situation, and they don't have anything to do with 
it. It's not their fault, you know. [Said with reflective sadness.] But at the same time, 
you have kids standing right next to them in the same situation or worse, and they are 
a class A smdent. Still, at some point, it does come down to a matter of choice. 
This principal, obviously, cared about the students and the staff. His perspective was with the 
individual. His awareness of each individual's pain and the circumstances revealed a sensitivit\- of 
how his decisions could adversely impact each individual life. There was an ethic of care in his 
actions and much reflection upon life's whimsical purpose. 
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Final Considerations 
These principals placed a great deal of emphasis on ethics, both professional and personal. 
Their selection process, however, did not emphasize ethical behavior. None of the interviewees 
could remember that being a specific question, but all felt unequivocally that their ethical 
reputation had to have played a significant pan in their selection as State Principal of the Year. 
One respondent in particular believed that the personal decision to become a principal and thus be 
in the spotlight held the individual to a higher standard than if that choice had not been made. 
Another commented that the award was purely a representational honor of quality people, whom 
they (those doing the selecting) did not really know too well, but even if the process was flawed, 
the intention was needed. Others mentioned that their ethical reputation played a significant pan 
in their selection because of the grapevine. Leaders who are unethical, they said, are not to be 
trusted and people will not follow them. That word gets out very quickly. 
Finally, the principals e.xpressed a concern and underneath the concern, a bewilderment. 
Throughout the interviews, one element came though consistently and that was a deep 
commitment to their profession. Many expressed how the job tumbled them about emotionally, 
physically, and mentally. One admitted that it had "probably shortened my life span a little bit." 
Yet. they were quick to add that it was wonh it because they were contributing to the growth of 
children. The concern came to the forefront when they talked about the future and the impending 
shortage of administrators in their states. 
The common refrain was "no one wants to do this job anymore." While intellectually they 
understood why not (long hours, lack of respect, irrational parents were all mentioned) 
emotionally, some seemed affronted, as if insulted by the lack of interest in such an important 
position. Children needed good role models in order to become responsible adults, they said, and 
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if no one was willing to do the job. what message did that send to the children. To a one. these 
principals had pride in what they did. As one principal said. 
I think the leadership role of the principal has two major facets. One is the managerial 
role, the systems of the school, and the other one is the morality of the school 
climate. Everywhere I go throughout my day. somebody is watching me to see what I 
do. how I do it. and how I treat kids. One of the most effective lessons I have to give 
is the way that I act and operate. You have to have that level of integrity and ethics. 
Summary 
Chapter 4 presented findings of the study. Statistically, only one demographic—years of 
administrative e.xperience within Narrative 3—had significance regarding action choices. The si.x 
hypotheses, with this exception, were not rejected. Qualitatively, however. Rest's four 
components of moral sensitivity, more judgment, moral motivation, and moral courage were 
discussed, reflected upon, and emphasized. In regard to the research questions that focused this 
qualitative smdy. the answers were "yes" to both questions. In particular, respondents agreed 
ethics played a major role in their professional lives. As to the additional question of why or why 
not. variations on the same theme appeared within the conversations. School is a moral place, and 
the principal is a moral leader. 
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CHAPTER 5. SUMMARY. CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
American schools always have been. . .deliberately involved in the 
transmission of moral wisdom. By "moral wisdom" I mean eternal norms or 
standards of human behavior, beliefs about the rightness or wrongness of 
human conduct, recognized and affirmed over the generations. . . . For many 
children in our society, the public school provides the only healthy 
mdoctnnauon m practical human moralitv'. (excerpt from a letter printed 
February 9. 1987. in the Chicago Tribune) 
This chapter presents a summary of the research smdy. including the problem e.xamined. 
the methodology utilized, and the major findings. Conclusions are offered based on initial 
research questions. Limitations of the smdy are described so that the reader may better understand 
and interpret the results. A discussion of results follows to propose possible reasons for the 
findings and implications of the study. Finally, recommendations for fiinher research are 
suggested. 
Summan' of Problem, Methodoiogy, and Findings 
This smdy was designed to examine ethical decision making and the processes through 
which those decisions were made. Questionnaires were mailed to 104 Metlife/NASSP State 
Principals of the Year for 1998 and 1999 during the summer of 2000. with a 60.5^ response 
rate. 
The problem of this investigation was whether school administrators make ethical decisions 
that are moral in nature as defined by three dispositions under Standard 5 in the ISLLC standards. 
The purpose of the smdy was to identify ethical decision making through the filter of Rest's Four 
Component Model of Moral Behavior. In addition, demographic variables of gender, years of 
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experience, ethical training, and building enrollment were tested for association with action 
choices and justifications. 
Si.\ hvpotheses formed the basis of the quantitative research and two research questions 
guided the qualitative smdy. 
Hypothesis 1: There are no significant differences based on gender, education in ethics. 
experience, and building enrollment in action choices of MetLife/NASSP 
State Principals of the Year. 
Hypothesis 2: There are no significant differences in action choices of MetLife/NASSP 
State Principals of the Year based on the justifications used in making that 
action choice. 
Hypothesis 3: There are no significant differences in ethical decision-making processes 
(i.e.. justifications) of MetLife/NASSP State Principals of the Year in 
regard to gender. 
Hypothesis 4: There are no significant differences in ethical decision-making processes of 
MetLife/NASSP State Principals of the Year in regard to experience. 
Hypothesis 5: There are no significant differences in ethical decision-making processes 
(i.e.. justifications) of MetLife/NASSP State Principals of the Year who 
have taken a college ethics course or ethics components within their 
graduate administrative program. 
Hypothesis 6: There are no significant differences in ethical decision-making processes of 
MetLife/NASSP State Principals of the Year in regard to building 
enrollment. 
l O l  
Research Question: Do MetLife/NASSP State Principals of the Year place a high degree 
of personal emphasis on ethics and the four components of Rest's 
Four Component Theory in their professional life? Why or why not? 
Research Question: Did their reputation for ethical behavior, in their opinion, play a 
significant part in their selection as State Principal of the Year? Why 
or why not? 
Conducted in May. June, and July of 2000. this mixed methodological investigation used 
ethical narratives as well as telephone interviews to gather data nationwide from 104 state 
principals of the year. The quantitative itistrument was developed through personal experience, 
the literature review, courses at Iowa State University, consultation with peers, and 
recommendations of professors. The requested demographic information penained to gender, 
administrative experience, ethics training, and years of experience. These variables were selected 
based upon the literanire review, relevant studies, and recommendations from knowledgeable 
educational administration professors. 
The ethical narratives were written as ethical dilemmas, each of which reflected one of 
three dispositions listed under Standard 5 of the ISLLC standards. Respondents were asked to rate 
action choices that followed the narratives and select one of those as a decision choice. Based on 
that action, respondents were then asked to rate eight reasons or justifications for that action 
choice as 1 =No importance. 2 = Little imponance. 3=Some imponance, and 4=Great 
importance. The justifications for each narrative were similar, differing only in wording to reflect 
the differing content of each narrative. 
The qualitative ponion consisted of a telephone interview which served to elaborate upon 
the results of the quantitative instrument and to further define and interpret the four components 
in Rest's Four Component Model of Moral Behavior. Respondents who selected correct action 
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choices for all three narratives were ranked in order of correct justifications. Selected principals 
were interviewed by telephone. All were asked identical questions so that responses could be 
compared and contrasted. 
The data for the study were collected by the end of July 2000. Responses were entered into 
Statistical Program for the Social Sciences (SPSS) at ISU for analysis and also into Microsoft 
Word for analysis. Depending on the h>'potheses tested, a chi-square test, logistical regression 
test, or a one-way ANOVA test was used for the quantitative ponion. The qualitative information 
was screened for emerging themes, comparisons, and contrasts, and results were written around 
four themes and a small but important difference within the two groups, those with high 
justifications and those with low justifications. 
Findings 
Descriptive statistics of frequency and percent were computed for every independent 
variable. The majority of respondents acted ethically in the selection of action choices for the 
three narratives. For Narratives 1. 2. and 3. 65.1%. 735c. and 93.7% of the respondents, 
respectively, selected the correct action choice. Correct action choices for all three narratives had 
a mean of 2.32 with a standard deviation of .69. 
The mean and standard deviation for correct justifications were computed for each 
narrative. For Narrative 1 the mean was 1.89 (standard deviation of 1.26). for Narrative 2. 2.73 
(standard deviation of 1.54). and for Narrative 3. 4.68 (standard deviation of 3.11). 
Chi-square tests were computed to examine if differences e.xisted among the dependent 
variables of incorrect and correct action choices for all three narratives and the demographic 
variables of gender, years of experience, ethics training, and building enrollment. Logistical 
regression tests were performed to determine if an association existed between the justifications 
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and action choices. One-way ANOVA tests were employed to examine if differences existed 
between the dependent variables of justifications for all three narratives and the demographic 
variables. The significance level for determining significance on all statistical tests was p = or ^ 
.05. 
Statistical tests showed no differences in selection of action choices among variables of 
gender, years of experience in Narratives 1 and 2. ethics training, or building enrollments. 
Statistical significance was demonstrated between years of experience within Narrative 3 and the 
action choice. Within the remaining questions, there was no statistical significance among the 
variables that were tested. 
As a result of the qualitative smdy. five findings emerged regarding ethical decision making 
among the principals. Each finding will be discussed and related to relevant literature on the 
topic. 
Limitations 
The limitations that emerged from the investigation were: 
1. While there is probably no way to determine a person's true beliefs except to actually 
observe them in a real-life scenario, the presentation of generic scenarios presented 
enough of a contextual situation in which to elicit meaningful responses for this study. 
2. The data represented the simation at the time of the survey and may have been 
influenced by factors unknown to the investigator, such as lack of sleep, numerous 
interruptions, or motive, to name a few. 
3. The four components of Rest's theory may not be the only processes through which 
respondents filtered their decision, but for the purposes of this study those four 
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components presented enough of a contexmal situation from which to elicit a 
meaningful response. 
4. While there is probably no way of knowing how a respondent construed each of the 
eight justifications for the action choices based on information in the ethical narratives, 
the assumption was that the similarity' of the justifications in each narrative provided 
consistent, meaningful responses for the purposes of this study. 
5. Due to space constraints and alignment with the dispositions under Standard 5 of the 
ISLLC standards, respondents were forced to choose from four action choices, a 
condition that may not be reflective of real-life situations in which more than four viable 
choices might be available. 
6. The justifications were limited in number and were carefully reasoned constructs that if 
time and space permitted could be enhanced and enlarged upon to retlect more 
accurately the four components of Rest's theor\'. For the purposes of this dissertation, 
they resembled reasoning processes that may be reflective of Rest's theory'. 
7. The sampling method was not a true random sample. MetLife/N.ASSP State Principals 
of the Year for 1998 and 1999 were chosen because of their accessibility. Statistical 
inferences resulting from this study may be of unknown validity. In addition, the sample 
results may not be representative for the population of secondary' administrators. 
Conclusions 
Within the parameters of this study, several conclusions can be drawn. The majority of 
respondents acted ethically regarding all three narratives. More respondents selected the ethical 
choice for Narrative 3. which tested the disposition of subordinating one's own interest to the 
good of the school community, than for any other narrative. Neither gender, years of experience. 
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ethics training, nor building enrollment influenced selection of the correct action choice or 
justifications for those action choices with the exception of years of experience in Narrative 3. 
More years of experience predicted an ethical decision within Narrative 3. 
While the quantitative study showed no association between justifications and ethical action 
choices, the qualitative study did reveal that respondents placed a high degree of emphasis on 
courage, which is one of Rest's four components. Five themes emerged from that portion of the 
study: 
1. Courage is essential to ethical leadership. 
2. The common philosophy was that of the common good. 
3. Gut feelings validated the rightness of decisions. 
4. All interviewed experienced difficulty in defining ethics. 
5. Differences in judgment levels as determined by Kohlberg's theory emerged between 
the groups. 
Discussion 
Ethical decision making is a quality component of e.xemplarv' leadership in today's schools. 
Buffeted by reform, declining societal values (Ely. 1996) and pluralism (Griffiths. Stout. & 
Forsyth. 1988). America's schools have looked to school leaders for vision and ethical leadership 
in an era of accountability and reform (Carpenter. 2000). Now. more than ever before in recent 
history, the moral challenges that face educational leaders are compelling. Ethical leadership must 
confront four issues: complexity of issues, high stakes, enormous impact of moral decisions and 
actions, and crumbling guidance from tradition (Beck. 1996). 
Within the literature exhorting the need for ethical decision making, there is little research 
regarding the process through which school leaders make ethical decisions. To withstand the 
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pressures and demands of a secondary principalship. which is a complex, high stakes position, 
and to develop a vision that will sustain the funire requires ethical courage, sensitivity, judgment, 
and motivation. This study sought to provide information as to the process of ethical decision 
making among secondary principals and to further illuminate the ethical dimensions of the job. 
The most striking finding of this snidy was that the majority of respondents selected the 
correct ethical action choice in all three narratives. Considering that these principals represent the 
best of the best among the nation's principals, that is reassuring. 
This finding, however, was not consistent with Dexheimer's study (1970) or Fenstermaker 
(1994), who repealed Dexheimer's smdy of superintendents and their responses to ethical 
dilemmas reflecting the American Association of School Administrators (AASA) Code of Ethics. 
Both of those studies found superintendents more frequently selected unethical choices. This 
discrepancy raises more questions than it answers, but once again, the sample for this current 
snidy were State Principals of the Year, and they do represent e.xemplary leadership. 
Of panicular interest were the response differences among the narratives. More respondents 
(93.7%) selected the correct action choice for Narrative 3. which measured subordinating one's 
own interest to the good of the school community. This was a common ethic among this group of 
principals. Educational administration preparation programs have placed emphasis on scientific 
inquiry and have reinforced a traditional ethic from the business world, that supervisors are 
responsible for evaluation of personnel who report to them (Beck & Murphy. 1994. 1997). There 
are many traditional moral cues as to the right decision for this narrative. 
The ethic defined in Narrative 2. accepting the consequences for upholding one's principles 
and actions, was more ambiguous in regard to cultural cues. While 73% of the respondents 
selected the correct ethical choice, the response rate was not as strong as for Narrative 3. 
Accepting consequences can be a euphemism for failure, a concept that is in the midst of 
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redefinition in our society. Failure as a stepping stone to success (Maxwell. 2000) is an emerging 
concept that has not in the past been readily accepted in our culture and even less so in schools, 
which are in the midst of reform involving performance testing and student growth. Furthermore, 
newspaper headlines define ethics as a negative, a misconduct (Piper et al.. 1993). To be a leader 
in an envirotunent that does not tolerate failure and yet be held accountable for and accepting of 
consequences in upholding principles and actions within a society that defines such behavior as a 
misconduct is conflicting. 
Narrative 1. which illustrated the ideal of the common good, yielded interesting results. 
Among the respondents. 90.5% chose to suspend the student. However. 65.1% of those 
principals selected the correct action, suspend and consult for alternative schooling. An additional 
25.4%. however, chose to suspend and expel. As such a choice might reflect availability of 
alternative schools, comparisons were made between building enrollments, the closest indicator of 
urban and rural schools in this study, and incorrect/correct action choice. No differences were 
found. Seven administrators with small building enrollments, six with middle building 
enrollments, and seven with large building enrollments selected the decision to suspend and expel. 
The dichotomy illustrated a value that has changed, and is in the midst of changing, within our 
society. In an environment of reform where every child can succeed and grow and become a 
somebody (Starratt, 1995), expulsion is not a valued action for student growth. 
A primary purpose of the quantitative instrument was to identify the processes through 
which the respondents chose an action choice for each ethical dilemma. No differences were 
found among components of Rest's Four Component Model of Moral Behavior and ethical 
decision making, nor were statistically significant differences found among the demographics 
tested. Gender, years of experience, ethics training, and building enrollment showed no 
difference in action choices or justifications, with the exception of years of experience and action 
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choices in Narrative 3. Within Narrative 3. a slight association existed between the two variables. 
More years of experience predicted the selection of the ethical action choice. 
The literature on moral judgment suggests a correlation with age and formal education. 
Studies completed with the Defining Issues Test (DIT), which measures judgment as based on 
Kohlberg's six levels, indicate that an individual's age and formal education affect moral 
judgment (Rest & Narvaez. 1994). Women also perform slightly better on the test. However, 
moral judgment is not the only process in ethical decision making and the DIT has not been found 
to be a consistent predictor of behavior (Rest. 1986). Other processes are involved in ethical 
decision making. Rest formulated his four component theory to explain those other processes and 
began exploring those facets while at the same time continuing with DIT research. 
Darley and Batson (1973) found interaction among the components of Rest's theory' and 
ethical decision making in their study of Good Samaritan behavior. Bebeau's (1994) research 
within the dental program at the University of Minnesota has indicated that ethical awareness can 
be tested. Hunter (1997) also found that business personnel could identify a majority of ethical 
issues (5 of 7). demonstrating ethical awareness. 
Descriptively, this snidy also indicated that there was some awareness of the four 
components in ethical decision making. Narrative 3 had more total correct justifications than 
Narratives I or 2. indicating that when the moral dilemma measured an established cultural value, 
respondents could more accurately describe their decision-making processes. When the moral 
dilemma measured an emerging cultural value, i.e.. the dilemma in Narrative 1. the justifications 
for such decision making were not as easily determined by the individual. Reasons for this finding 
may lie in the social breakdown of tradition (in this case expulsion) as explained by Scott's 
reflection (1998) on Habermasian thought, that when the moral fabric breaks down, humans do 
not know what to do. In other words, although the majority of respondents made the correct 
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action choice, their justifications for that decision were conflicted indicating some confusion as to 
the action. 
The qualitative portion of this study confirmed every component of Rest's theory as being 
critical to ethical decision making. Four themes emerged as well as a small but important 
difference in the groups chosen. In addition, each principal affirmed his/her hope and belief that 
their ethical reputation had a significant role in their selection for this honor. 
Courage 
First, courage is essential to ethical leadership. Each of the principals interviewed affirmed 
this component when responding with anecdotes and examples of ethical decision making. The 
literature supports the belief that administrative decisions are values in action (Greenfield. 1988). 
The principals spoke of courage not in the heroic measure of crisis response (although that 
is part of the job) but rather in the sense of the internal fortitude necessary to consistently believe 
in the value of human growth and make decisions regarding that belief Rest and Narvaez (1994) 
define moral courage in terms of what it is not: not wilting under pressure, not easily distracted or 
discouraged, and not being a wimp or weak-willed. For e.xample. the assertion that principals 
make ethical decisions daily (Immegart & Burroughs. 1970: Konnert & Augenstein. 1995; Sola. 
1984) takes courage. As one respondent said. "We are talking about making 5.000 decisions a 
day in our job. and not all of them are going to make everybody happy." 
The common good 
Second, each principal was motivated to act with courage because of his/her belief in the 
common good. This philosophical belief was valued so highly by these principals that they were 
willing to walk away from their job if need be. Although moral motivation is a third component 
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of Rest's theory, relatively little research has been done regarding its measurement (Rest & 
Nar\aez. 1994). 
John Rawl's ideal of the common good penains to cenain general conditions that are 
equally beneficial for everyone (Beauchamp. 1982). Upon first glance, these principals gave 
examples of what seemed to be a utilitarian concept, the greatest good for the greatest number. 
Certainly the dismissal of a teacher with four years left to retirement was not good for the 
teacher. However, each of the principals spoke of trying to help, counsel, suppon. and work with 
individuals to improve performance before dismissal or in the case of students, expulsion. Still 
others sought to help after dismissal by providing contacts for jobs, assistance with references, or 
in the case of students, alternative schools. As one principal said. "Age and e.xperience has 
changed my mind regarding expulsion, with one exception and that is bringing weapons to 
school." Still others spoke of bending the rules for students who were expelled. While they did 
not do it often, the common good motivated them to help those who were sacrificed for the 
greatest good. 
This shift in philosophical beliefs underlies the selection of action choices in Narrative 1. 
which depicted an ethical dilemma involving a student. Alternative schooling instead of expulsion 
is an example of the common good in that our social systems and institutions work in a manner 
that benefits all. Expulsion of the troublemaker on the other hand is a utilitarian concept, the 
greatest good for the greatest number. The literature reflects this ongoing philosophical shift with 
an emerging moral stance that all saidents are educable and that the stakes are high (Beck. 1996; 
Starratt. 1995). 
I l l  
Gut feelings 
Third, the principals described their cenainty with a decision being the right decision as a 
"gut feeling." All 10. some apologetically, others not at all, responded with cenainty as to this 
affirmation. As one said, "I know you are not to mention this, but. . ." and he went on to 
elaborate how his intuition or gut feeling made him certain of the right decision. 
The literanjre base for intuition in decision making is sparse. "Moral intuitions—that is. our 
intuitive sense of what is right and wrong—are important data for moral reasoning and the 
construction of moral theor}'" (Strike. Haller. & Soltis. 1988. p. 101). Scott (1998) advised 
looking with one's inner eye or gut level feelings among her six ethical approaches for decision 
making. But as with the principals in this snidy. there seems to be a tacit understanding within the 
discussion of inniition that the words "gut feeling" are understood without having to verbalize or 
define those words. 
What is interesting about the interviews is that these principals stressed thorough 
investigation, being aware and sensitive to others' needs, listening for different perspectives, and 
examining all angles. This scientific observation and inquiry into fact finding assured rationality, 
yet paradoxically, each relied on intuition to affirm that rational decision making as the right 
decision. 
Rest's theory does not address inmition. However, one of the four components is ethical 
sensitivity, an awareness of other's perspectives, different possible actions, and how one's actions 
affect other people (Rest & Narvaez. 1994). Before the final checkpoint, that gut level feeling, 
administrators weighed their actions, listened to different perspectives, and were aware of how 
those actions affected others. As one principal said. "Almost every decision you make has a 
negative impact on somebody." The contribution of all the senses heightens awareness, which in 
turn contributes to intuition. If intuition can be defined in part as awareness of a cultural value. 
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then Rest's component does contribute to a gut feeling. Perhaps that is why human beings 
function well until there is a breakdown of society and the moral bearings are lost (Foster, 1984^. 
The gut feeling is lost because the defining culniral value has not yet emerged and society is 
immersed in the melee of confiision. 
Difficulty defining etliics 
Fourth, ethics was difficult to define. These 10 principals were self-assured individuals, 
articulate, verbal, in some cases charming, and competitive. Of the 10 questions, this one got 
through the persona of success, charm, and verbal ability, to the reflective individual beneath. All 
of them struggled for an answer that would encapsulate their belief system and found it difficult to 
express. They were much more comfonable acting out their ethics than tr\'ing to define them. 
Part of that difficulty lies in the confusion in language that surrounds ethics (Boyd, 1992). 
Another viewpoint is that ethics must be nondefinitive (Bull & McCarthy, 1995), an observation 
that seems on the surface to be paradoxical. But perhaps this ver\' nondefinitiveness explains some 
of the difficulty these principals had with a definition. Ethics may not be a hard line in the sand 
but rather a narrow strip of sand, which reflects the hard lines of tidal waves for cultural change. 
Thus, to define something that is ever changing is difficult. 
Ethics is central to our culture. The repeated phrase "do what's right for kids" and the 
positive response it evoked illustrates that. Such an ethical bedrock provided a sense of security 
and solidity in an ever-changing world. However, that bedrock must be reflective of the culture it 
supports. Ethics is at one and the same time a checklist for moral behavior and a means through 
which change becomes a norm in the culture. To illustrate, Kohlberg (1967) defined the term 
"right" as the individual's conscience in accord with self-chosen, general ethical convictioris. 
Ethics and values provide an important bridge between what was and what now is. For example. 
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alternative schools were not readily available 30 or 40 years ago. The principal who believed 
strongly in supporting student growth now has a choice that was not available in the past. This 
helped e.xplain why one principal changed his moral philosophy regarding e.xpulsion. 
Differences between groups 
Fifth, a subtle difference could be found between those principals with a high number of 
justifications and those principals with a low number of justifications. The difference resided in 
judgment levels. One principal was concerned more with universal orientation while the other was 
concerned with the individual. Judgment is a component of Rest's theory. He defined it as 
awareness of possible lines of action, how people would be affected and then judging which 
action is more morally justifiable (Rest & Narvaez. 1994). 
Kohlberg's Theory of Moral Reasoning with its six levels of moral reasoning accounts for 
the difference between the two principals' actions. The principal with the high number of 
justifications operated at a level 6 on Kohlberg's scale. His explanation of a difficult decision 
seemed to be based on "universal principles of justice, on the reciprocity and equality of human 
rights, and on respect for the dignity of humans as individual persons" (Thomas. 1996. p. 465). 
Advocating for expansion in the midst of budget cuts because middle school students needed more 
science in the curriculum speaks to justice, reciprocity and equality, and respect. 
On the other hand, the principal with a low number of justifications seemed to be operating 
at a level 4 or 5. His primar>' concern was with the individual and maintaining the existing social 
order. Level 4 speaks to doing "the right thing when [a person] does his dut\'. shows respect for 
authorit>-. and maintains the existing social order for its own sake" (Thomas. 1996. p. 465). 
While that explained some of his actions, that did not explain the principal's awareness of 
individual choice for actions. That hinted at some understanding of level 5. in which "moral 
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behavior is defined in terms of general individual rights and according to standards that have been 
critically examined and to which the whole society has given its consent" (Thomas. 1996. p. 465). 
While all of the principals acted morally, each orientation speaks to a different stage of moral 
development. 
In summary, the majorit\' of respondents in this survey acted ethically in response to ethical 
dilemmas that tested three dispositions under Standard 5 of the ISLLC standards. Moreover, the 
four components of ethical awareness, ethical judgment, ethical motivation, and ethical character 
were utilized in the process of making those ethical decisions. 
Demographics of gender, years of experience, ethical training, and building enrollment 
were not statistically associated with action choices within Narratives 1 and 2 or justifications in 
all three narratives. There was a slight significance between years of experience and action 
choices in Narrative 3. In addition, for the qualitative smdy. several respondents spoke of age and 
e.xperience as having an impact on their moral judgment. 
Respondents scored differently on each disposition tested. For both ponions of the study, 
respondents practiced the ethic of subordinating one's own interests to the good of the school 
community with confidence and decisiveness. Respondents were confident of their role within this 
ethic. Accepting consequences for upholding one's principles and actions was not embraced as 
wholeheartedly. Within the interv'iew. those principals were willing to give up the job if necessar\' 
as a consequence for their ethical stance, but the words were said fatalistically. For the ethic of 
the common good, the results differed among the quantitative and qualitative portion of this study. 
Quantitatively, a majority of respondents selected the ethical choice but did not rank as highly 
imponant the justifications that supported that choice. Qualitatively, without e.xception. the 10 
principals acted from the ethic of the common good and supported that with Rest's four 
components in the examples and anecdotes that they related. 
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Implications 
Ethics is a central part of shaping school cultures and making decisions about fiitures. yet 
ethics emerged from this study as an intuitive feeling that was simply accepted as an indicator of 
moral rightness or wrongness. Neither did variables of gender, years of experience, ethics 
training, or building enrollment enhance that understanding regarding one's moral makeup and 
the psychological processes used for ethical decisions. The implication of these findings for those 
who train principals is to encourage the practice of self-reflection, praxis, and awareness of the 
biases and values that individuals bring to the job. In addition, critical thinking as valuation 
couched within an ethic of care would be of value to those practicing administrators to better 
understand the moral motivations for practice within the secondary school setting. 
For the most part, the respondents in this study accurately reflected and hopefiilly instilled 
the morals and values that society considers imponant, but such decision making was not without 
emotional angst. If principals understood that the job is fraught with ethical dilemmas that have 
conflicting values, the tolerance of this ambiguity might become more endurable. If the process 
through which they were trained as school administrators was one of self-discover}' about how 
they make ethical decisions as well as exploration of competing moral theories from the fields of 
psychology and sociology, aspiring principals and practicing principals would have a foundation 
of understanding and a cultivated awareness of their own ethical decision-making processes. The 
inclusion of trend recognition in the American culture is paramount to this exploration, for often 
such trends indicate minute shifts in values. 
Paradoxical moral philosophies permeate school systems. Examples are the common good 
and the rights of individuals. School practitioners should be grounded in moral education 
including a historical background, competing moral philosophies, and the function and purpose of 
morals and ethics in a culture. America is a pluralistic society, and a role of the principal is as an 
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advocate for democratic principles within that society. In addition, any theor\' of educational 
administration should include ethics, leadership, vision, and democratic principles. 
Educational administration is a profession that is value-laden. Bringing awareness of virtue 
ethics (How do we want to live?) to the forefront of preparation programs within the conte.xt of 
school reform will enhance critical awareness of the purpose of secondary schooling and 
preparedness of young teens for their roles as adults in our society. 
In order to do that properly, the public image of educational administration must be recast 
as an exemplary endeavor that requires components of courage, awareness, judgment, and 
sensitivity. More stories should be told about the unsung heroes in educational administration, 
those principals who quietly and without fanfare do the right thing. In addition, the results of this 
study should be shared with the National Association of Secondarv' School Administrators. School 
Administrators of Iowa (SAD. and other states' professional organizations for administrators, 
university preparation programs, and media. State principals represent the best of the best. 
More than any other profession, except perhaps the medical field, educational 
administration affects people's lives, and there is a duty to make those decisions from the most 
ethical stance possible. To make decisions in situations where there are oftentimes no right 
answers or competing right answers can become confusing. Blasted by demands and buffeted by 
competing values, the good principal can make a bad decision unless grounded in his/her own 
ethical makeup of courage, motivation, judgment, and sensitivity. And. the stakes are high. 
American schools are where American youth leam about morality. 
Recommendations 
Based on the findings, conclusions, and limitations of this smdy. the following 
recommendations for fiirther research are offered: 
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1. Since this study was conducted with MetLife/NASSP State Principals of the Year, it 
would be of interest to study principals who are not State Principals of the Year and 
compare those results to this study. 
2. The theory that drove this study was Rest's Four Component Model of Moral Behavior. 
Other competing theories need to be e.xplored with secondar\' administrators so that any 
additional processes that are used in ethical decision making may be discovered. Such 
research may be more conducive to a qualitative snidy in which principals are asked to 
define cheir own justifications. 
3. Study more of the dispositions under Standard 5 of the ISLLC standards. Ju.xtapose 
those findings with these findings. Such a study is needed to confirm the prevailing 
philosophical values in school settings and to define moral trends. 
4. No clear link has been established between ethical decision making within the 
principal's office and student achievement or cultural advancement. Such a study is 
needed to determine if ethical decision making has an impact on student achievement. 
5. Examine the long-term effects of ethical decision making on the persona of the 
individual. Such an investigation would be helpful in preparing school administrators to 
become ethical decision makers. 
6. Assess entry-level smdents who are beginning their program of studies in educational 
administration as to their perceptions regarding ethical dilemmas such as those 
presented in the narratives used in this study. Test them again at the end of their 
program with the same instrument. Such an investigation would be helpful in assessing 
the educational program in regard to ethical growth among the participants. 
7. Research die conditions which might affect the willingness of a principal to make 
ethical decisions. Such a study would include variables such as a supportive 
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superintendent, a supponive board of education, communities that value education, the 
history of the district, the wealth of the district, whether the district is located in a rural 
or urban area, an experienced teaching staff, or an inexperienced teaching staff. The 
results could provide information to aspiring principals as well as practicing principals. 
8. Expand and further refine the instrument used in this snidy. 
9. Conduct a qualitative snidy of the conflicting values in a pluralistic society. 
Sununary 
At the center of this nationwide study were responses from practicing principals who felt it 
worthwhile to contribute to the research on ethical decision making. The study relied on their 
honest interpretation of their own decision-making processes, and while steps were taken to 
enable them to be as honest as possible, some allowance must be made for their need to provide 
socially acceptable answers. As one respondent wrore. "We all think we are ethical." 
Although all of them had difficulty defining what was meant by ethics, all emphasized the 
need for ethics and the high value they placed on ethical decision making. Ethics emerged from 
their actions as perpetuated by their decisions, and they were keenly aware of that. Moreover. 
each acknowledged that a moral climate existed within their schools and that they were the center 
of that moral climate. It is reassuring that these respondents were aware of the moral 
responsibilit>' of their positions yet. as several reiterated, "doing the right thing is easy, knowing 
what is right remains the hard part." .A.s Beck and Murphy (1997) note; 
Leaders live and work in environments of uncertainty where problems require choices 
between competing goods {or competing bads), where persons legitimately hold 
different perspectives and call for different courses of action, and where one is 
frequently unsure, even after taking action, that she or he did the right thing, (p. 193) 
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APPENDIX A. SURVEY INSTRUMENT AND ANSWER KEY 
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Iowa State University Educational Leadership and Policy Studies 
RESPONSES TO ETHICAL NARRATIVES 
Part 1: Demographic Information 
What is your gender? • Male • Female 
Including this year, how many years of administrative experience do you have? 
Q (-5 Q6-I0 Q 11-15 Q 16-20 Q 21-25 Q more than 25 
Have you had an ethics course or exploration of ethics in your undergraduate or graduate course work? 
• Yes • No 
What was the approximate enrollment of your building for the 1999-2000 school year? 
Part 2: Responses to Ethical Narratives 
Directions: After reading each narrative, consider the four decisions that the principal could make. Rate 
those four action choices as Highly Questionable, Questionable, Defensible, or Highly Defensible. Then, 
mark which decision you would make if you were the principal. Keeping that decision in mind, consider 
the reason/justification that best justices why you made that decision. Mark 1 if of no importance, 2 if of 
little importance, 3 if of some importance, or 4 if the justification was of great importance. All eight 
justifications should be marked in some manner. 
There are three narratives. When finished, fold the survey instrument in half, tape closed, and return by 
June 14,2C00. Please mm the page and begin. Thank you for completing the survey instrument 
JoAnn Klinker & Don Hackmann 
N229 Lagomarcino Hall 
JoAnn Franklin Klinker 
Iowa State University 
N243 Lagomarcino Hall 
Ames, lA 50010-9901 
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Narrative 1: Principal Gray glanced up fi^m the report Jace Halliday, unrepentant, with an IQ of 130, a talent for playing 
the piano, and a penchant for trouble, stared baclc. The bruise under his eye was red and raw, as were the swollen knuckles 
of his right hand. Asking for iace's account of the recent fight with another student. Principal Gray listened, expecting no 
contradictions with the teacher's report. There were none. Jace had been provoked, he swung first, the other boy swung 
back, and Jace put him down with one more punch. And yes, he was aware that this was his fifth fight this year and that 
the conscquences would be severe, but Principal Gray had to understand. This time, it was not bis fault. Principal Gray 
noted that the teacher's report substantiated diat there were extenuating circumstances. 
Principal Gray is certain that if Jace, a regular education student, is suspended for ten days and recommended for 
expulsion as the handbook dictates, that he will not return to school. In addition, the musical perfomiance scheduled for 
two days from now will be substantially impacted as Jace has a key role. Plus, Principal Gray knows that if Jace is 
suspended and recommended for expulsion, Mrs. Halliday will once again insist that Jace be considered for a S04 plan. 
Tests do not indicate any such disability, yet she is certain that her son has a disability that substantially impacts his ability 
to learn. Further complicating the decision is Principal Gray's knowledge that the board of education is seriously 
considering implementing a zero tolerance policy against fighting. 
Principal Gray thought about the ambiguities and considered 
several alternatives. Check the box that corresponds to yoor view 
about each of the possible actioa choices. Rate each of them using 
the following scale. 
A. Suspend and initiate an expulsion bearing 
B. Suspend and consult with the superintendent regarding 
the possiblity ofaltenutive schooling 
C. Suspend but allow Jace to participate in the musical. 
D. Implement a S04 plan immediately 
• ^ 
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If you were Principal Gray, which action would you take? 
Now please consider the reasons that best justify your action choice. Rate the 
importance of each justification in determining your decision using the following 
scale. 
1. You know your colleagues will not support this decision 
2. Expelling a student can be justified with a zero tolerance policy 
3. Parent requests should be respected because parents want what is best for their 
children 
4. If you wouldn't suspend a student because of a health problem, you should not 
suspend him because he cannot control his temper. 
S. You need to be respectful of parents' and students' viewpoints when defending 
your professional judgment 
8. In the long tun, it is better to give up a little authority than to risk provoking 
parents, smdents, and staff. 
6. If the principal does not let Jace participate in the musical, his decision will anger 
the music teacher and the other students and endanger the success of the musical. 
7. In the long run, the common good is what matters 
• A QB QC QD 
,C rC .G 
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• • • • 
• • • • 
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Narrative 2: Top Dog School District has a tradition of winning sports teams. Principal Gray is very proud of that history. 
An evaluation of a first-year coach who is not on the teaching staff has been difficult because of those high expectations. 
The coach had a rocky start, losing the first three games, but in reviewing the total season, his performance, and the 
positive feedback he has generated. Principal Gray feels that with a little more seasoning, this coach will be fantastic! 
Principal Gray is Just about to make a final decision regarding the coach, when a parent organizes a meeting to discuss the 
coach's problems at the beginning of the season. 
Aaending the parent meeting with the coach. Principal Gray listens as the coach addresses each complaint and explains 
his rationale satisfactorily. Almost one third of the parents, however, refuse to be convinced. After the meeting, several 
parents and players ask the coach to stay next year. Principal Gray is delighted that they are positive about the coach. The 
next day the board president calls. "Are you one of those principals who won't listen to what the community wants?" he 
asks. These parents pay your salary. You are a servant of the people. This coach is not a good choice for our school. 
Don't recommcnd him tomorrow night" 
Principal Gray thought about the ambiguities and considered several alternatives. 
Check the box that corresponds to your view about each of the possible action 
choices. Rate each of them using the following scale. 
..cT 
.csf .cr 
A. Counsel the coach to resign the position. 
B. Recommend the coach for rehire 
C. Call the upset parents 
D. Meet with the board president 
If you were Principal Gray, which action would you take? 
r 
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Now please consider the reasons that best justify your action choice. Rate the 
importance of each jusdficatian in determining your decision using the 
following scale. 
.C rC fC 
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1. You know your colleagues will not support this decision • • • Q 
2. The principal is responsible for recommendations as to hiring and nonrenewal.. • • • • 
3. Parents complain about coaching performances because they want what is best 
for their children • • Q • 
4. A principal needs to be open-minded about alternative choices that benefit 
all individuals involved in the situation Q Q Q • 
5. You need to be respectfiil of the parents' and board president's 
viewpoints when defending your professional judgment • • • • 
6. If the board president and parents are adamant about the decision and have been 
properly infonned as to the performance of the coach, the principal should do 
what they want • • • • 
7. In the long run, it is better to lose your job than compromise your integrity Q Q Q Q 
8. In the long run, it is better to give up a little authority than to lose your job • • • • 
Narrative 3: Principal Gray noticed that once again the noise level from Mr. Higgins' classroom was deafening. Slipping 
into the classroom, disorder reigned as students were laughing, talking, sprawled in their chairs and on the floor. Restoring 
order took a few minutes and by that time, the bell rang. When questional as to why be was out of the room, Mr. Higgins 
explained he had a phone call to make, and surely Principal Gray realized how important it is that he should maintain 
good parental relationships. Principal Gray suspects that Mr. Higgins was maicing a personal call. Their discussion 
disintegrates into a cold interchange of Principal Gray's expectations and Mr. Higgins' compliance as a classroom teacher. 
When he leaves. Principal Gray knows that once again the principal will be the topic of Mr. Higgins' unrelenting tirade in 
the teachers' lounge. 
Principal Gray reflects on the conversation. A year of observation, consistent lack of student achievement, and Mr. 
Higgins' failure to respond to suggestions to improve his classroom are practical reasons to doubt Mr. Higgins* ability to 
be an cfFcaivc tcachcr. On fee other hand, Mr. Higgins is a tsnarsd special education teacher who is unafraid to speak up 
and a staunch teacher association member who knows his rights. The current special education teacher shortage will make 
replacing him diSicult, if not impossible. Additionally, Principal Gray knows that Mr. Higgins is passionate only in his 
unrelenting tirades against administration and his pleasure in thwarting administrative recommendatiotis at special 
education meetings. If the documentation process is begun, Mr. Higgins' antagonistic behavior will escalate. Some 
members of the staff appreciate Mr. Higgins' outspokenness. 
Principal Gray thought about the ambiguities and considered several 
alternatives. Check the box that corresponds to your view about each of the 
possible action choices. Rate each of them using the following scale 
A. Ignore Mr. Higgins' perfonnance 
B. Initiate weekly meetings with the special educan'on department to discuss 
problems and concerns 
C. Initiate professional growth improvement planning for Mr. Higgins to improve 
his classroom management. 
D. Inquire within the district as to transferring Mr. Higgins to another building 
C5? 
• 
• 
• 
• 
a? 
1 1 I 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • 
>5® 
If you were Principal Gray, which action would you take? 
Now please consider the reasons that best justify your action choice. Rate the 
importance of each justification in detennining your decision using the 
following scale. 
• A QB QC QD 
c f -  j J '  i*-
.'I' f r r f 
1. You know you colleagues will not support this decision • • • • 
2. The principal is responsible for supervision of teachers • • • • 
3. Teachers have a right to complain about the principal's decisions • • • • 
4. The principal has an obligation to ensure that quality teaching takes place in the 
building • • • Q 
5. You need to be respectful of the teachers' viewpoints when asserting your 
professional judgment. • • • • 
6. If a shortage of special education teachers means that students vnll not have a 
teacher, the principal should overlook Mr.. Higgins' deficiencies • • • • 
7. In the long run, the good of the school community outweighs how one's actions 
are perceived. • • • Q 
8. in the long run, it is better to compromise one's integrity than to risk alienating 
some staff. • • • • 
Thank you for participating. If you would like to include any comments or observations regardmg this exercise, please attach a 
separate sheet or E-mail your comments to jklinkei@home.com. 
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ANSWER KEY 
Nanative I: Principal Gray glanced up from the report Jace Hailiday, unrepentant, with an IQ of 130, a talent for playing 
the piano, and a penchant for trouble, stared back. The bruise under his eye was red and raw, as were the swollen knuckles 
of his right hand. Asking for Jace's account of the recent fight with another student. Principal Gray listened, expecting no 
contradictions with the teacher's report There were none. Jace had been provoked, he swung first, the other boy swung 
back, and Jace put him down with one more punch. And yes, he was aware that this was his fiflh fight this year and that 
the consequences would be severe, but Principal Gray had to understand. This time, it was not his fault Principal Gray 
noted that the teacher's report substantiated that there were extenuating circumstances. 
Pnncipal Gray is certam that if Jace, a regular education student, is suspended for ten days and recommended for 
expulsion as the handbook dictates, that he will not return to school. In addition, the musical performance scheduled for 
two days from now will be substantially impacted as Jace has a key role. Plus, Principal Gray knows that if Jace is 
suspended and recommended for expulsion, Mrs. Hailiday will once again insist that Jace be considered for a S04 plan. 
Tests do not indicate any such disability, yet she is certain that her son has a disability that substantially impacts his ability 
to learn. Further complicating the decision is Principal Gray's knowledge that the board of education is seriously 
considering implementing a zero tolerance policy against fighting. 
Principal Gray thought about the ambiguities and considered 
several altenutives. Check the box that corresponds to year view 
about each of the pouible action choices. Rate each of them using 
the following scale. 
A. Suspend and initiate an expulsion hearing 
B. Suspend and consult with the superintendent regarding 
the possiblity of alternative schooling 
r 
• 
r r r 
• • • 
C. Suspend but allow Jace to participate in the musical Q 
D. Implement a S04 plan immediately • 
• 
• 
• 
a 
• 
• 
a 
a 
• 
If you were Principal Gray, which action would you take? 
1. You know your colleagues will not support this decision 
2. Expelling a student can be justified with a zero tolerance policy 
3. Parent requests should be respected because parents want what is best for their 
children 
4. If you wouldn't suspend a smdent because of a health problem, you should not 
suspend him because he cannot control bis temper. 
S. You need to be respectful of parents' and students' viewpoints when defending 
your professional judgment 
8. In the long run, it is better to give up a little authority than to risk provoking 
parents, students, and stalf. 
• A  IB  a c  Q D  
Now please consider the reasons that best justify your action choice. Rate the 
importance of each justification in determining your decision using the following 
sc^e. 
>' / W 
Z-VV 
6. If the principal does not let Jace participate in the musical, his decision will anger 
the music teacher and the other students and endanger the success of the musical. 
7. In the long run, the common good is what matters 
a' f f f f 
• • • • 
• • • • 
• • • • 
• • • • 
• • • a 
• • • • 
• • • • 
• • • • 
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ANSWER KEY 
Narrative 2: Top Dog School District has a tradition of winning sports teams. Principal Gray is very proud of that history. 
An evaluation of a first-year coach who is not on the teaching staff has been diflicuh because of those high expectations. 
The coach bad a rocky start, losing the first three games, but in reviewing the total season, his performance, and the 
positive feedback he has generated. Principal Gray feels that with a litde more seasoning, this coach will be fantastic! 
Principal Gray is just about to make a final decision regarding the coach, when a parent organizes a meeting to discuss the 
coach's problems at the beginning of the season. 
Attending the parent meeting with the coach. Principal Gray listens as the coach addresses each complaint and explains 
his rationale satisfactorily. Almost one third of the parents, however, refuse to be convinced. After the meeting, several 
parents and players ask the coach to stay next year. Principal Gray is delighted that they are positive about the coach. The 
next day the board president calls. "Are you one of those principals who won't listen to what the community wants?" he 
asks, "These parents pay your salary. You are a servant of the people. This coach is not a good choice for our school. 
Don't recommend him tomoirow night" 
Principal Gray thought about the ambiguities and considered several alternatives. 
Check the box that corresponds to your view about each of the possible action 
choices. Rate each of them using the following scale. 
A. Counsel the coach to resign the position. 
B. Recommend the coach for rehire 
C. Call the upset parents 
D. Meet with the board president 
If you were Principal Gray, which action would yoa take? 
• • a • 
Q • • • 
• a • a 
• • • • 
• A BB QC QD 
Now please consiUa the reasons that best justify your action choice. Rate the 
nnportance of each justification in determining your decision using the 
following scale. 
1. You know your colleagues will not support this decision 
2. The principal is responsible for recommendations as to hiring and nonrenewal.. 
3. Parents complain about coaching performances because they want what is best 
for their children 
4. A principal needs to be open-minded about alternative choices that benefit 
all individuals involved in the situation 
S. You need to be respectfiil of the parents' and board president's 
viewpoints when defending your professional judgment. 
6. If the board president and parents are adamant about the decision and have been 
properly infonned as to the performance of the coach, the principal should do 
what tlnqf want. 
7. In the long run, it is better to lose your job than compromise your integrity 
8. In the long run, it is better to give up a litde authority than to lose your job 
X/VV 
J- & 
f f f f 
• • • a 
a a a « 
a • • • 
a a • • 
a • • • 
• • • • 
a • • m 
• • • • 
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ANSWER KEY 
Narrative 3: Principal Gray noticed that once again the noise level from Mr. Higgtns' classroom was deafening. Slipping 
into the classroom, disorder reigned as students were laughing, talking, sprawled in their chairs and on the floor. Restoring 
order took a few mintites and by that time, the bell rang. When questioned as to why he was out of the room, Mr. Higgins 
explained he had a phone call to make, and surely Principal Gray realized how important it is that he should maintain 
good parental relationships. Principal Gray suspects that Mr. Higgins was making a personal call. Their discussion 
disintegrates into a cold interchange of Principal Gray's expectations and Mr. Higgins' compliance as a classroom teacher. 
When he leaves. Principal Gray knows that once again the principal will be the topic of Mr. Higgins' unrelenting tirade in 
the teachers' lounge. 
Principal Gray reflecs on the ccnversancn. A year cf obser.-a:icn, csnsistent lack cf snidenr dMr. 
Higgins' failure to respond to suggestions to improve his classroom are practical reasons to doubt Mr. Higgins' ability to 
be an effective teacher. On the other hand, Mr. Higgins is a tenured special education teacher who is unafraid to speak up 
and a staunch teacher association member who knows his rights. The current special education teacher shortage will make 
replacing him difficult, if not impassible. Additionally, Principal Gray knows that Mr. Higgins is passionate only in his 
unrelenting tirades against administration and his pleasure in ^waning administrative recommendations at special 
education meetings. If the documentation pn}cess is begun, Mr. Higgins' antagonistic behavior will escalate. Some 
members of the staff appreciate Mr. Higgins' outspokenness. 
Principal Gray thought about the ambiguities and considered several 
alternatives. Check the box that corresponds to your view about each of the 
passible action choices. Rate each of them using the following scale 
A. Ignore Mr. Higgins* performance 
B. Initiate weekly meetings with the special education department to discuss 
problems and concerns 
C. Initiate professional growth improvement planning for Mr. Higgins to improve 
his classroom management 
D. Inquire within the distria as to transferring Mr. Higgins to another building. 
Z' 
.c/o/V .<3 
r r r r 
• • • a 
• • a • 
• a a • 
• • a • 
If you were Principal Gray, which action would you lake? • A QB mc QD 
«> J- f-C 
Now please consider the reasons that best justify your action choice. Rate the 
importance of each justification in detennining your decision using the 
following scale. 
1. You know you colleagues will not support this decision. 
2. The principal is responsible for supervision of teachers.. 
3. Teachers have a right to complain about the principal's decisions 
4. The principal has an obligation to ensure that quality teaching takes place in the 
building. 
5. You need to be respectful of the teachers' viewpoints when asserting your 
professional judgment. 
6. If a shortage of special education teachers means that students will not have a 
teacher, the principal should overlook Mr.. Higgins' deficiencies. 
7. In the long run, the good of the school community outweighs how one's actions 
are perceived 
8. In the long run, it is better to compromise one's mtegrity than to risk alienating 
some staff. 
/ / // 
f r r r 
• • • a 
a a a • 
• a • • 
• • a • 
• • • • 
• • • a 
• a • • 
• • a a 
Thank you for para'cipattng. If you would like to include any comments or observations regarding this exercise, please anach a 
separate sheet or E>mail your comments to jUinket(3home.cam. 
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IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY College of Education 
Depamnenc of Educational O F  S C I E N C E  A N D  T E C H N O L O G Y  
Leadership and Policy Studies 
N243 Lagomarcino Hall 
Ames. Iowa 50011-3195 
515 294-4143 
www.educ.iasute.edu/pr5l/ 
May 29, 2000 
Dear State Principal of the Year: 
Congratulations on your honor and the national recognition for outstanding leadership that it 
carries. .As a high school principal, I always felt State Principals of the Year set the standard the 
rest of us tried to meet. Now, I need your help. I am completing my Doctor of Philosophy 
degree from Iowa State University, and I have included MetLife/NASSP State Principals of the 
Year in my dissertation study. The purpose of this study is to determine how and through what 
processes principals respond to commonplace ethical dilemmas. Please help me learn how 
ethical decisions are made. Enclosed is a questionnaire for you to complete. Estimated time for 
completion is 15-20 minutes. 
Your responses will be coded to protect confidentiality. The coded numbers will be used to 
determine the returns in order that reminders can be mailed. In addition, some selected 
respondents will be interviewed by telephone. No individual results from any principal will be 
reported. The results, from the questionnaire and the telephone interview, will only be reported 
in a summarized manner for all respondents. Surveys will be destroyed after the information is 
tabulated and recorded. The code is only used to match up participants and returned stirveys 
By completing this questionnaire, you are indicating your voluntary agreement to participate in 
the study. Once you have finished answering the questions, simply fold and tape the survey and 
drop it in the nearest mailbox. If you have any questions or concems about the survey, you may 
reach me via electronic mail ildinker@home.com or at 515-221-3863 (H) or 515-294-5450 (O). 
If you wish to see results of the study, please contact me. 
1 am certain that as an administrator you realize the importance of your contribution to this 
undertaking. A high percentage of return questiormaires will enhance the validity of this 
research. Please assist me by returning your responses in the mail before June 14"'. 
I extend to you my most sincere thanks for your time and assistance. And again, congratulations 
on recognition of your exemplary leadership. 
Sincerely, 
Io/\nn Franklin Klinker Dr. Donald Hackmann, /Assistant Professor 
Dissertation Advisor Doctoral Candidate 
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IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY College of Educacion 
Departmenc of Educational 
O F  S C I E N C E  A N D  T E C H N O L O G Y  
Leadership and Policy Studies 
Nz43 Lagomardno Hall 
Ames, Iowa 50011-3195 
515 294-4143 
www.educ.iastate.edu/prst/ 
June 26, 2000 
Dear State Principal of the Year: 
Several weeks ago, I sent you a survey and asked for your assistance with my dissertation study 
for the Doctor of Philosophy degree in educational administration at Iowa State University. As I 
have not yet received your response, I thought that perhaps you might have misplaced the siu^ey 
or forgotten about it in the rush of closing school for the year. I remember that time as being 
particularly hectic. 
The enclosed questionnaire is a duplicate of the one previously sent. Estimated time for 
completion is 15-20 minutes. The research is important, since more understanding is needed 
regarding how ethical decisions are made. A high percentage of return questionnaires will 
enhance the validity of this research. Please assist me by returning your responses in the mail by 
Your responses will be coded to protect confidentiality and will be used to determine the returns 
in order that reminders can be mailed. In addition, some selected respondents will be interviewed 
by telephone. The results from the questionnaire and the telephone interview will only be 
reported in a summarized maimer for all respondents. No individual results from any principal 
will be reported. Surveys will be destroyed after the information is tabulated and recorded. 
By completing this questionnaire, you are indicating your voluntary agreement to participate in 
the study. Once you have completed the questions, simply fold and tape the survey and drop it in 
the nearest mailbox. If you have any questions or concerns about the survey, you may reach me 
via electroiric mail at ildinker@home.com or at 515-221-3863 (H) or 515-294-5450 (O). If you 
wish to see results of the study, please contact me. 
I extend to you my most sincere thanks for your time and assistance. 
July 10"^. 
Sincerely, 
foAnn Franklin Klinker 
Doctoral Candidate 
Dr. Donald Hackmann, /Assistant Professor 
Dissertation Advisor 
Enc. 
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July 27. 2000 
Dear State Principal: 
Regarding our phone conversation, thank you for agreeing to fill out the survey. I 
have included the letter from June 26'" for your perusal. I look forward to your 
response within the week. 
JoAnn Klinker 
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APPENDIX C. TELEPHONE SCRIPT 
Hello. My name is JoAnn Franklin Klinker. Recently. I sent you a survey regarding ethical 
decision making, and I thank you for your prompt response. You have been selected as a 
respondent for the qualitative portion of the survey, and I wonder if you might have a few 
minutes to answer some questions. The entire inter\'iew should only take 15-30 minutes, and I 
will be more than happy to call back at a mutually agreed upon time if now is not convenient for 
you. 
The purpose of this telephone interview is to further e.xplore the processes principals use in 
ethical decision making. All selected principals will be asked the same questions, and results will 
be summarized. No individual results from any one principal will be reponed. and all individual 
results are confidential. It at any time you have questions regarding this procedure, please let me 
know. If at any time, you wish to terminate the conversation for any reason, you are free to do 
so. This conversation is being tape recorded, and your responses will help me understand how-
ethical decisions are made. 
Are you agreeable to this telephone interview, and do you have any funher questions 
regarding this procedure? Let's begin. 
1) Does it take moral courage to do your job? Please give me an example. 
2) How do you define ethics? Values? Integrity? 
3) Are you comfortable discussing ethics? 
4) What is the hardest decision you have ever had to make? Do you think it was ethical in 
nature? 
5 )  Is there any decision that you made within your career as an administrator that you 
regret, or that kept you up at night? Why do you diink that is? 
6) How do you know when you have made the "right" decision? 
7) Can you describe the process you use when you are confronted with an ethical 
dilemma? 
8) .'\re there ethical dimensions to your position and the decisions you make? 
9) Do you place a high degree of personal emphasis on ethics in your professional life? 
Why?/Why not? 
10) Did your reputation for ethical behavior, in your opinion, play a significant part in 
your selection as State Principal of the Year? Why?/Why not? 
Is there any additional information you would like to add? 
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APPENDIX D. KOHLBERG'S THEORY OF MORAL DEVELOPMENT 
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Kohlberg's Moral Judgment Stages 
I. Preconventional Level (Premoral Level). A person follows society's rules of right and 
wrong but in terms of the physical or hedonistic consequences (punishment, reward, exchange 
of favors) and in view of the power of the authority who imposes the rules. 
Stage 1. Punishment and obedience orientation. Whether an action is good or bad depends on 
whether it results in punishment or reward. If the individual is going to get punished for it, 
it's bad so he shouldn't do it. If he won't get punished, he can do it. regardless of the human 
meaning or value of the act. 
Stage 2. Naive instrumental orientation. Proper action instrumentally satisfies the individual's 
needs and occasionally the needs of others. As in the marketplace, human relations are based 
on getting a fair remm for one's investment. Reciprocity or fairness involves "you scratch my 
back and I'll scratch yours." but not out of loyalt}'. gratimde, or justice. 
II. Conventional Level. A person conforms to the e.xpectations of her family, group, or nation. 
She actively supports and justifies the existing social order. 
Stage 3. Good-boy, nice-girl orientation. A person acts in ways that please or help others and 
are approved by them. For the first time, the individual's intention becomes important ("she 
means well"). Approval is earned by being "nice." 
Stage 4. Law-and-order orientation. A person is doing the right thing when he does his duty, 
shows respect for authority, and maintains the existing social order for its own sake. 
III. Postconventional, Principled, or .\utonomoiis Level. A person tries to identify' universal 
moral values that are valid, regardless of what authority or group subscribes to the values and 
despite the individual's own connection or lack of connection with such authorities or groups. 
Stage 5. Social-contract orientation. This usually involves legalistic and utilitarian overtones. 
Moral behavior is defined in terms of general individual rights and according to standards that 
have been critically examined and to which the whole society has given its consent. This is 
the "official" morality of the United States Constitution and the U.S. Government. There is a 
clear recognition that personal values and opinions are relative, and thus there are procedures 
for reaching consensus and for changing laws for social utility reasons (rather than freezing 
laws because they are inviolate, as under stage 4's law-and-order orientation). 
Stage 6. Universal ethical principle orientation. A person's moral judgments are based on 
universal principles of justice, on the reciprocity' and equalit\' of human rights, and on respect 
for the dignity of humans as individual persons. Right is defined by the individual's 
conscience in accord with self-chosen, general ethical convictions. 
Recast and simplified from Kohlberg. 1967. p. 171 (Thomas. 1996). 
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Comments Written on the Instnmient 
(Italics are the author's corrections.) 
Category Comments 
Building enrollment 
Narrative 1 
Action choices 
Justification 1 
Justification 4 
All justifications 
Narrative 2 
Narrative 
Action choice C 
Action choice D 
Justification 2 
Justification 6 
Justification 7 
Justification 8 
'promoted to district superintendent" 
"Usually seek voluntary withdrawal with alternatives before A" 
"I really don't understand the relevance of these to mv action." 
"NO!?" 
"I don't understand this pan. None of these support the decision I 
made. 7 is the closest—How can I rate the other reasons?" 
"This Questions are confusing!" 
"The choices for rating are ambiguous. The meaning is not clear. 
For instance. I might agree that the feelings of colleagues are 
imponant. but they may not change my decision." 
"Is he paid a salary by the school?" 
"Why go to the meeting." 
"NO" 
"Usually seek voluntary withdrawal with alternatives before A" 
with this comment following the marking of D as the correct 
answer—"then follow w/B!" 
"Principal went above and beyond by attending a parent 
meeting." 
the word principal replaced with "athletic director" 
"NO" 
"My recommendations are to the superintendent—never to the 
Board." 
"I do not think integrity was an issue." 
"poor question—we give up authority all the time by delegating. 
This issue one that can not be delc^aated." 
Narrative 3 
Justification 3 
Justification 5 
Justification 6 
Justification 8 
"Yes" 
"Not on this case" 
"NO WAY" "Fire him." 
"absolutely not!" 
"no answer fits" 
"Poor question I think, you do not compromise integrity nor is it 
of 'No or little imponance.' You can read this 2 ways." 
"Good luck—this is a great project. We all would like to think of 
ourselves as ethical so we mav not be accurate. Best wishes." 
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Table F.l. Respondents' building enrollments (N = 59) 
Frequency Percent Valid percent Cumulative percent 
Valid 150 1 1.6 1.7 1.7 
300 I 1.6 1.7 3.4 
350 I 1.6 1.7 5.1 
402 I 1.6 1.7 6.8 
425 1 1.6 1.7 8.5 
430 1 1 6 ! 7 10 2 
450 I 1.6 1.7 11.9 
527 1 1.6 1.7 13.6 
560 1 1.6 1.7 15.3 
630 1 1.6 1.7 16.9 
720 1 1.6 1.7 18.6 
750 I 1.6 1.7 20.3 
800 J 4.8 5.1 25.4 
820 1 1.6 1.7 27.1 
870 1 1.6 1.7 28.8 
900 1 1.6 1.7 30.5 
920 2 3.2 3.4 33.9 
950 1 1.6 1.7 35.6 
980 I 1.6 1.7 37.3 
1000 4 6.3 6.8 44.1 
1012 I 1.6 1.7 45.8 
1050 4 6.3 6.8 52.5 
1200 3 4.8 5.1 57.6 
1250 1 1.6 1.7 59.3 
1300 5 7.9 8.5 67.8 
1400 1 1.6 1.7 69.5 
1450 T 3.2 3.4 72.9 
1530 1 1.6 1.7 74.6 
1600 1 1.6 1.7 76.3 
1650 1 1.6 1.7 78.0 
1700 1 1.6 1.7 79.7 
1750 1 1.6 1.7 81.4 
1800 I 1.6 1.7 83.1 
1850 1 1.6 1.7 84.7 
1900 I 1.6 1.7 86.4 
2000 J 4.8 5.1 91.5 
2050 1 1.6 1.7 93.2 
2200 2 3.2 3.4 96.6 
2750 I 1.6 1.7 98.3 
2900 1 1.6 1.7 100.0 
Total 59 93.7 100.0 
Missing 999 4 6.3 
Total 63 100.0 
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On Februan" 9. 1987. the following letter appeared in the "voice of the people" section of 
the Chicago Tribune, signed by a juvenile court judge: 
American schools always have been. . .deliberately involved in the transmission of 
moral wisdom. By "moral wisdom" I mean eternal norms or standards of human 
behavior, beliefs about the rightness or wrongness of human conduct, recognized and 
affirmed over the generations. It is folly to suggest that one may educate without 
teaching morality. One may argue quite correctly that in a free society personal moral 
views may be submitted to the marketplace of ideas in adult society. However, it has 
never been seriously advocated that in public schools our children should be presented 
with an adult smorgasbord of morality options. . . . For many children in our society, 
the public school provides the only healthy indoctrination in practical human 
morality. . .before entering the rough and mmble world of adult pluralism. . . . Such 
"wisdom" is immutable; it does not change from age to age; it does not depend upon 
public opinion or practice for its efficacy. This "wisdom" is the foundation upon 
which cultures are built. When the foundation cracks, the lights flicker. . . . The 
lights are flickering, what shall we do? One thing we must not do is to compromise 
the integrity of our schools by asking them to teach. . .behavior inconsistent with 
wisdom. WE must demand unequivocally that our children practice self-control and 
self-restraint in all areas of human temptation. ... 1 for one vote no to dispensing 
contraceptive devices in our schools and would be very much opposed to any 
education not consistent with the ideals of personal purity and self-restraint in all 
areas of human passion. 
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l<ir 22 L-JjO 
Xnfozmatiozi for Review of Researcb. Involving Human 
Iowa State Ucivezalty ^ 
(Please type and use the attached Inatxuctloos £oc coiapletina thSCSi^^jSt^ 
1. Title of Project Complexity of confusion and simplidcy of desire; Ethical Dedsion-Maldsg Responses of 
State Principals of the Year 
I agrsc aj prc'/ids ±s proper scrvsillaacs of 'Jsis project m iasars tSa: ie rights and welfare cf Sc iumaa saSjeca are 
protected. I will report any adverse ceactioos to tbe committee. Additions to or ctmnges in researcb procedures after 
the project bas been approved will be submitted u) (be committee for review. I agree to request renewal of approval 
for any project continuing mote tban one year. ^ y 
5I22JQ0 _ ' J./C yC-C^ 
Sj^tture of phncipil iovettigacn 
JoAnn Franldin KUnker 
Typed aame of prmcipal inveicigator 
Educational Leaderstiip and Policy 
Studies 
Deputmeat 
(515)294^871 fri d'l5-5S'/'f//9 
Pbone aiunber to report reiulis 
Date 
N243 Lagomarcino Hall 
Signatures of otbec investigators 
Ctmpui addreu 
Date 
5/22/00 
Relationship u> principal investigator 
Major Professor 
4. Principal investigator(s) (check all that apply) 
Q Faculty O Staff IS Graduate student r~l Undergraduate student 
5. Project (check all that apply) 
Q Researcb IS Thesis or dissenauon Q Qass project O Independent Study (490,590. Honors project) 
6. Number of subjects (complete all (hat apply) 
# adults, non-students: 106 9 minors under 14: 
* ISU students: other 
(explain): 
ff minors 14 - 17: 
7. Brief descnption of proposed researcb involving human subjects: (See instructions, item 7. Use an additional page if 
needed.) 
Nested between abstiaa theory and a code of ethics is the intennediate zone of actual decision making. James 
Rest's Four Component Model of Moral Behavior can be used to measure bow principals make ethical decisions. 
The central problem is whether school administiatots make ethical decisions that are moral in nature. In other 
words, when coofironted with ethical dilemmas that call for adherence to a code of ethics, are school leaders 
sensitive to moral issues within the problems they solve, do they judge what is right and wrong, do they prioritize 
competing moral values, and do they have the courage to act on all of the above? 
The central purpose of this study is to rtmimninr if M^tf jfr/fijA'jLSP State Principals of the Year, when asked to 
tnlfi* !^rt|yp on an ethical dili'mma i-thical decinons thmu|;h the processes outlined in James Rest's Four 
Component Model nf vjoral Hyhavinr Px^iminiaHnn r>f Ihi-ir artinn< and jumtlCatlOnS tOT thOSe aCtjOOS Will 
detennine or not detennine a r-'''^'7n'i'"'r '*"* of Rest's theory and the etmcal acuon. State 
Principals of the Year were selected for the study because of (heir identification through a structurea process u 
exemplary leaders. Each year each state selects a state principal of the year. This smdy will include the 1998 and 
1999 principals of the year. 
State Principals of the year for 1998 and 1999 (106 in number, both male and female, representing all ages) will 
tinp.;/www.gradK»aaga.ias<aia.sau/rorm3/HunwnSufiiaets.aoc GC OS/99 
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be asked to complete an instrument that will allow for quantitative measurement of rfa'a Tbe qualitative portion of 
the study will be telephone interviews with prinicpals who are randomly selected &om among those who answered 
with a high dregree of congruence regarding tbe most ethical action and tbe four components and those who 
answered with a low degree of congruence to tbe most ethical action and tbe four components. Tbe same questicss 
will be asked of all those who are interviewed. 
Data-gathering survey intruments and questions for tbe qualitative portion are attached as an addendum. 
(Please do not wnd research, thesis, or dissertation proposals.) 
8. Informed Q Signed informed consent will be obtained. (Attach a copy of your foim.) 
Consent: 
^ Modified informed consent will be obtained. (See instructions, item 8.) 
n Not applicable to this project 
httpV/www.gracl^lsge.iastala.sdu/Torms/HunMnSut)i«cts.doc acQsm 
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9. Confidentiality of Data: Desoibe below the metbods you will use to ensme tbe confidentialicy of data obtained. (See 
instnictions, item 9.) 
Parh instiument will be aimieiically coded. The master list of code numbers and tbe State Principal of tbe Year tbat 
each number represents will be for my eyes only. All staff and snidents who assist me will be informed as to 
confidentiality, and they will agree to mainraiTi confidendality. 
10. What risks or discomfort will be part of the study? Will subjects in the research be placed at risk or incur discomfort? 
Describe any risks to the subjects and precautions that will be taken to minimize ihem. rTbe concept of risk goes 
beyond physical risk and includes risks to subjects' dignity and self-respea as well as psychological or emotional risk. 
See instructions, item 10.) 
State Principals of tbe Year will be studied as a group and not individually recognized. Their names will not be 
used in the dissertation and they will not be identified at all other than State Principals of the Year including yean 
1998 and 1999. Subjects will not be placed at risk or incur discomfort from this study. 
U. CHECK ALL of the following that apply to your research; 
O A. Medical clearance necessary before subjects can participate 
Q B. Administration of substances (foods, drugs, etc.) to subjects 
• C. Physical exercise or conditiomng for subjects 
C D. Samples (blood, tissue, etc.) from subjects 
C E. Administration of infectious agents or recombinant DNA 
[I F. Deception of subjects 
C G. Subjects under 14 years of age and/or Q Subjects 14 -17 years of age 
[H H. Subjects in institutions (nursing homes, prisons, etc.) 
O I. Research must be approved by another institution or agency (Attach letters of approval) 
If you checked any of the items in 11, please complete tbe following in the space below (include any attachments): 
Items A-C £)escribe the procedures and note the proposed safety precautions. 
Items D-E The principal investigator should send a copy of this form to Envirotmiental Health and Safety, 118 
Agronomy Lab for review. 
Item F Describe how subjects will be deceived; justify the deception; indicate the debriefing procedure, 
including the timing and information to be presented to subjects. 
Item G For subjects under the age of 14, indicate bow informed consent will be obtained from parents or 
legally authorized representatives as well as from subjects. 
Items H-I Specify the agency or institution that must approve the project If subjects in any outside agency or 
institution are involved, approval must be obtained prior to beginning the research, and the letter of 
approval should be Qled. 
hnp7/www.graei-coll«g».ia3tats.adu/torms/HumanSuD|acts.c]oc QC 09/99 
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Last name of Principal Investigator Klinker 
Checklist for Attachments and Time Schedule 
Tbe following are attached (please checK): 
12. ^ Letter or written statement to subjects indicating clearly; 
a) tbe purpose of tbe research 
b) tbe use of any IdeDCifier codes (names, #'s), bow they will be used, and wben they will be removed (see item 
i7) 
c) aa estimate of dine needed for participation in tbe research 
d) if applicable, tbe location of the research activity 
e) how you will ensure confidentiality 
f) in a longitudinal study, wben and bow you will contact subjects later 
g) that partidpatiofl is voluntary; nonpatticipation will not affect evaluations of tbe subject 
13. D Signed consent form (if applicable) 
14. G Letter of approval for research &om cooperating organizations or institutions (if applicable) 
15. E Pata»gatberino InttnangTiK 
16. Anticipated dates for contact with subjects: 
17. If applicable: anticipated date that identifiers will be removed from completed survey instruments and/or audio or 
Flnt contact 
5/29/2000 
Last contact 
mmm 
Month/Day/Year Month/DayA'ear 
visual tapes will be erased: 
minm 
Month/Day/Year 
18. Signature of Departmental Executive 
Officer ^ -
Department or Administrative Unij 
19.^^^ision of the University Human Subjects Review Committee: 
Mgroject approved Q Project not approved >jea D No action required 
Name of Hiimafl Subjects in Research Cotmnittee Qiair 
Patricia M. Keith 
Signature o^ommittee 
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